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WHITAKER G3SJ

10 YORKSHIRE STREET, BURNLEY
XTALS. The complete Xtal Kit in sealed cartons
for the SCR, 536 (BC611) Walkie Talkie. 14 xtals
in all with 14 coils. 7 osc. and 7 final covering the
complete freq. range of the unit. There are 7 tx.
frees. and a further 7 xtals spaced 455 kc for the

receiver. AR are in Ft 243 holders with 4" pin

spacing. The complete range is as follows :
3885/4340, 4080/4535, 4280/4735,
4397/4852.
4840/5295, 5327/5782, 5437/5892 kc.

The complete kit including coils. 56/-. post free.
Set of 14 xtals less coils, 48/-, set of 14 coils, 8/-.
Any pair of xtals, 8/-, with the exception of 53275

and 5295. these 7/6 each. All xtals are by leading
U.S. makers.
XTALS. 1000 kc Bliley. Valpey or Somerset.
standard r pin spacing, 20/-. 100 kc RCA. Bliley.
sub -standards. 17/6. Marconi, etc., 500 kc British
r pin spacing, 6/-. Western Elec. 500 kc 4" Ft 243
holders. 7/6.

XTALS. 3.5 Mc Band any spot freq.. 15'-.
FOR 144 Mc. Any freq. 8000 kc to 8110 kc Ft 243

fitting at 15/-. A few Bendix r pin spacing 800769
kc at 12/6.
FOR 28 Mc. Any spot freq. from 7 Mc to 7500 kc
at 12/6. with the following specials. 7200, 7225.

Phone 4924

PILOT LAMPS. Small Bay. 6.3v, 12v or 28v.
at 6/- doz.

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS.
P.P. 805s to P.P. 813s. 60/.. carr. paid.

R.C.A.

THERMADOR. 400 watt. Pri. 6.700 ohms ct.Sec. 4.500. 5,000 or 5,500 ohms, 7"x 6" x

Porcelain Standoffs. and completely screened at
50/-. Woden. UM 1, 2. 3 or 4, immediate delivery
from stock.
PLATE TRANSFORMERS. Thermador, Primary
210/230v 50 cy. Secondary, 2280/1725/1420/0/
1420/1725/2280 at 800 Mills. Porcelain standoffs.
Sec. test volts 6,000. In original sealed crates. nett
weight 150 lb., 17/101., carr. paid.
R.C.A. 230v primary. Output 2000/1500/0/1500/
2000 at 800 mills. 14/10/,
HALLICRAFTER. Switched Primary 110/230v.
S20.R. replacement, 30/-.
HALLICRAFTER. Output transformers. P.P.
Primary. S.:.paraoe High and Low impedance
secondaries. 55ro19. 30/10,000 cv. 7/6 each.

BC 454 complete with Dynamotor, brand new
and boxed at 50/-, carr. paid.
THERMADOR. 350/0350, 150 Mills. 5v 3 amp,

7250. 7275, 7300, 7325. 7350, 7375. 7400. 7425,
7450. 7475, 7500 kc at 7/6 each or 72/- per doz.
All 4" Ft 243 holders.
FOR 7 Mc. 7000 to 7300 kc any spot freq. at
12/6, with the fone band specials as above.
6 Mc Band for 144. 6000 kc to 6083 kc any spot
freq. at 12/6. Ft 243 holders.
FOR 21 Mc. 5250 to 5350 kc any spot freq., 12/6.
Ft 243 ho'ders.
TOP BAND. Double, 850 kc to 863.5 kc and 937

6.3v 34 amp, 230v Primary, 30/..

welded contacts. mounted in air gap. at 5/- each.
To Commercial users and others. A complete
range available from 2 Mc to 9 Mc in either r or
r holders. The entire range by : RCA, Bliley.

DRIVER TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A. P.P. 6L6s

THERMADOR. Output trans.

Primary 5,000
ohm plate to plate load. Secondary 5, 74 or 15
ohm and 500 ohm line, plus winding for 10 per
cent, inverse feedback, 20/-.
R.C.A. Filament trans. 230v primary, 10v ct

for a pair of 805s or 813s at 25/, Ditto

Thermador. 230v primary Output 10v ct 10 amp
plus 10v ct 8 amp at 30/-.

THERMADOR. 230v Primary. Output 24v 10

to 1038.5 kc, Ft 243 holders, by Western Elec.
Prolific harmonic generators, Plated type, spot

amp twice for a pair of 866s. Sec. test volts 7.500.
Porcelain standoffs, 30/,

Valpey. Stand, etc., and all leading American

to 805s or TZ 40s, 25/-. Ditto Thermador, 500 ohm
line to Split Secondary 805 grids. 1 to 2.7. 20/-.
AUDIO LF CHOKES. 150 by, BC221 replacements, 5/-.
L.F. SMOOTHING. Miniature U.S.A. By
Stancor Thordarson. etc. A well -assorted dozen
at 12/-, post free.

manufacturers. Quantity quotations are available
on request. Export enquiries welcomed.

VALVES RX AND TX.

Another exceptionally

keen 3SJ offer. All are brand new in sealed cartons
and carry our full guarantee.
615 gt, 2/6, 24/- doz.: 813 RCA or Westinghouse.
22/6. 112 per doz. 805, 12/6
832. 12/6, all 16
per doz., can be mixed if desired.

THERMADOR. 10 by at 225 Mills., 20/-. R.C.A.
Swinging 5/15 by at 450 Mills. Weight 30 lb. carr.

100th. 25/, £13 per doz.: 866/866a, 10/6, 15/8/ per doz.: 807. 6/-, 60/- doz. : VU 508 Vac. Rec.

A seldom seen line, 6/- doz.

4v Fit. 2750v at 125 Mills. 8/-. 80/- doz. ; 5R4 GY,
1625, 4/-, 36/- doz. ; 6L6 G. 1622, 616, 8/-. 80.
6C4, 6AG5, 7/6.72/- doz. ; 5Z4, 6N7, 6N7 gt, 6K8,
717a, 6/-. 60/- doz. ; 6V6, met. 6F6 G. 6SK7 met.

6SK7 G, 6SK7 gt. 617. 617 gt, 6K7, 6X5. 6C5.

6C5 gt, 6AC7, 6SH7. 6SQ7, all at 5/-, 48/- doz. IT4,
IA5, 707, 955. 9001, at 5/6. 12C8, 12SR7. I2SG7,

at 4/-. 36/- doz.
VR 150. 8/-, Sylvania Xtal diodes, 3/-, 30/- doz.
VCR 97, 32/6.
BC 221. Brand new. Another small stock, 117/10/,
POWER UNIT. Type 247. Input 230 5OcY.
Output 500v at 300 mills plus 6.3v 3 amp. In grey
stell ventilated cases, 13/19/6, carr. paid.

MORSE KEYS. U.S. Signal Corps. Flameproof,
35a, 2/6. 24/- doz. Ditto, Nr2 Mk2, 1/9. 18/- doz.

paid, 20/- Thordarson 8 by 80 Mills. Max cur.
150 Mills..
Parmeko 8 by 50 Mills.. 3/6.
U.S.A. JACK PLUGS. 3 circuit for BC 348. etc.

CONDENSERS. Thermador. 20 mf 450v wkg.
Metal can round. In tropicalised cartons of 5 at
10/-. Mallory 30- 10+ 10 450v wkg. + 25 mf 25v
wkg. met. can round at 2/- each. CornellDubilier 25 mf 25v Bath tub or Tubular, 1/-, 10/doz. R.C.A. 10 mf 25v met. can round at 1/6.
Cornell-Dubilier 40 mf 250v wkg., 2/-. Solar 20 mf
50v met. can round, 1/3. 12/. doz. R.C.A. 40 mf
25v, 1/6. I.C.C. 4 mf 600v met. can round, 2/9.
Mallory met. can 2.000 mf 15v wkg.. 12/- doz.
PAPER & OIL. 650v wkg., 5" x 4" x 24", 4/-,
36/- doz.
KELLOG. 4+ 4+ 4+ 2+ 1 650v wkg. in detachable
crackled cases with Dzus lid these are exceptionally
good, 7/6 each. T.C.C.. etc. 4 mf 2.000v wkg.
5 x 5 x 3, 51-. Ditto, 4+2 mf 2,000v wkg., 9 x 5 x 3.
7/6. lOmf 1,000v wkg. 5 x 4 x 44, 5/-.

Please note Shop Premises Closed July 8th to 16th inclusive.
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RADIO EXCHANGE Co.
9,CAULDWE LL STREET, BEDFORD .
MERCURY HT BATTERIES.

The

new super -capacity dry batteries with a
straight discharge curve and extra long
life. 94v HT and I -3v LT (sufficient for

OUR

battery -operated

With 9
valves,

MIDGET ACCUMULATORS only

31 me/s, plus a crash limiter,
BFO,
and precision dial,

and made by famous manufacturers to

these

naval specification. 2/- each, or El per doz.

plete with batteries, circuit

PRICE, 27/6.

RECEIVER 21.
covering

if x lix 4f, 3AH capacity, brand new,

and connecting data

..-t

1.4v valves), 5/6 each.

$

RECEIVER TYPE 18. With
four battery operated valves,
covering 6-9 me/s, and com-

321

25 µF -25v, 12/6 doz.

flib)

those who have not yet listened
to its amazing performance have
a

unique

leil '

experience

Leaflet "V" fully describes it.
cost,

(new and
boxed), 7/6 each : 0-8A thermocouple, 3/6 ;
0-3A thermocouple, 3/6 ; 0-2-5A, 3/6.

\ -441
;i:///,

in

SEALED

MAKER'S

CARTONS, and complete with
19 spare valves.

bat_

tery, 43/6.

RECEIVER V.R.L. Need we
describe this now famous Rx ?
All who have heard it enthusemissed

18-

are complete with
circuit connecting data, and

Offered at a fraction of original

METERS. 04mA

and

BALANCED ARMATURE PHONES. . super capacity all -dry
Matched to most ex -service low-imped-

ance outputs-with jackplug fitted. 2/9.

NEW CONDENSERS (not
stripped). Tubular :
.05-750v,
1/9 doz. ; 25-350v, 1/9 doz. ;
Mica : -00003-3,000v, 2/- doz.;
-001-2,000v, 2/- doz ;
.00022,250v, 2/6 doz.
Electrolytic

4.2-7.5,

MIDGET MOTORS, develop -

£29/10/-.

ing 1/135 h.p., on 27v AC or DC,

these will operate from 12v. or
from the mains with a suitable

lamp or resistance in series as a
dropper. The fan and bakelite
housing may, of course, be
removed. Price, 9/6.

BRAND NEW

I355's, as
specified in "Short Wave Listener
and Television Review", for

conversion to Sutton Coldfield
TV. Complete with
valves, in

FIELD TELEPHONES.
Of
American manufacture, these are
complete with bell, ringing
generator and standard type

I I

original maker's cases, these may

'
plus 7/6 carr.a.

have slightly discoloured metalwork due to long storage. 55/-

,

handset, and only require bat terms for immediate use.
In
stout webbing case, 35/-, or in

ar.;.,.t

solid leather cases, 47/6.

STATIC INTERFERENCE

LIMITERS.
A completely unit which plugs into

enclosed
lill

the low impedance output of any
Rx. fitted with jack plug and
socket, 3/9 each.

VALVES AR8 (HL23DD) doublediode -triode,
2/11 ;
ARPI2
(VP23) HF pentode, 2/6. ATP7
(V226) output pentode, 3/6.

TRANSFORMERS. To match

FOR STRIPPING. Small pensls

C.21I final running some 100w,
these will function as step-down
transformers for mains use.
ONLY 5,..

350v, one -I 600v, one 8µF ISOv
condensers, one LF choke, one

with two 17 µF 450v, one -01

class 8.211 modulators to a class

Mazda octal holder, etc., mounted
on a small panel. These are brand
new and individually boxed.
Only 1/9 each.

INPUT TRANSFORMERS.

Originally intended to couple one

211 to class 8.211's in a highpower modulator, a multi -tapped

VIBRATOR PACK 21. Store
soiled, but complete with two
4µF 350v, two 75 µF I2v, six

BRAND NEW SPEAKERS.
In attractive metal cases (9" o.d.).

low resistance winding permits
these to be used as first-class
heavy duty output transformers.

fitted with transformer for

3/9.

PRICE, 25/-.

AF 350v, one .025 AF 1,000v
condensers, vibrator transformer,

15

.1

ohm or 3.5 ohm input, and in
original maker's cartons.

five chokes, switch, plugs, two
metal rectifiers, etc. ONLY 7/6.

OUR

All goods are sold as used unless otherwise stated

PLEASE write your name and address in Block Capitals

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
A

9

CAULDWELL STREET,

BEDFORD.

Phone: 5568
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WEBB'S RADIO GLOBE
UP-TO-DATE IN EVERY DETAIL
An improved and enlarged version of our famous prewar globe brought right up to date with new continental
boundaries and Amateur Radio Prefixes. The enlarged
diameter coo greatly increases map area, and a compass fitted in the base makes correct orientation simple.

Invaluable for quick location of unfamiliar calls and a
handsome adjunct to receiver or transmitter.
PRICE

4716

to callers

50 /By rail

Webb's
RADIO MAP of the WORLD
INDISPENSABLE FOR THE RADIO " SHACK "
Shows the true directivity of any place in the world
and gives amateur radio international prefixes, also
indicates the time of day for the world.
ENTIRELY NEW PRINTING
With revised and up-to-date Call Signs prefixes, coded
to country and time -zones, combined with improved
printing in multi -colour.

Printed in full colours on heavy white paper.

Size 40" x 30", price 4 f6 plus 6d. postage
(Also on heavy linen rollers, price 11[6, plus 9d. postage)

ifehb:s. RadAl 7*- 11,50/10 Si, OXFORD Sr, LONDON,
Telephone : GFRrard 2089

Shop. hours : 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Sats. :

9 a.m.-1 p.m

SALE! SALE!! SALE!!!
To make space in our Warehouses in preparation for reorganisation we are " slaughtering " prices of goods offered below. Help
us and help yourselves while supplies last. First come, first served, so avoid disappointment and order early.
R.1155 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS. This world-renowned 5 waveband R.A.F. receiver is too well known for the specification to be repeated. Every set is guaranteed in working order, and is aerial tested before despatch. Full conversion details for
mains use supplied. ONLY 57/19/6 (carriage 12/6).
RECEIVERS TYPE 25/73. Part of the TR.1196. Covers 4.3-6.7 mm. and makes an ideal basis for an all -wave superhet, modification
details supplied. Complete with six valves : 2 ea. of EN 36 and EF 39, and 1 ea. EK 32 and EBC 33. New condition. ONLY 19/8
(postage, etc., 2/6).
RECEIVERS 18. Covers 6-9 mu, and only requires normal battery supply to operate. Complete with 4 valve3
3 of VP 23 and
1 of HL23DD. New condition. ONLY 15/. (postage, etc., 2/6).
BATTERY AMPLIFIERS. Ex R.A.F. Originally used for iatercomm on aircraft but Ideal for use as a pre -amp or with a gram
pick-up. Complete with valves QP21 and HL 210 in original transit cases. ONLY 19/6 (postage, etc., 2/6).
RECEIVERS R.I132A. Covers 100-124 mos, but lends itself to conversion for other frequencies. Has superb slow motion drive

and tuning scale, and 0-5 ma tuning meter. Complete with 11 valves and only requires normal power pack for 6.3v valves to
operate. ONLY 59/6 (carriage, etc., 12/6).
T.1154 TRANSMITTING ASSEMBLY. A vital part of the famous T.1154 Transmitter this assembly contains some beautiful
transmitting condensers, pre-set timing devices, variable inductances, large bar and circular knobs, etc., etc. Designed as a
complete replacement unit these are BRAND NEW IN MAKERS' CARTONS. ONLY 7/6 (carriage 3/6).
POWER UNITS TYPE 10. Ex R.A.F. Input 24v, Output fle 5a, 150v 10a, 300v at 70.240 ma. ONLY,12/6 (carriage 5/-).
AMERICAN INDICATOR UNIT APN4. Less valves but complete with CR Tube 5CP1. Ideal for conversion into a scope, or worth

pound. in breakdown value. In perfect condition. ONLY 87/6 (carriage, etc.. 12/6).
AMERICAN RADAR RECEIVER APN4. Less valves. In addition to the receiver components this aircraft receiver contains
the power supply for the indicator. Contains shoals of components, including 15 valve holders, high voltage condensers, switches,
I.F. transformers, etc., etc. Perfect condition. ONLY 17/6 (carriage, etc., 5/-).
INDICATOR TYPE 62. Less valves and CR Tube. This fine two -deck unit is another first class proposition for component value.
Contains 20 valve holders, condensers, resistors, potentiometers, etc., etc. ONLY 17/6 (carriage, etc., 7/6).
Cosa wills order end please write name clearly.

U.E.I.
Open until

I

CORPf

Radio Corner, 138 Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.I.
(Phone :

Terminus 7937)

p.m. Saturdays, we are two minutes from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) and 5 minutes
from King's Cross.

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE SHALL BE CLOSED FROM AUGUST 8th -14th
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RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.
27 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I

MUS 9188

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS B.2 1B

Made by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., these receivers cover 1-20 Mc/s (300-15 metres) in 4 Bands,
1-2, 2-4.4, 4.4-10, 10-20 Mc/s, turret switched. 104" Roller Dial, calibrated all bands. A 9 -valvesuper with
the following line up 2-R.F. stages(KTVV 61's) Mixer (X65),3-I.F. stages (2-KTW63's, I -X65), Det. and
A.V.C. (DH63), B.F.O. (KTW63), Output KT63. Incorporates 24" meter, switched, to read H.T. volts,
all valve voltages, and use as tuning meter. Intended for 230v 50 c/s operation, a 6'3v 4A Transformer is
fitted, but H.T. is required. Precision jobs throughout, these receivers are supplied Brand New, complete
with circuit diagram (inc. values), individual test reports, but less valves. Size 224"x 15"x 14". Price,
E9/19/6, plus 10/- carr. and packing.

50 WATT MODULATORS

Ex Wireless Sets 36, these instruments are complete with Power Supplies, but mod. transformer is not
included. Line up, 6C5, into 6C5's push-pull, into 807's push-pull. Both couplings by P/P Trans. Jacks
provided for Key, Mike, and Line. Switching for CW, MCW, and R.T. Calibrated mod. gain control.
Powered from 50 c/s mains, Transformer primaries are tapped 0-110-200/250v. Separate Bias Pack,
Rectifier AU I. Main Pack has two 500-0-500v windings, Rectifiers Mil's. Both these outputs are fully
smoothed, one is used for the mod., the other gives 500v.200 mA, spare, for use in Tx. 6.3 SA L.T. is
also available. Paper condensers used throughout smoothing. 21" Rack mounting. Supplied with valves
(8) and circuit diagram, in solid oak case, with carrying handles, £12/10/-, carr. paid.

SUPER MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Enclosed job by "Parmeko," Primary 230v 50 c/s, sec :-

620-550--375--O--375--550-620

t

t_250mA t
200mA

Two 5v 3A windings. The wattage rating of 278 v.a., allows for simultaneous use of outputs. Size, base,
64"x 6y, height, 54". Weight, 24 lb. 39/6, carr. paid.

HEAVY DUTY SMOOTHING CHOKES
Another "Parmeko" product. Rating 10 Henries at 650 mA. Res. 50 Q. Size, base, 7"x6}", height, 7".
Weight 34 lb. Fully enclosed, 24/6, carr. paid.

RADIO COMPASS M N26C

12 -valve unit, containing 7 -valve receiver covering the broadcast band, ISO -1500 kc/s (2,000-200 metres),
in three bands, with 6F6 output. Valves 5-6K7M's, 2-6J5M's, I-6L7M, 1-6B8M, I -6F6. Powered
by self-contained 28v dynamotor. Good condition, E5/1916, carriage paid.

6H, 200mA, 100 ST

6/-

SMOOTHING CHOKES
MOVING COIL METERS

5H, 200 mA, 100

...

5/6

Metal cased 2' circular 0/15-600v (500 microA F.S.D.), 6/6 ; 0-20A, 0-40A, with shunts, 5/- ; 2" square
bakelite cased, 0-I mA, 8/6 ; 0-5 mA, 6/- ; 0-50 mA, 7/-; 0-20v, 5/- ; 24' circular bakelite cased, 0-30 mA
6/6 ; 0-100 mA, 0-200 mA, 9/6 ; 0-500 micro amp., 16/6 ; 0-1 mA desk type, 15/- ; 24" bakelite
cased moving iron, 0-20v, 7/6.

LOUDSPEAKERS, P.M.

5", less trans., 9/6 ; 64, less trans., I1/- ;
speech coils. Post extra.

10", with trans, 21/-.

All brand new boxed, with ali.

ROTARY POWER UNITS

Type 104. 12v D.C. input, outputs 250v 65mA, 6.5v 2.5A. D.C. P.M. Rotary on chassis with cover,
size 84" x 44"464", 6/11, post paid.
Type 87, input 24v. Output as Type 104, 5/11, post paid.

S.M. DIALS, as used on R.F.26, less Curser, 3/11

RECEIVER TYPE 76
150-505 Ks/s in 2 bands. 3 Valves, VR53, ARTH2, VR92. Feeds out on I.F. of 560 Kc/s. Spiral S.M. dial,
cal. every Kc. New in transit case, 22/6, carriage paid.

MEDIUM -WAVE PERSONAL RECEIVERS

3 -valve medium -wave dry battery operated receiver, housed in smart bakelite box, size 7- x 64"x 5", with

plastic carrying handle. T.R.F. circuit, using 3-I.T.4 valves, with reaction. Output to pair of lightweight
H.R. phones, self contained. Frame aerial in lid, provision for external aerial, S.M. dial. Powered by
self-contained dry batteries, I -W1435 and 2-U2's. Supplied brand new, with valves and batteries.
Open the lid and it plays. Covers whole M.W. band. Purchase Tax paid. £3/19/6. Not ex -Govt. surplus.

AIRCRAFT RADIO RECEIVERS TYPE CRV. 46151

6 -valve receivers, covering 195 Kc/s-9050 Kc/s in 4 bands, 195-560, 560-1600 Kc/s, 1.6-4.5 Mc/s, 4.5-9.05

Mc/s, switched, R.F. mixer, 3-I.F.'s, det. and output, using 4-I2SF7's, l-I2SA7, 1-11A6 (output). S.M.
dial calibrated in Kc. Size 8f" x 7" x 16". Provision for aerial or loop. Powered from 28v self-contained
dynamotor. Supplied with valves and dynamotor, used, but O.K., 0/1916, carriage paid.

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS
4MFD, 1,000v WKG. 5"x 4'x 14", 3/-. 6MFD. 2,000v test, 5,1" x 4"x IV,
3MFD. 2,500v tests.
7' x 3f" x 24-. 2/6. 2MFD. 2,500v WKG., 6" x 6" x 24", 3/6. 411F 2,000v WKG., 5"x 4f" x 3r, 4/6.
8MF. 753r WKG., 5"x 4"x 2", 5/, Postage extra please.
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THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
of 253-B PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON,
W.II
Please add postage when writing.
Phone : Park 6026
Mains Transformers. Our own make. Input,

Remember, money back guarantee.

AR88D Receiver. Fine condition, L40, carriage
extra. One only.
Valves. 5U4G, 6Q7GT, 6/6 ; V960 EHT rectifiers,
5kv 10ma, 6/6 ; 9001, 9002, 9003, 5/- ; metal
6K7, 5/6 ; 954, 955, 3/6 ; 6V6,6C8, 807, 7/6
each ; 1S5 -1S4, 6/6 ; IT4-1R5, 7/6. Y63 Tuning
Eye, 8/- ; 354, 8/6 ; 6L6, 10/6 ; 117Z6, 12/6 ;
6X5, 6K7GT, 6/6. All post paid.
Selenium Rectifiers. H. W. 250v 60mA, 4/6 ;
I20mA, 6/6 ; 120A, 6/6. F.W.6 or I2v I .5A,
10/6 ; 6 or I2v 4A, 25/, Postage 6d. on each.

200/240v, output 6-3v I .5A, 7/6. Post 9d. 6.5v x
6.5v 2A, 25/6, post 9d. 4v BA, 25/6, post 9d. 3000-300v 120ma, 6.3v 3.5A, 5v 2.5A, 21/6, also 350-0350v, at same price, post 1/-. Output 6.3v 6A, 25/6,

post 9d. Special 230/4 or 6v 4a, 6/9. Post paid.

Multi -Ratio Output Trans., 30 watts, 25/-,
post 9d.

New Miniature Condensers, in ali. cans. 450v
8 mfd., 3/6. 16 x 8 mfd., 8 x 8 mfd. and 32 mfd.,
4/9 each. Post paid. 32x 32 mfd., 350v, 6/-.

Miniature Slow Motion Dials.

100-1 worm
Beautifully made, 3/6 each.

Mains Power Supply Unit. In black enamelled

geared, 21"x2".

case, 9" x 6" x 5", contains heavy-duty transformer,
rectifier valve, smoothing choke, condensers,
panel light switch and fuses. Input 200/260v AC.

TU9B Units. Complete in black crackle cases,

Output 6-3v at 3.5 amps. H.T. 350v at 80 ma.
Power unit for RI155-R1132A, etc. Jones Plugs
supplied with each.

Post 6d.

17/6. Carriage paid.

0-500 Microammeters, 2" 500 ohm internal

Price £3/5/-.

250 -watt Double -Wound Transformers, 230v
110v. Made by G.E.C. With steel shroud. New,

resistance, 7/6 each. Post 6d

U.S. Carbon Microphones,

as

used

with

Type 58 sets, 2/6. Post 6d.

Converts low impedance

Phone Adaptors.

E2/7/6 each, carriage paid.

phones to high impedance, 1/.. Post 6d.

Plessey Speakers
5" P.M., 10/6 each, plus 1/- postage.
8", 16/. each, plus 1/- postage.
10", 20/- each, plus 1/- postage.

Post 9d.

New Brown's Moving Reed Phones. 5/- pair.
Finest made.

Miniature Motors with geared spindle, 24v

New IN34 Crystal Diode Cartridges, 5/3.
Post paid.

Type R1359 Receiver Power Pack. In grey steel
cage 8"x 9" x 61", contains two separate complete
power units with outputs of 390v at 80 mA and
300v at 60 mA. Each with 6.3v 3A LT, Price E4/12/6.

or 110 AC/DC. 31" x 2/" x 21", 8/6. Post paid.
M/C Microphones, 5/6. Post paid.
Trans., to match, 5/6. Post paid.
RF24 Units. Converted to 28 mcs band, variable
tuned with 100-1 geared SM. dial. Complete with
plug and leads for immediate use. 1.2/5/.. Post paid.

New Army Morse Keys, 2/9, post paid.
Army Morse Key & Buzzer Set, 4/6, post paid.

FOR FREQUENCY SUB -STANDARDS
Type JCF/200, 100 KOS

RITAITZ

ivvz-z-1:ft

Available from stock adjusted to e 001%. Higher
accuracies supplied to special order.

CRYSTAL

FEATURES
Low temperature co -efficient - less than 2 in 10'
per "C.
Patented nodal suspension.

Mounted In vacuum; performance Independent of
climatic conditions.
Exceptionally high Q value.

High stability.
The type JCF/200 unit illustrated at,. is representative of che wide nese or vacuum
type oink available for lay and medium ketjuencles.

Small size, 3" xi" overall excluding pins.
Fits standard miniature deaf aid valve socket.

Price .0 2 - 15 - 0

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL WORKS. SALFORD k LANCS.

Telephone SLAckfrlars 6618 (6 liner)

Proprietors: THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

Telegrams and Cable, SPAR K LESS Moncheseer

Co,

Ltd., of

England
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LAWRENCES
A guarantee of satisfaction with everything we sell
NEW VALVES. At 2/9, 6116, 7193, EA50, LD210, LP220, SP41. At 4/-, 6J5GT, 6SH7, PN2, EB34, 991.
At 5/-, 2)(2, 2C26A, 61(70. 6SL7, 7V7, 12A6, 12C8, 12AH7, 1235, 12SH7, 12SK7, 12SG7, 12SR7, 28D7,

37. 713A. 865, 956, 9006, ARP12, AR8, P61, SP61, 8D2, V872, VTS2. At 6/6, 3Q5GT, 5R4, 5U4G,
5Y3G, 5Z3, 5Z4M, 6C5, 6C8. 6B8, 635, 6K6, 6K7GT, 6Q7GT, 6SK7, 6S.17, 6SN7, 6SQ7, 6V6GT, 6V6G,

6X5GT. 6Y6G, 807, 957, 9001, 9002, 9003, EBC33, EF36, EF50, EC52, EL35, AU5, NR77, KTZ41,
RL37, VS70, VT60A, VU111, VR91, VR137., At 7/6, 1A5, 1R5, 1S4, 3B26. 6AC7, 6AG5, 6AG7, 6B4,
6C4, 6F6, 6F7, 6J7, 6K7, 6L7, 6N7, 6SA7, 6SF5, 6SG7, 6V6M, 12K8, 25L6, VR105/30, VR150/30,

9D6, PEN46,

72,

73.

83V, 2050. 2051, VR136, EF39, EF54, CV66,, ECH35, PENA4, 1625.

VR136, 1/1339, MU12/14. At 10/, 6AIC5, 6L6, 717A, 676, 1616. P27/500, PX25. At 15/-, 832, 866A,
721A, 724A, 1B24, 3FP7. At 17/6, XFG1. At 25/-, 446, 811, 8025. At 27/6, 813, 931A, (Photo Cell)
8013A, 8020. At 35/-, 715B, 805, VCR97. At 45/-, 829B, 5CP1. At 50/-, 2322, 725A (complete with
magnets). At 75/-, 723A/B. All guaranteed. Two or more valves post free. otherwise add 6d. postage.
NEW TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A. Type 901142. Primary 0-190-210-230-250v 50-60cs. Secs.: 5-0-5v
5A. 5-0-5v 5A. Potted 4" cube, terminal panel. In maker's cartons, 13/6. Also R.C.A. Power Transformers. Primary as above. Secs.: 400-300-0-350-400 150 mA. 6.3v 6A CT., 5v 3A. Screened, fully
shrouded. drop-thru type. No better transformer is made. In maker's cartons, new, 35/-.
NEW MULTI PURPOSE TEST METERS. MODEL 856. Made by Precision Instruments Inc. An
advanced AC/DC instrument with a 20,000 ohm per volt movement, provision being made for optional
1,000 ohm per volt sensitivity by means of panel switch. Numerous ranges, within the following limits :
60 microamps-12 amps ; 3v -6000v ; 0-60 megohms on internal batteries ; also output range calibrated
in decibels. Fitted in stout teak case with test prod compartment and carrying handle. Ideal for Television
service and other exacting work. Fully guaranteed, much reduced at £15.
NEW BENDIX RADIO COMPASS RECEIVERS BC433G. (SCR269G). An advanced 15 -valve superhet
with D.F. circuits, tuning 200 kcs-1 -5 Ines., in three bands. Two R.F. stages. Suitable for conversion to a
super performance broadcast set. In sealed maker's cartons, with comprehensive manual. £7/10/-.
Limited stock.
TELESCOPIC AERIAL MASTS. 8 ft. Lightweight, made of alloy. Very useful for field day tests,
dipole elements, etc., 6/-.
NEW POWER PACKS FOR COMMAND RECEIVERS BC453-4-5. Plug on to rear platform and
operate the set from AC mains without modification to heater wiring, etc. Complete with rectifier
6X5. 45/-.
NEW CATHODE RAY INDICATORS TYPE LD-11/APS4. A small American unit, containing two
valves 636 and three-inch CRT 3FP7, precision components, etc. In maker's cartons, 35/-.
RECEIVERS R1155. The welt -known communication type set which gives a really good performance.
Simple modification required to operate on. AC mains. In new condition, complete with all valves, circuit
and conversion details, 112/10/-. Limited stock.
RECEIVERS 8208. Extremely sensitive Communication type for the higher frequency bands, tunes
10-60 mcs. Integral power packs for 6v DC or AC mains. Controls for RF and AF gain, BFO, etc.
Exceptional performance on 10 metres. Fitted in metal cabinet which has drawer containing all leads,
phones. etc. Built-in Loudspeaker. In new condition. A real bargain at £12/17/6.
NEW HEAVY DUTY AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Type 336. Tappings on terminal panel for : 0-110150-190-230v. Rated at 1500 watts continuous, 50/-.
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSORS. Fitted in aerial lead-in to set. Small unit in screening can,
x 14" x 2r, 3/9. Aerial Lightning Arrestors, highly efficient. Sealed in evacuated glass tube resembling
a valve. Complete with insulated holder, 3/6.
NEW AMERICAN STAR IDENTIFICATION INSTRUMENTS. Complete with charts for all latitudes
in Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Accurate in all parts of the world. In leather case, 5/-,
NEW SULLEN HIGH SPEED TELEGRAPH KEYS TYPE 26003A. A very popular type, fully enclosed
with precise contact adjustment. Black wrinkle finish. A fine buy at 7/6.
NEW STURGESS WIRE TENSION METERS. American instrument for accurate determination of
strain on aerials, guy wires, etc. Full vision clock dial. Small pocket size case, 25/-.
NEW PHOTOELECTRIC MULTIPLIER CELLS 931A. Equivalent to 27MI listed at £15 each.
Magnifies low light intensity voltages over one million times. With special 11 -pin magnal holder, 27/6.
MISCELLANEOUS CLEARANCE BARGAINS. Jones Plugs and Sockets, full range of types, 1/9 pair.
New Sprague Tubular Can Condensers, 30mfd 450v, very compact, 3/-. New Bulgin Toggle Switches
SPST, plated, 1/9. S.T.C, Metal Rectifiers. 250v 60mA, 4/-. Also 30v 5A (American), 22/6. Midget
Output Transformers, 40-1. UTC USA, 2/6. Toggle Switches, small 4A 250v, 1/9. Mains Interference
Suppressors, highly efficient, 7/6. Rheostats IRC compact, circular track, 8 ohms 50 watts, 3/6,
TERMS : C.W.O.

All prices include U.K. carriage.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money immediately refunded.

LAWRENCES, 61 BYROM STREET, LIVERPOOL, 3.
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You must have good Books !
RADIO HANDBOOK
Eleventh Edition, 1949. Theory with emphasis on
25s.
Amateur Radio.
Twelfth Edition, 1950. Practical and Constructional
Material only (see previous advertisements) for the
Radio Amateur and Experimenter. Immediate
25s. Post 9d.
delivery.
RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK
An A.R.R.L. publication. Now in its 27th Edition !

600 pages on Theory, Design,. Construction and

Practice. A leader in its class.

Immediate delivery.
18s. 6d. Post 9d.

ANTENNA MANUAL
Design and Construction of Aerials of every kind,

for Radio Amateurs, Engineers and Technicians.

27s. Post 9d.
(300 pages). Immediate delivery.
ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Fifth Edition of the A.R.R.L.'s own publication on
Aerial Theory and Installation. Immediate delivery.

lls. Post 7d.
SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUALS
Giving much detailed practical information on the
adaptation of a wide range of American surplus items.
Well illustrated with circuit diagrams, drawings and
Immediate delivery.
photographs. In two Vols.
per Volume 21s. Post 5d.

HINTS & KINKS
Useful collection of technical ideas and practical
workshop data, written up in shortened form. An
A.R.R.L. publication. Immediate delivery.
lis. Post 5d.
QST, the leading American monthly on Amateur Radio,
established over 30 years ago. For a year of 12 issues
36s.

CQ, an independent American magazine for Radio

12 issues 29s.
Amateurs, monthly.
AUDIO ENGINEERING
A monthly of quite unusual value and interest to all
concerned with the design, construction and operation of audio equipment of every kind. 12 issues. 29s.

Any American Radio or Technical Publication
Supplied. Ask for our Quotation.
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK
The World's only directory of amateur stations-

Over 100,000 callsigns and addresses, alphabetically

-Constantly revised and kept up to date.
Immediate delivery, Latest issue, 16s. Od., post 9d.
Suppliers of Technical Books and Publications to
Schools, Universities, British and Colonial Government Departments.

GAGE & POLLARD, Publishers' Agents,
49 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

Abbey 5342
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COULPHONE RADIO
"The Return of Post Mail Order Service"
PROPRIETOR : C. COULBORN, G3A7M.

Britain's Best Radio Bargains
COMPARE THESE PRICES

R.C.A. 813 VALVES 27/6

All goods BRAND NEW unless otherwise stated
Any type of electronic equipment built to specification
VALVES

VALVES

VALVES

We hold the largest and most varied stock of

receiving and transmitting valves in the United
Kingdom-and, what is also important, we pride
ourselves on a "RETURN OF POST SERVICE."

The following are a small selection of popular
types-we also have some very unusual ones and
many obsolete types.

ALL IN MAKER'S CARTONS
R.C.A.
813
VALVES
27/6
KENRAD
832
VALVES
14/6
676 9/6, 6L6 9/6, 6L6G 9/6, 6K8 6/6, 5U4G 6/6,

5Z3 8/6, 805 23/6, 807 6/-, 954 7/6, 9001 7/6,

9002 7/6, 9003 7/6, 6AH7 8/6, 6AK5 8/6,
6SK7 6/, 6C4 7/6, EA50 3/3, 6SN7 7/6, 6SL7
VCR97 32/6
3CPI 17/6

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. 6-12 Valves (your

PRICE AERIAL RELAYS. D.P.D.T.
To handle 2 KW of R.F. 25v D.C. operation.
Note my price.
17/6
WESTERN ELECTRIC BALL MICROPHONES. High fidelity moving coil. List price
£22. Our price £4/15/0.
CARLTONCONVERSIONCOILSforBC443/4/5
To convert to Medium Wave, accurately made,
boxed with circuit and instructions. per set 10/-

120 WATT MULTI RATIO STEP DOWN

TRANSFORMERS. First Class American
make. Input 230v 50c/s. Outputs 24v @ 5A
or 12v @ 10A or 6v @ 20A.
£1/2/6
100 KC/S R.C.A. and BLILEY XTALS 14/6
Holders with retaining springs for above 2/6

APN4 INDICATOR UNITS

Less valves and tube but complete with mu -metal

tube screen. A super bargain for the compo-

choice) 5 per cent. (1/- in the £) : 13-24 Valves 10
Per cent. (2/- in the £) : 25-50 Valves 15 per cent.
(3/- in the £) : 51-100 Valves 20 per cent. (4/- in
the £).
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER No. 48 MK.

TU5B TUNING UNITS
Unused cases are soiled due to storage.
unit guaranteed perfect and complete.
TU9's and TU26's

bargain. Note the price -113/10/-, carr. paid.

.00025 single and one split stator condensers,

Complete station in six cartons-an unrepeatable

115/230v 500 VA AUTO TRANSFORMERS.
Made by Cowan Switchgear Co. Completely
shrouded. In sealed tropical packs. Weight,
20 lbs. List price £15/10/0. Our price. £2/2/6.
R.C.A. COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS.

TYPE CRV46151. 195 kc/s to 0.05 Mc/s in 4
bands. Two R.F. and I.F. stages. Line up
(4)12SF7,
Complete

12A6 and 991 stabiliser.
with dynamotor for 28v-easily
12A7,

modified for mains. Cases soiled but unused.
Note the price, carriage paid. £4/19/6.
COMMAND RECEIVERS
6 -valve superhet with R.F. stage and two I.F.
stages.
In maker's cartons COMPLETE
WITH DYNAMOTOR and VALVES.
R26/ARCS = BC454
3-6 Mc/s
£2/5/0
R27/ARCS = BC455
6-9.1 Mc/s
£2/2/6
CONTROL PANELS for above with thru

reduction drives (one being for R25/ARCS),
three volume controls, six switches, etc. In

maker's carton.
9/6
CONTROL CABLES for above, 14 ft. long. 9/6

MAINS POWER PACK for above. Plugs in,

in place of dynamotor-no alteration to set
required. Complete with 6 x 5 valve.

£2/10/0

nents, of which there are literally hundreds. 17/6
19/6

Each

T1154 TUNING PANELS containing
with reduction drives.

Used.

10/6
two

4/6

TOP BAND TX ("S.W. MAG." Feb,)

TUNING UNIT CAY47155 RANGE C in

maker's carton.
L1/2/6
As above, range B, 860-1500 kc/s. No case. 10/6
SELF-SUPPORTING 36 ft. AERIAL MASTS.
Made by Bendix. Bottom section 5in. dia. Tripod

Mass constructed of laminated impregnated timber. Ideal for/ Television and mounting beam arrays. Note the price carriage paid
base.

to your home.

£5/10/0

VIEW MASTER TELEVISION RECEIVER
Why risk indifferent results with surplus equip-

ment?-build the VIEW MASTER and be sure of
success. We not only stock the complete
specified kits but can also supply from stock all
the individual items separately. Full range of
W.B. and TALLON cabinets.
Constructional envelopes with 34 -page book and
stage by stage details.
5/ MAINS TRANSFORMERS
We supply transformers to the B.B.C., Ministry
of Supply, Admiralty, Army, R.A.F., Universities
and Local Education Authorities, so they should
be good enough for you !

We bold stocks of all types of wire, tape and disc recorders and spares.

A 6d. postal order will bring you our latest 64 -page catalogue-it contains over 1,000 attractive

lines-it will save you Es.

Meet us at The National Radio Exhibition, West Bromwich. 6 -16th September.

Stand No. 97

COULPHONE RADIO, 53 Burseough Street, Ormskirk, Lancs.
"The Return of Post Mail Order Service"
Phone : ORMSKIRK 987

Grams : Coulphone, Ormskirk
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BARTON'S
CHASSIS, very stoutly made of heavy gauge
steel, with welded corners, and ends turned
under to make flange for fixing. 8# x 5# x

4/6; 81 x5f x3, 4/6; 9x6x2f, 5/-; 9x6x3,
5/-; 9 x 8 x 3, 6/-; 10x 8x 4, 6/6;
6/6; II x 8 x 3, 7/-; I2x 9 x 2+, 7/6 ;
7/6; I3x 8x 2/, 7/9 ; I3x8x3, 7/9 ;
8/-; I4x8x3, 8/3 ; 14x10 x3, 8/6 ;

10x 8x3,
12x 9x3,
I4x8x 24,
17x 10x3,

I0/-. Please add postage. Finished in black, or iu
grey crackle at 1/- extra.

Chassis for E.E. Televisor, fitted with valve
holders, coil formers, etc. Vision chassis, 18/6 ;
sound chassis, 15/6 ; time base chassis, 12/6.

Power chassis El, gantry and front strap 616.

Midland and London. All E.E. and view master
parts and hand books, E.E. Midland 4/6, London
3/6, View Master 5/-.
Special Valve Offer. 6J5GTs, brand new and

boxed, 3/-, or 2/6, in dozen lots ;

832, 12/- ;

829, 21/- ; 829B, 25/- ; 1N2 I , 3/6.

Eddystone Type plug in TX tank coil formers,
ribbed, 3/6. Brand new ex -Govt. 2v accumulators,
IOAH approx., 2/3, post 6d.

Indicator type 198, uses type VCRI38a tube,
6 valves and mass of parts, 35/-, post 5/-.

Indicator BC929A. 3BP I tube, 2 6H6, 2 651s17GT,

6G6, 2X2, 6X5, with all controls for scope, E3,
plug 5/- carr.

R.C.A. Mod. Transformers, primary

10,400

ohms ct, sec. 4,350 ohms I Kw, 35/-, carr. 5/-.

Dropper Resistors (tapped), for AC -DC sets,
3 amp with mounting feet, 2/6. 80 ohm PVC
feeder, 100 yds., 26/- ; 50 yds., I5/- ; or 4d. yd.
6v Vibrator packs, output 180v 60 mas., smoothed,
16/-.

Receiver type B36. We are still able to offer this
fine superhet, which uses 2 RF stages, mixer,
3 IF stages, BFO, DD -triode, and pentode output,
all standard octal. Coverage 1-20 mcs in 4 overlapping bands on illuminated dial. Heater trans-

former for 6.3v with 230v input is fitted, but
Price with all valves,
200v HT is required.
f12/10/-, or with the 200v HT supply fitted
C14/15/-, carr. 10/-.

1196 Transmitters, unused, only need valves,
coil wound and crystal plugged in, 3/6 unused.
Bargain 6 -valve battery receivers, cover 20-80
meters approx. Works right away, 16/6.
I4 -page list available, but please send 244.

BARTON'S
41 BEDMINSTER DOWN ROAD, BRISTOL, 3

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

H.F.

(TYPE FO)
These crystals are now available in the fundamental frequency range
from 15 Mes. to 27 Mc& They are overtone type plates designed for operation at

series resonance in low power transmitters, and in v.h.f. receiver oscillators, in which
the i.f. section of the receiver is tuned. The Squier circuit is especially recommended,

and full circuit details will be found in " Q.S.T." for Oct., 1948, and " Proceedings
R.S.G.B.," Summer, 1949. Maximum r.f. volts across the crystal should not exceed
15 volts r.m.s., and the h.t. volts at the anode of the c.o. valve should not exceed 150.

The crystal is mounted in our type F miniature mount, which is directly
interchangeable with the U.S.A. pattern FT243. Two units, back to back,
plug in to the standard International octal valve socket.

Prices

TYPE FO QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS FOR ANY FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY BETWEEN 15 AND 27 MEGACYCLES

TYPE FO

Tolerance from nominal frequency

Price

Plus minus 01% ...

£1/12/6

Plus minus 0.05% ...

E1/17/6

Plus minus 012% ...

E2/ 2 /6

Plus minus 001% ...

E2/15/ -

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD.
(Directors : E. A. Dedman, G2NH, N. H. Munday, GSMA, W. J. Thompson, G2MR)

63-71 KINGSTON ROAD, NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Telephone : MALDEN 0334.

Cables : QUARTZCO, NEW MALDEN
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"BROOKES"

SPECIALISTS

IN ALL

VALVES. The following -valves, ex -Government, brand new

and guaranteed, can be supplied :-636 at 12/6. 6AK5,
PEN46, 6L6 metal at 10/- each .EF50, EF54, EF55, RL37,
V11120A, VU111, VU133, 1718, 5T4, 5R4GY, RL18, 6F7,
6116, 6AG5, PM22A, all at 7/6 each. 1722, 5134, 68N7GT,
5Z4, MU14, 6K7GT, 6J7GT, 68J7, 6K8GT, ML4, 128117,
12837, 128K7, 68L7GTt 68C7GT, 6C6, 6V6G or GT, 707,
7T4, 787, 7B6, 7C5, 1299A, 9D2, VP23, P2, 12A6, 8102,
10102, EF36, EF39, EBC33, EK32, EL32, 6X5GT, 2X2,
6A07, 6N7, 78, 9003, IN5GT, 6J5GT, 605, KTW61, D1163,
TDD2A, VP2B, AC6Pen, EFS, KT2, 220DET, 22096, all
at 6/6 each. Also 9002 and ILN5GT, 8/6. 807, 7/-. 4D1,
5/-. EA50, SP61, 954, EB34. at 3/6 each. DI Diode at
2/6 only. And the midget range of 1.4v. battery valves IT4
and 185 at 6/6 each. IRS and 184 at 7/6. 394 at 9/- each.
Most of these valves are boxed.

OF

CRYSTALS
TYPE ' G ' B7G BASE

Enquiries Invited :

In addition to the above few types we have tremendous

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD,
10, STOCKWELL STREET, GREENWICH, S.E.I0
Cables : XTALS, LONDON
Phone : GRE 1828

stocks of both ex -Govt. new valves at equally competitive
prices and B.V.A. valves at current B.O.T. prices.
SPECIAL PURCHASE. Brand new Standard Telephones
H 4/200 E.H.T. pencil rectifiers. 2,400v 3 m/a, only 15/ each.

SLIDER POTS. As used in all the latest T/V sets. A bank
of four, comprising, 2 of 10K, 100 ohm and 500 ohm. Only
6/- the set. Easily split up.

G2ACC OFFERS YOUFIADIOVISION"Commander" Double Conversion Superhet Communications Receiver -the set that is ,taking U.S.A.
like a storm. Read what The Radio Shack Corporation of U.S.A. say about the "Commander" in June
issue of "Q.S.T." ... "Seven Radio Shack amateurs
have given this receiver 'the works' in air tests and
DX contests, four impartial New England hams
gave it 'full treatment' too. Result ? Unanimous
decision that COMMANDER was the biggest dollars'
worth of receiver they'd ever seen!" .... Price, f52
or deposit E13, and 18 monthly payments of E2/9/10

or twelve of E3/11/6. "Hambander" Communications

Receiver,

f25/10/- or deposit E6/7/6,

and

12 monthly payments of f1/15/3.

EDDYSTONE"750" Double Conversion Superhet-a receiver to
be proud of. Price f49/101- ; "680" Communications
Receiver, f89/5/-; 145 Mcs Guide, 1/6. Illustrated
component catalogue, 6d. All components in stock.

HAM CATALOGUE No. 7
Our 60 -page illustrated catalogue is in most amateur
shacks. If YOU have not yet had a copy send 9d. now.

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES

"DENCO" ALIGNMENT OSCILLATOR D.A.O.I. This unit

provides a modulated signal for the alignment of I.F.

amplifiers and associated circuits.
The two standard frequencies of 465 Kc/s and 1,600 Kcis
are selected at the turn of a switch.
All supplies are derived from one 17.10 cell and one 1289
battery inside the unit. Consumption of 50 m/a, single valve
type DL.92 is used. Dimensions of case : width 3f",
depth 25", height 45". Price only 39/8, post free.
SANGAMO-WESTON. Ex -Govt. 0.1 mla. Mlo meters. 21'
panel -mounting. Absolutely brand new, 15/- each only.
WV ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER. 0-5KV, panel mounting, 35' scale, brand new, 50/- each.
RECEIVER TYPE 25. The receiver portion of the T/R 1196.
Covers 4.3-6.7 Mc/e, and makes an ideal basis for an all -wave

receiver, as per " Practical Wireless," August issue. Com-

plete with valves type EF36(2), EF39(2), EK32 and

EBC33. Supplied complete with necessary conversion data
for home use. Only 22/6, Chassis only, 8/6.
A SIGNAL TRACER at minimum cost. An easy -to -build
unit that can be used for R.F., I.F. and Audio signal tracing,
without any switching or tuning. Highly sensitive, easy to

build, responds to signals picked up from an ordinary
receiving aerial. The circuit is that of a high -gain, 3 -stage
resistance -coupled audio frequency amplifier, with a 5'
speaker in the Output of the Power Amplifier stage.
We shall be pleased to supply a complete kit for the construction of the above, right down to the last nut and bolt,
for the low price of 63/18/6. Concise instruction and circuits
are supplied. If preferred, circuit and instructions only
can be supplied for 1/6 post free. All items may be purchased separately. This is a highly efficient instrument,
and a MUST for every radio man.
Send stamp for current components list

85 FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS

5 Harrow Road, London, W.2

Telephone : Salisbury 2108

PADdington 1008/9-0401
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An achievement of some magnitude
in diminutives

The new

S

Germanium Crystal
Rectifiers
Designed for soldering
into circuits
1. Provides a high frequency Diode
requiring no heating power.
2. Very small in physical size.

3. Of low forward and high reverse
impedance.

4. Extremely low shunt capacitanceonly 1 PF.
5. So constructed as to give a unit of high
stability and consistency.

6. Outstanding in its property to resist
severe mechanical shock or vibration.
7. Indefinitely long life.

.e.e. GERMANIUM CRYSTAL
(MUCH ENLARGED)
POINT OF CONTACT
(CEMENTED)

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

TWO COLOURS

RED END

2INCH
APPROX---0(12'7
NVM)

The General Electric Company Ltd.
welcomes, and will give sympathetic
consideration to enquiries to meet
specialised requirements and specific
circuit applications. Write and ask for

particulars of types available to Osram
Valve and Electronics Dept., Magnet
House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGS WAY, W.C.2.
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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.,
All Post Orders To : JUBILEE WORKS, 167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.
LONDON, E.S.
(Amherst 4723, 2763, 3111)
152 & 153 FLEET STREET (Central 2833)

207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2 (Ambassador 4033)
(OPEN UNTIL 6 p.m. SATURDAYS)

PREMIER

TELEX ISOR KITS
FOR LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM
USING 9" OR 12" MAGNETIC C.R. TUBES
£19.19.0 including all parts, valves and loud(Cor., etc., IS/-) speaker, but exduding C.R. TUBE
The Vision Receiver, 4 R.F. stages (EF64e), Diode Detector and
Noise Limiter (61161 Video valve (5284),
Complete Kit with valves, 13/18/0. Carriage 2/6.
The Sound Receiver, 3 R.F. stages (68/17.), Double Diode Triode
(6Q7), which ante as Detector and L.P. Amplifier, Noise Limiter
(EA6), outut valve (6V11).
Complete Kit with valves, 18/10. Carriage 2/6.
The Time Bases, blocking oscillators on Line (65117 and 807)
and Frame (VR137 and 6V6). E.H.T. from Line Output Transformer, 10in. P.M. Speaker,Sync. separators 6116 and 6V6.
Complete Kit with valves, 68/6/8. Carriage 5/,

The Power Supply, double wound transformer isolating the

receiver from the mains. Rectifier 10740.
Complete Kit with valves, 114/16/6. Carriage 2/-.
The following Sensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor

Kit le capable of reception at greater distances than any other

Standard Commercial Kit or Receiver whether T.R.F. or Superhet
VISION RECEIVER
senaitivity: 25 pv for 15v peak to peak measured at the Anode
of the Video Valve.
Sound Rejection : Better than 40 db.
Adjacent Sound Rejection Midland Model. Better than 50 db.
SOUND RECEIVER
Sensitivity : 20 AV.

Vision Rejection: Better than 50 db.

CONSTRUCTION BOOK 3/-.

VALVES. We have large stocks of new boxed valves at very,
All exempt from Purchase Tax. 1LC6, 1LD5, 1LN5,
184, 186, 1N6, 1T4, 3A4. 3D6, 6II4, 5Y4G. 6Z4, 6AC7, 6AG7,
J05, 6F8. 835.83711,, 6%7, 6K8, 6N7, 6Q7, 68A7, 6837, 6857.
6807, 68L7, 68E7, 61745, 6V6, 717A, 12A6. 9003, 9005, VR66
(EBC33), VT52 (EL32), VR66 (EF36), VR67 (EK32), VR116.
.ow prices.

VRI36 (EF54), V11137 (E62), OV66 (RL37), OV1120 (SU2160A),
OV1137 (RL16), OV1068 (AW4), OV189 (019), 0V2941 (ELM),

VU39, 807, HYVA0 XY, HYVAC MW, KT61, KTW61, 1790,
6F6, AW4, 40600., all 8/8. 6116, 68117, 7198, VR78 (Dl), all 2/8.
VR64 (EB24), VR66 (8261), VR92 (EA50), VR95 (954). VT121

(955), OV649 (956), 0171.02 (Xtal Diode), 1626, all 8/8. 61E6.
11L28, RL18, 5I7111, V17133, VU134, CVO, 0578 (11E3).
OV1189 (A06 Pen), OV1309 (1625), 05639 (848). N82, DQP,
BL63 (0V1102). 1616, 0V67 (klystron). 1717 (0V1113), PT25H
(051046), all 5/, 1Q6, 106, 604, 636, 6.6117, 68Q7, 64917, all
8/8. 2112, U74, CV1262 (GU1), OV1141 (ODT4B), GUM,
(0V1078),

Imo

(0V1030),

VR91

(EF60), all 7/8. 6V4,

6B80, 25Y5, 2526, 2050, VT127 (Pen 46). OV1075 (KT66)
(matched pairs, 18/0), all 8/8. 616, P27/500 (PX25). 705A, 832,
05662 (8012), DET5. all 10/-. 803, 10/-. 805. 10/-. 931.1., 80/-.
CV186, 40/-. OV19 (MITT), 80/-. 861, OW-. 838, 15/.. CV15
(EL266), 40/-. HY1.14B (053606),15/-. MR200/E (0V3058),'15/51232 (CV92), 2411e.

O.R. TUBES
VR0617E, 20/-; VOR522, 15/-;

ACES, 16/ -

PREMIER MIDGET RADIO KIT, Due to greatly increased
production, we are now able to offer this kit at a greatly reduced
price.

Including an attractive Bakelite case, 12in. long X Mn.

wide x 61n. high. The valve line up is R.F. Pentode, Detector, and
Beam Power output, and a Selenium rectifier in the A.C. model.
The A.C. D.O. model is the same, but 12A6 output. Please state

which is required. Both are for use on 200 to 200v mains, The
dial la Illuminated and the receiver presenta a very attractive
appearance. Coverage is for the medium and long wavebands

We are now supplying

NEW LONG RANGE TELEVISOR
KITS (ELECTROSTATIC TUBE)

Complete kit of parts with cabinet in brown or ivory and diagrams,
24/19/8, Including Purchase Tax.

For the London or Birmingham frequencies
at the same price as the standard kit

- E17,17,0

-

Five Easy to Assemble Kite are supplied
Vision Receiver with valves, carriage 2'6 ..
Sound Receiver with valves, carriage 2/6
Time Bans, with valves, carriage 2/6
Power Supply Unit, with valves, carriage 6/.
Tube Assembly, carriage and packing 2/6 ..

63/1316

..

52/14/6
82/7/6
66/3/0
62/18/6

This unit includes the VCR97 Tube, Tube Fittings and
Socket and a bin. PM Moving Coil Speaker with closed field
for Television.

The Instruction Book costs 2/8, but L credited if a Kit for the
complete Televisor hi purchased.

PREMIER MIDGET SUPERHET KIT.

Any of these Kite may be purchased separately; In fact, any
single part can be supplied. A complete priced Hat of all parts
will be found in the Instruction Book.
20 Valves are used, the coils are all wound and every part is
tested. All you need to build a complete Television Receiver
area screwdriver, a pair of pliers, a soldering iron and the ability
to read a theoretical diagram,
WORKING MODELS CAN BE SEEN DURING TRANS-

Superhet Receiver is designed to cover the shortwave bands
between 16 and 60 metres, and the medium wavebands between
200 and 557 metres. Two models are produced, one for 200260v AC mains, and the other for 200-260v AC or DC
Please state which is required. Both are supplied with the same
plastic cabinet as the TRF Receiver. The AO valve line up is

6118, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V5 and a Selenium rectifier. The AC/DC line
up is the same, with the exception of the output valve which is a
25A6. The dial is illuminated, making a very attractive receiver.

EDGWARE ROAD BRANCHES.

diagrams, 88/19/8, Including Purchase Tax.

MITTING HOURS AT OUR FLEET STREET AND

This powerful Midget

Complete kit of parts with cabinet in brown or ivory, and

OUR NEW SUMMER CATALOGUE NOW READY -PRICE 6d.
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EDITORIAL
Trends
As time goes on, so fashions change, in Amateur Radio as in many
other' interests and occupations. It is within the experience of some
of our readers to have built and operated single -valve transmitters on
23 metres-slung on rubber mounts to absorb vibration and prevent
that characteristic shudder on the note !-and soon the idea of large
rack -and -panel assemblies, with their rows of meters, will seem
equally out of date.
For we are now beginning to see another change in transmitter design,
with equipment less elaborate in appearance and much more economical
of space. The table -top or cabinet transmitter, built to match the
receiver, is a manifestation of this tendency.

The design of transmitting equipment can be simplified still further,
with no loss in efficiency or effectiveness and a vast reduction in local
interference problems. For it is again beginning to be understood that it
is the radiating system that is the most important factor in the equipment chain. The generation of a few watts of RF is a simple matter.

Thus, we shall begin to see designs for transmitters which, while
maintaining the essential requirements of frequency stability and

quality of signal, are merely RF generators in the simplest form.
The emphasis will once again be on getting the signal out, with the
appearance of the station a minor consideration.

The thing to remember is that a watt or two of RF, fed into a well designed radiating system and combined with a high standard of
operating ability, will achieve much more on the DX bands than many
operators suppose to be possible.
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100 -WATT TWO -METRE

TRANSMITTER
Four -Stage Crystal Control
Circuit with 829B Straight PA

This

JULY 1950

is a practical arrangement, on sound

principles, for an effective 145 mc transmitter ;

the final amplifier is operated straight and
ample drive is available for it. No experienced

operator, contemplating activity on Two, should

have the slightest difficulty in getting results
with this design.-Editor.

By T. W. BLOXAM (GM6LS)
METHODS of obtaining crystal control
liflon the VHF bands have always presented
scope for much experiment. There is no
doubt that the most popular approach is one
whereby the number of individual multiplier
stages is reduced to a minimum. This was the

primary factor in the design of the transmitter to be described.
A considerable amount of current literature
on the subject was reviewed, and the relative

merits of each arrangement were put to the
test on the bench. An 829B seemed to be the
natural choice for the final amplifier, and the
preceding stages were governed by its requirements. This meant a driving power of some-

thing over a watt at 144 mc to provide a
comfortable amount of RF power to the final.
On the face of it this appeared pretty simple,

but in actual fact that one watt of RF drive
can prove to be very elusive.

The Crystal Oscillator/Tripler

It was decided to make a start at 8 mc.
Crystals of 36 mc were available, but experience with 28 mc crystals in the past had
shown that the rigours of initial experiment
and actual operation all too often result in a
fractured crystal ! In QST for November
1947 there appeared an article on methods of
obtaining high frequency harmonics from a
regenerative crystal oscillator. Along these
lines a 616 was tried, one section acting as
the CO/Tripler and the section following as a
doubler. If all went well we should obtain a
48 mc output from one valve. After many
attempts however we were forced to abandon
this idea. The main trouble seemed to be the
crystals. First the holder capacity was too
high, and secondly the crystals appeared to

be inactive on the third harmonic. This

inactivity necessitated so much feed back that
the oscillator became quite unstable and would
"take off" on its own at the slightest provocation. If a good third harmonic cut crystal
were available this arrangement would,
without a doubt, work very well.
It now appeared that two stages would be
necessary to obtain 48 mc with any reasonable
comfort. A 6F6 Tritet forms the CO/Tripler,
and its operation is smooth and reliable. The
setting of CI was not very critical, but a point

will be found where the output peaks. A

6V6 and 6L6 both worked equally well in
place of the 6F6.
The Doubler

The 24 me output from the CO/Tripler is
capacity coupled to a QVO4/7 doubler. To
obtain good efficiency from a multiplier it
should operate under Class -C conditions but
with a somewhat higher value of RF drive and
grid bias. Component values suggested here

were found by experiment to give optimum
results. No difficulty was encountered in

obtaining enough output to light a 6 volt,
0.3 amp bulb in series with a 1 -in. loop of
wire. The plate circuit is split as shown to
provide a balanced output for the push-pull
stage following.

The Tripler

This stage comprises a pair of QVO4/7's
in push-pull tripling to 144 mc. It is at this
point where great care in layout and correct
operation are necessary to obtain a safe margin

of drive to the 829B. An 832 in place of the
QVO4/7's would no doubt give satisfactory
results, but with single -ended valves no

orientation of components and the valves

themselves is required. With this method of

approach brackets and other metal details
will be reduced to a minimum and the finished
result is more compact.
The plate voltage on the triplers is 250 volts.
This should supply sufficient power at 144 mc
to light the 6 -volt bulb and provide 20 mA of
grid current to the 829B if necessary. According to the data on the QVO4/7's the output at

144 mc should be 3.5 watts. In actual fact
however it was a little under 2 watts due, no
doubt, to the inevitable circuit losses at this

frequency.

Coupling the triplers to the 829B grids

requires careful attention if the maximum
transfer of power is to be realised. Direct
coupling between the plate and grid circuits
gave superior results to that of a link ; the
coupling can be adjusted to give broad -band
tuning ; the settings of C4 and C5 then require

no further adjustment over the band 144 to
146 mc. Correct coupling is obtained by
alternately switching in the highest and lowest

frequency crystals it is proposed to use, and
varying the coupling between L4 and L5 until

an approximately constant value of grid
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General appearance of the 100 -watt Two -Metre transmitter described by GM6LS.

current is delivered to the 829B. Each time
the coupling is altered C4 and C5 should be
reset for maximum output. Once the correct
coupling has been found the two coils can be
cemented in position with polystyrene dope.
With a fixed bias of 22.5 volts on the 829B

and a grid leak of 4,700 ohms it should be

possible to deliver about 20 mA of grid

current-in other words, about twice the drive
actually required. Excess grid current can be
reduced, preferably by reducing the plate and
screen voltages of the triplers.
CO/TRIPLER

The Power Amplifier
This is quite straightforward ; the only
difficulties being constructional ones. The
parallel bars are made of k -in. hollow copper
tubing spaced 1 in. centre -to -centre, each bar

being 5f in. long. The method of supporting
the bars should be apparent from the photograph. Connection to the plates of the 829B
is made through two 1 -in. lengths of copper
foil. This will take up any movement of the

bars and safeguards the valve seals. Two

4BA screwed rods are inserted into the ends

DOUBLER

Bias

HT+
and Mod

Circuit of the 100 -watt transmitter designed and described by GM6LS in the accompanying article. Ample drive is
available to run the 829B final as a straight amplifier on Two at 100 watts input.
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of the bars and soldered in. An angle bracket
is secured to the 4BA rods by means of lock
nuts. A polystyrene strip carrying the output
link and aerial coupling is screwed to the angle
bracket.
Provision was made for neutralising but,
whether by design or good fortune, neutralising
was not really necessary. Chokes in both grid

and plate circuits are to be avoided ; the only
trouble with self -oscillation encountered was
cured by removal of the grid choke.

Operation and Setting Up

The exciter portion requires 300 volts at
about 150 mA. A receiver set on the third
harmonic of the crystal is the first step. If the

CO appears to be oscillating, detune the

receiver from the crystal harmonic by a few
kc and vary the CO plate tuning condenser
C2. No response should be obtained if the
oscillator is being properly held by the crystal.
The doubler can be checked with a lamp and
wavemeter. If the tuned circuits are on the

right frequency it should give no trouble at
all. No further comment on the push-pull
triplers is necessary.

A fixed bias on the PA of 22.5 volts is
satisfactory for phone operation, but this
should be increased to 90 volts for CW. With

a grid drive of 10 mA and a 60 -watt lamp
load, HT should be cautiously applied and
C6 swung for resonance. The dip in plate
current is quite small, but positive nevertheless.

A careful watch should be kept on the 829B
for signs of colour at the plates. It is very
sensitive to over -drive and excessive input ;
a few milliamps over the rated plate current
will very quickly produce colour.

Under the chassis of the 145 me Transmitter, showhig
general layout details.

Table of Values
Circuit of Four -Stage Two -Metre Transmitter

Cl = 60 µµF var.
C2 = 15 AuF var.
C3 = 25 plus 25 µµF var.
C4
C5

C6

C7, C12, C16

C8
C9
C10
C11, C14, C15
C17, C18
C13
C19, C20

5 plus 5 mi.,F

= 5 µµF (Phillips concentric) var.

8 tim.F

= 001 /iF

RFC1, RFC2 = 20 mH
RFC3,RFC4,RFC5,RFC6= 20 turns No. 24 enam.

is in. dia, close wound.

RFC7 = 16 turns No. 20 enam.
in. dia, close wound.
Ll = 18 turns No. 24 enam.
I in. dia, close wound.
L2 = 13 turns No. 20 silvered

-005 p.F

= 4.7 1.o.,F

= 008

= 100 ii/iF
= 470 iii4F

= 680 µµF
= .002 /IF
RI, R6 = 22,000 ohms, 1 watt
R2 = 400 ohms 1 watt
R3, R7 = 50,000 ohms, 1 watt
R4 = 5,700 ohms, 2 watt
R5 = 100,000 ohms, 1 watt
R8 = 200 ohms, 1 watt
R9 = 7,500 ohms, 1 watt
R10 = 100 ohms, 2 watt
R11 = 4,700 ohms. I watt
R12 = 15,000 ohms, 10 watt

L3

L4

copper I -in. dia. Turns
spaced to clear.
12 turns, No. 18 silvered
copper i-in. dia. Turns
spaced to clear, CT.

4 turns, No. 18 silvered
copper I -in. dia, I -in.
long, CT.

L5 = 2 turns No. 18 silvered

copper I -in. dia (inter wound with L4).

L6 = (see text)
Ml = 0-20 mA
M2 = 0-250 mA
= 6F6

V2, V3, V4 = QQV04/7 (Mullard)
V5 = 829-B
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Finally, a good check for stability is to

reduce the fixed bias on the PA to zero and,
with HT applied, switch off the exciter for a
few seconds. Running a neon up and down
the plate bars and swinging C6 all the time
should provoke any tendency to self -oscillation
that may be present.

The purpose of this article has been to

337

terms ; the details of chassis drilling and the
like have been purposely omitted as everyone
has their own ideas on layout. An aluminium
chassis 16 in. x 6 in. x 41 in. deep forms
99 per cent. of the metalwork. After drilling
the bulk of the large holes the chassis was
treated

in a bath of washing soda. This

provides a lasting matt finish and facilities

review the design of the transmitter in general

good electrical contacts.

THE ZL SPECIAL

for the results claimed, this article describes

High -Gain Two -Element

Beam for Ten or Twenty

Though it does not offer any theoretical proofs

an aerial array well worth trying by those
interested either in indoor fixed beams or

working in one or two main directions only.
The design suggested can also be applied to a
rotary beam on the same principle.-Editor.

By F. C. JUDD (G2BCX)
required to obtain peak performances from
the parasitic type of beam.
DATA on the aerial to be described came
to the writer from New Zealand, hence
the name "ZL Special." Little is known of
its

origin save that it was designed in the

U.S.A., just prior to the late war, for commercial

purposes. Since the war it has been modified
and developed for amateur use by W5LHI,
WOGZR and ZL3MH. Further tests and
measurements made by the writer may be of
interest.

Constructional Features

The elements can be made of either selfsupporting tube, open wires or 300 -ohm twin
transmission line. Tubing up to 1 in. in dia.
can be used without changing the dimensions.
The elements are parallel to each other and on
a plane horizontal to the ground, the general
construction being similar to the W8JK beams

(see Fig. 2). Apart from rotating, the directivity can be reversed by "flopping the aerial

Performances Claimed
Forward Gain : 7 dB (over a dipole).
Back-to-front Ratio : 40 dB down.
Broad Band Characteristic : Variation of only 6 mA
at 600 watts when tuning from 14 to 14.4 mc.

THEORETICAL

PATTERN OBTAINED
0 FROM INDOOR MODEL
ON 288 MC AT 1 WAVE LENGTH OF HEIGHT
9

This was actually the information received
from a ZL correspondent, but the following
figures have been obtained from models made
to operate on 144 and 288 mc and from fullsize versions on 10 and 20 metres. At a height
of half -a -wavelength a scaled -down model
working on 288 mc and cut from the formula:

given showed a forward gain of 7 dB as

claimed (equivalent to a four -element parasitic
beam), and a forward vertical radiation angle
of 15 to 20 degrees. These measurements were

taken over a perfect earth, i.e. a metal sheet
ground. The aerial radiates in one direction
only as a normal two -element beam, and has
a horizontal radiation pattern as shown in
Fig. 1. It is compact and easy to construct
either as a fixed beam indoors or outside, or
as a rotating array on a suitable tower. It can
be cut to operate over a wide frequency band
from the formula: and measurements given,
without the tedious tuning procedure normally

0

Fig. 1. Horizontal radiation pattern, compared with the

theoretical polar diagram, as obtained by G2BCX with
a scaled -down model of the "ZL Special."
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being 70-75 ohms, so that a standard 72 -ohm
twin line can be used for feeding (any length)
from the transmitter. Alternatively, a 300 -ohm
line plus a Q -matching stub of 150 ohms im-

Egg insulators

Elements of open

pedance may be used (see dimension E in
formula). Both systems have been used on

wire or 300 ohm
twin feeder

models and each has worked to satisfaction.
FORMULA
For Diagram of Layout see Fig. 4.
A. 492/F.mc x 0.95
B. 492/F.mc x 0.9
C. 984/F.mc x 0.1
D. 123/F.mc
E. 246/F.mc x 0.77 (Matching stub for 300 -ohm
line).
123/F.mc x 0.9 (Phasing line).

F.

DIMENSIONS
10 metres

Wood spreaders

Fig. 2.

A.
B.

C.
D.

Construction of the "ZL Special," points regaring which are discussed in the text.

over." A model constructed to operate on

288 me was made with open -wire lines supported on a wood frame -work, and for 10 metre operation a similar arrangement would
no doubt afford a compact and useful rotating
beam (see Fig. 3).

E.
F.

16 ft. 3 in.
15 ft. 5 in.
3 ft. 6 in.

4 ft. 3* in.
6 ft. 7 in.
3 ft. 10 in.

20 metres

A. 32 ft. 6
B. 30 ft. 10
C.
7 ft. 0
D. 8 ft. 7
E.
F.

in.
in.
in.
in.
13 ft. 3 in.
7 ft. 9 in.

The phasing line (F) can be made of
300 -ohm ribbon feeder with the cross -over at

the centre, or from open -wire line made of
14 SWG wire spaced 2 in. If open -wire line is
used the length of the phasing link should be

reduced to 7 ft. 6 in. for 20 metres and
3 ft. 91 in. on 10 metres.

Electrical Characteristics

Results

The aerial consists simply of two folded
dipoles fed approximately 135 deg. out of
phase, the impedance at the point of feed

resulted in S9 plus signals with the aerial only

Contacts made by ZL3MH with VK's
10 ft. off the ground. He comments also on

0

Element "B"

//1////0/1/(//// IM/71///7/1///////////7

//////Z. MI/

Timber

ltl

IC1)
139

Fig. 3.

For a rotating version of the "ZL Special" described by G2BCX, this is a suitable arrangement.
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very good reports from the W's and on the
exceptionally good receiving properties of
this aerial. G3YF (Chingford, London) has
been operating with the same design on 20
metres and has obtained reports of S9 plus
phone from VE5 and VE7 with 100 watts
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A

Phasing line of
300 ohm twin lead
see text

input, and from W's and other VE's at

D

strengths varying from S6 to S9 under adverse
conditions. G8SK (Enfield, London) with
the aerial in a loft 22 ft. above ground

operating on 10 metres, has had reports as
follows : W8, W9, WO, S9 to S9 plus 15 dB,
on phone with 25 watts input. G2BCA
(Enfield) has also been using his version of

it in a loft and has obtained good reports
from DX stations, with 25 watts input on

Stub if
used for
300 ohm line
see text

72 ohm line

to Tx

10 -metre phone. The performances obtained

from the scaled -down models support the
claims made for operation on the normal
wavebands of 10 and 20 metres.

300 ohm line

Fig. 4. Electrical layout sketch of the "ZL Special' ;
it is clear tha t the directivity of a fixed version could be
changed simply by throwing the aerial over. (See Fig 2)

Conclusion

Thanks are due to G8SK, G3YF, and

G4GA for their co-operation in erecting the
10- and 20 -metre versions of this aerial and

Short Wave Magazine covers in some detail

the methods of obtaining gain data and

passing on information on the results obtained.
The writer's article in the January issue o f the

radiation patterns from scaled down models
of aerials operating on longer wavebands.

A TU6B DRIVER UNIT

This is

another useful and practical VFO

design, with the well-known TU6B as founda-

Incorporating a
Frequency Meter

tion. Our contributor has gone further than
most VFO designers by providing a crystal checked heterodyne frequency meter as part of
the same unit.-Editor.

By L. KNIGHT, Grad.I.E.E.,

across taps in the tuning capacity which have
as low an impedance as possible consistent

(G2DXK)

with reliable oscillation. Why not use an
ECO and connect the grid and cathode to the

lowest impedance taps possible on the in-

Pr HE building of a master oscillator unit
around a TU6B is, admittedly, not a very

ductance ? That is what was done.
The cathode is tapped one -tenth way up the

original idea. But that in use at G2DXK is
thought to have several novel features, and
it was felt that a description of it might be of
interest to others of the VFO fraternity.
The Oscillator

C21

The first problem was to choose what
oscillator circuit to employ. The Clapp is

C31 -

receiving much publicity these days, and
seemed to be the obvious choice.

Un-

fortunately, the beautiful variable condenser
and the temperature compensated coil in the
TU6B were not suitable, and the author felt
very reluctant to modify them or scrap them !
The main point about the Clapp oscillator

is that the grid and cathode are connected

Fig. 1. Composition of capacity Cl (see text) in the

complete circuit diagram of Fig. 3. Cla is 200 AO,
C2a 47 paE and C3a 100 apF ; these are silvered mica

negative temperature coefficient Erie Type N680L.
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coil, and the grid one-third way up. It was
found necessary to include small reistors in
each lead to prevent parasitic oscillations.
By adding about 250 p,p,F across the tuned

JULY 1950

KC drift

circuit the frequency range became, very con-

veniently, 1.75 mc to 1.9 mc with a few kc
over at either end.

The anode coil is wound on a in. dia.
former, and is pretuned by means of an iron -

dust core to about 3.65 mc. The tuning is

broad enough to give sufficient output over
the whole range 3.5 to 3.8 mc.
C2 is a 5-25 iuit.F trimmer mounted on the
front panel and used for correcting the calibration. The fixed capacity Cl is composed
of silvered mica condensers and a negative
temperature coefficient capacity. The correct
amount of temperature correction is fairly
easily found by experiment, although it can
be a little exasperating waiting for everything
to cool down again beforemaking each new test.
Only one negative temperature coefficient

condenser of about 100 jut& is needed for
these tests because its effect can be reduced
as desired by placing silvered mica condensers
in series with it.

The final arrangement on the model being

described was that shown in Fig.

1. The
original temperature -compensating condenser
was damaged in the author's TU6B, and was
removed. In any case it would not have given
the correct compensation in the present circuit

because it would not have allowed for the
positive temperature coefficient of the silvered
mica capacities which have been added.

Further oscillator stabilisation has been

obtained by using a CV287 neon stabiliser on

the oscillator HT supply, and running a

cathode follower buffer stage which reduces
the loading on the oscillator to a minimum.
The oscillator is switched by a Siemens

frequency dri
at 37 mc
0

60

30

Minutes afte

90

120

swi Ching on

Fig. 2. The frequency drift curve obtained by G2DXK
on the model as described in bis article on the TU6B
Driver.

zero beat between the second harmonic of the
crystal and the long -wave Light Programme

BBC transmitter, the frequency of which is
held to 200 kc within extremely close limits.
A voltage from the cathode follower is
applied to the mixer grid of the 6K8. This

produces beats with the harmonics of the
crystal oscillator at 3.5 mc, 3.6 mc, 3.7 mc
and 3.8 mc. The beats are amplified by the
6V6 and fed to the loudspeaker. The amplification is not quite sufficient to satisfy the
author's noisy accoustic tastes, but nevertheless the output is ample, and the secondary

beats at 3.55 mc, 3.65 mc and 3.75 mc are
strong enough to be usable.
The wavemeter is switched on by a DPDT
toggle switch, Si. Section (a) transfers the
HT from the final amplifier to the two wave meter valves. The 25,000 ohm resistor is

included to maintain the HT load approximately the same for both switch positions,

to be switched in without the transmitter for

thus avoiding a major voltage change which
might alter the oscillator frequency slightly.
The other section of the switch interrupts the
loudspeaker from the receiver and connects it
to the wavemeter. A 20 ohm resistor has been
connected across the receiver output to maintain some loading when the speaker is dis-

netting.

connected.

high speed relay in the HT line, the relay being

used for keying on CW or operated by the
transmitting Send/Receive switch on telephony.
The additional switch S3 allows the oscillator

The final amplifier uses a 6V6 in a conventional circuit. The output is taken from a
small coupling winding on the anode coil, and

through a Pye plug for connecting to the
transmitter by 72 ohm coaxial line.
Heterodyne Wavemeter

The built-in heterodyne wavemeter is a
most useful addition, and is well worth the
trouble of squeezing it into the box.

The triode section of the 6K8 is used in a
100 kc oscillator. The crystal (Q.C.C. Type
Q5/100/M) is cut to resonate slightly high in
frequency, and the pre-set capacity is there to
adjust the frequency to 100 kc exactly. This
is most conveniently done by adjusting for

Mechanical Details
The left-hand compartment is reserved for

the master oscillator tuned circuit, the only
foreigner being the AF output transformerwhich just could not be accommodated anywhere else
Since it is only in use while
!

making calibration checks the heat dissipated
by it is negligible.
All the wiring of the tuned circuit is done in
heavy gauge, small ceramic feed -through

insulators being used for the connections
through the screen to the grid and cathode.
The trimmer condenser is mounted on the
front panel below the main tuning drive and
the padding capacities are soldered across
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R4

keying relay

5

Set to

RIO

3.65 Mc

Original
, Tuning

( capacity

C3
RI
C

R3

Ci

9

R2

=C4

rC1

C5

re'

Sl(a)

Original
coil

T c"
From LS socket

on receiver
819

)

Sl(b)

To L5

100kcii

Output
Transformer
6V6

350v
C13
To

63v

heaters

Fig. 3.

Circuit diagram complete of the TU6B Driver with incorporated crystal -checked heterodyne frequency meter.
(Note : LT Junction lower right in this drawing should be taken to centre tap of 350v winding.)

the wires to the trimmer.
To prevent air currents circulating through

the oscillator compartment the holes in the
left-hand halves of the cover and the base plate have been covered with plywood. Small
wooden strips have also been fixed along the

top and bottom of the dividing screen to

complete the sealing of the oscillator compartment.

The rest of the circuit is crammed into the
compartment which has been
completely stripped of its original components. Adequate ventilation has been achieved
by leaving gaps (1f in. and f in.) either side
of the chassis, and by drilling a vertical row
off in. dia. holes in the back opposite each
valve. 1* in. dia. holes have been punched
into the top and bottom of the outer cover.
Wooden runners, about f in. thick, have been
right-hand

fixed to the bottom to allow the air easy access

to the holes in the bottom. An aluminium
plate, about if in. x 3 in., has been fixed to
the dividing screen and spaced I in. from it
B*

Table of Values
Fig. 3. Circuit of the Frequency Checked Driver Unit
Cl = see Fig. 1
C2 = As fitted TU6B
C3

C4, C14
C5, C9, C10
C6, C7, C11
C8, C12, C16

= 200 µµF
= .01 AF
= .005 µF.
= 100 µµF

= 0.1 AD'
= 5-50 µµF
= 500 µµF
C17 = 50 µF
C18, C19 = 16 µF
C13
C15

RI = 150,000 ohms

R2 = 100 ohms
R3 = 47 ohms
R4 = 10,000 ohms, 3 -watt

R5, R8 = 100,000 ohms
R6 = 330 ohms

R7 = 15,000 ohms
R9, R20 = 470 ohms
R10 = 6,800 ohms, 1 -watt
R11 = 25,000 ohms, 15 -watt
R12 = 39,000 ohms
R13

- 2 megohms

R14, R18, R19 = 47,000 ohms
R15 = 22,000 ohms
R16 = 470,000 ohms
R17 = 220,000 ohms
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opposite the 5Z4. This reflects back much of

the heat radiated by this valve, preventing
the screen becoming too warm at this pointwhich is close to the oscillator coil.

An octal valve holder has been mounted
on the back of the unit for connecting to the
loudspeaker, the receiver and the transmitter
Send -Receive switch.

The top of the escutcheon on the front panel
has been filed so that calibration cards can be

slipped in and out without removing the

escutcheon. The author has compiled three
calibration charts (after the style of logarithm
tables) covering (a) 3,500 kc to 3,650 kc, giving
every kilocycle. (By multiplying the fre-

quencies by two this chart can be used for

Forty also) ; (b) 3,650 kc to 3,800 kc, giving
every kc ; and (c) 28,000 kc to 30,000 kc,

giving every 10 kc. (By dividing the frequencies by two this chart is also usable on
Twenty.) A borrowed BC221 was used for

JULY 1950

calibrating the oscillator, the work not proving
as laborious as might be expected, due to the

fortunate coincidence that, over most of the
range, 1 kc on 80 metres is exactly eight divisions, and 1 kc on Ten is exactly one division.
Performance

The modification of existing apparatus
always imposes certain limitations and, had
the unit been constructed entirely from scratch,
it is certain that a better layout of components
could have been devised. Nevertheless, the
performance of this VFO has been very satisfactory. The frequency stability is good.
Thumping the panel causes a frequency
shudder of less than 100 c.p.s. and the reaction

of the transmitter tuning on the oscillator
frequency is very much less. Fig. 2 shows the

frequency drift for the first two hours after
switching on, which it is suggested leaves little
to be desired.

MEET THE 6F12

The 6F12 is a miniature RF pentode with

Some Practical Applications

field, and it can be operated over a very wide
frequency range. Of its type, it is probably one

for a Versatile RF Pentode
By J. HUM (G5UM)
EROM time to time a valve appears in the
If Amateur Radio firmament (to use an
astral analogy) and becomes, as it were, a
classic of its type. Examples are the LS5 of a
quarter of a century ago, the 6L6 just before
the war, and the EF50 just after it. Indeed, a
perfectly adequate and efficient amateur

station could, to this day, be built round

nothing but these two last-named valves, with

consequent elimination of the interchangeability and replacement problem. That is
perhaps a separate story. The writer's immediate purpose is to invite attention to

numerous intriguing possibilities in the amateur
of the best valves obtainable to -day. The author
suggests here some of the many uses to which
the 6F12 can be put.-Editor.

American types and in general favour in

amateur circles ; and above all, its miniature
construction. A brief digression based on this
last theme may be pardoned.
In the writer's view the stereotyped rack and -panel construction for amateur stations

is on its way out, except for the highest -

powered installations, and perhaps even for
them.

It is wasteful of space and for that

reason is probably fairly inefficient. It was

another valve which could quite easily become
a classic, were its attributes more widely

known. The reference is to the Mazda 6F12
miniature RF pentode-a valve which already
finds wide favour in television and commercial electronic circles, just as the EF50 did
before it (and still does).
There are many high-performance RF
pentodes available, of course ; but additional
features about the 6F12 which will particularly attract the amateur are its economy ; its
use of the B7G base, so widely employed for

Fig. 1. Base connections, B7G holder, for the 6F12.
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due for a review, anyway, as with many
things which become too firmly rooted ; and
the wider acceptance of miniature valves and
the miniaturisation of amateur equipment

HT+300v

which they allow should accelerate its obsolescence. An up-to-the-minute version of
our "all 6L6 and EF50" station might be a
string of 6F12 valves in an exciter driving, say,

a pair of QVO4/7 tetrodes on all bands-and
perhaps nothing but 6F12's in the receiver.
After that digression let us examine the

To output

6F12 in more detail.

stage

Characteristics

The basic electrical characteristics of the
Mazda 6F12 may be set out for convenience
as follows :
Heater voltage
Heater Current

..

Max. anode voltage ..
Max. screen voltage ..
Slope
Grid voltage
Anode current
Socket connections

.

6.3
0-3 amp.
250

.

250

.. 7.5 mA per volt.
2
.

10 mA

Using the 6F12 as a buffer amplifier, as described
by G5UM.

.. See Fig. 1

These details can be culled from any data
sheet about the valve. What may not be so
evident is the variety of uses to which it can
be put in the amateur station. Although it is

proposed to discuss primarily one or two
possible applications to transmitting purposes,
its uses in

Fig. 2.

reception should not go un-

mentioned. For example, the 6F12 when
used at VHF will out -perform most American

counterparts. And it will produce excellent
gain as high as 150 mc. Used as a reacting
detector on the 2 -metre band it shows excellent consistency as between one sample
and another ; substitution of samples caused
only a few kilocycles deviation from a given
frequency. For TRF purposes it enables a
receiver to be built on a 5 in. by 4 in. chassis
with space left over-presuming of course
that the other components used are of com-

Table of Values
Fig. 2.

Suggested Buffer Stage.

Cl = Coupling VFO to buffer ,300 nuF
C2 = Cathode by-pass, .01 uF
C3 - Coupling buffer to output. 300 iinF
C4 = Screen decoupling, .01 µF
C5 = HT line decoupling, -01 µF (not critical)
(All above 350 volts working)
RI = Grid leak, 100,000 ohms, -11- watt

R2 = Screen decoupling, 50,000 ohms. 1 watt
R3 = Anode decoupling, 3,000 ohms, 3 watt
R4 = Cathode bias, 150 ohms, 1 watt
RFC not critical, an old winding from a 465 kc IF
transformer will suffice.

followed by a 6V6GT which fed output to an
80 -ohm co -axial socket. So great was the
output from the 6F12 that the 6V6GT provided

parable size.

over 3 watts of RF on 1.7 me-and what can

As a Buffer Amplifier
Readers of the Short Wave Magazine who

contained Top Band transmitter all ready to

be done with 3 watts of drive is nobody's
business In fact, here one had a little self!

recall the valuable list of buffer amplifier

put out a CW signal, with full break-in

last few of the hundred listed !). It was

As A Crystal Oscillator

valves compiled by G4QK and published in
the June 1949 issue will have noted that the
6F12 came in the first half -dozen best valves
(with the conventional octal tetrodes in the
shown to possess the following characteristics :
Gm (mA per volt), 7.5
Capacity grid -to -anode. 0045 pgF
Gain factor 1667
Watts -anode (min), 2.5

Encouraged by these figures the writer
proceeded to incorporate a 6F12 as an untuned buffer in the Franklin VFO. It was

facilities (if a VFO oscillator cannot be keyed
direct then it had better be rebuilt ! ).
The circuit of the 6F12 buffer stage is shown
at Fig. 2.

To determine the valve's suitability as a
crystal oscillator was the next consideration.
Its characteristics suggested that it might have
distinct possibilities here. The writer is always
on the look -out for fresh types of valves to use

in the CO stage (e.g. the EF50) which will
break the tyranny of the 6L6 -6V6 fashion.
Accordingly, a 6F12 socket was used in a
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CO circuit driving a TT11 PA stage running
in Class -A with automatic bias. Both stages
were operated from a common power pack.
Here are the measured results :

HT+

6F12

Anode volts 180

.. 7 mA
.. 6 mA
.. 28 mA
.. 35 mA
When a 6V6G was substituted for the 6F12
greater output should have been obtained but
in fact was -not, for the 6V6G drew so much
more current from the small power pack in
Cathode current (non -oscillating condition)
Cathode current (oscillating condition)
TT11 output stage cathode current, undriven
TT11 output stage cathode current, driven

To TT I

I

grid

C6

use as to rob the volts available at the PA

anode ; in fact, the PA cathode current could

still not be driven above 35 mA even with

the 6V6G.
This was rather a salutary test ; for it proved
the superiority of the 6F12 for services where

power is limited, as for example in portable
equipment. It suggested, too, that a chain of
6F12 valves used as crystal oscillator -plus doublers would show such a saving in power
consumption as substantially to reduce the
cost and weight of the power pack needed to
run them. This would not be all ; for a stage
wired around a 6F12 socket occupies about

half the physical space demanded by the

Fig. 3.

With this crystal oscillator circuit, G5UM has
obtained good results using a 6F12.

Table of Values
Fig. 3. The 6F12 as Crystal Oscillator

Cl, C3, C4, C5 = .001 oF
C2 = 100

C3 = 300 AtiF
L -= 24 turns, 24 SWG on I -inch former
RI, R3 = 50,000 ohms
R2 = 150 ohms

larger and more conventional octal sockets.
So in a multi -stage transmitter the saving in
size and weight would indeed be considerable.
Be it noted that the 6F12 was under -run in

the circumstances described above, not only
as regards anode voltage but in respect of its
screen voltage as well. As the characteristics

face and developing some heat, it showed no
signs of fatigue. But that was sheer cruelty to

anode potential.

amateur applications when operated at its

show, the screen can be run up to the full
The writer is, however, averse to under -

a valve which will perform excellently in many

designed ratings.

running valves, so finally the 6F12, blissfully
oblivious of any such American invention as
I.C.A.S. ratings, was subjected to 500 volts as

*

a CO. Apart from going a little blue in the

*

*

BRITISH OLD TIMERS' CLUB
The following new members have been
accepted into the Club :

CARDS IN THE BOX

If the operators listed below will let us

G210

J. Lees, 17 Trevose Gardens. Sherwood,

have name, address and callsign on a large,
stamped addressed envelope-send to

G4RZ

A. Studley (ex-G5TD), 274 Kings Road,

G6JB

S/Ldr. J. C. Payne, Fore Street, Salcombe,

BCM/QSL, London, W.C.1-we shall be
glad to clear cards held for them. The
address can also be included in our "New
QTH" feature, and in the Radio Amateur

Nottingham (1930).

Harrow, Middx. (1926).
South Devon (1926).

VE6HM C. H. Harris (ex-c4HM, nc4HM and
VE4HM), 10806 125th Street, Edmonton,
Alberta (1926).

Call Book, if a note to that effect is made at
the same time.

With the deepest regret we have to record

G2BQ, 2CVB, 3APO, 3BSJ, 3DEW,

the death of one of our members, Mr. W. G. H.

3EDI,

3EHD,

3ETZ,

3FFC,

3FKK,

3FMX, 3GHE, 3GKO, 3GOH, 4LQ,
8AK, GM3DWJ, 3GGZ.

Brown (G5BK), of Cheltenham. He was a
pioneer and was actively interested right up
to the time of his death ; a true Amateur and
Old Timer.
Membership total is now 183.
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The more one looks into the business of
operating tetrodes as RF amplifiers, particularly
in the PA stage, the clearer it is that they must

be properly set up if the best results are to be
achieved. Our contributor makes some very
helpful suggestions on the subject of keyed
tetrode amplifiers.-Editor.

By J. B. ROSCOE, M.A. (G4QK)

Separate Screen Supply
In most transmitters the earlier stages are
supplied with HT at 350-500 volts, and this

HE great majority of HF transmitters in
operation in this country use tetrode PA
stages, the valves employed being generally
the 807 or 813. Far too often, though, these

can conveniently be used for the screens of
the PA stage. When it is desired to modulate

valves are not run under the correct con-

ditions, with resulting loss in efficiency. For
instance, one reads of push-pull 807's being
run with 200 volts bias, which can only result
in unnecessarily large harmonic output,

besides requiring a 6L6 or so in the driver

stage, instead of an EF50. The reason for this
is frequently the necessity for safeguarding the
valves under key -up conditions. If the screens
are supplied through a dropping resistor from
the main HT line (which is a convenient
arrangement when high-level modulation may
also be used at times) the off-load volts may
be sufficient to cause overheating of the screens,

with consequent damage. The valves will not

be cut off unless the bias is increased considerably beyond the working figure.
There are several solutions to this problem,
of which four will be considered here :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Separate screen supply.
Keying the bias.
The absorber valve.
Keying the:sereen.

the stage, a choke of about 10 Henrys may be
connected in the -screen supply, and the
modulation applied to the anodes only
(Fig. 1) ; the potential of the screens will then
follow the AF voltage supplied to the anodes.

But this choke cannot be left in circuit for
CW operation, since it produces an enormous
lag.

Keying the Bias

If it is desired to have different values of
bias for working and off-load conditions, the
change -over can be effected by the key. The

key switches in a bleeder across the bias,

which reduces the volts to the required value
(Fig. 2). The regulation of most bias packs
is not too good, and the current drawn will
not be heavy. The resistance R is adjusted to
give the correct working bias; if desired, this
resistance may be partly composed of one or
more relays, which will be keyed simultaneously. It will, of course, be easier to

suppress the clicks if the keying current is
low. In this circuit one side of the key is
earthed, a sine qua non. Most oscillator
circuits, both crystal and VFO, can be keyed
by grid -blocking, and Fig.

3

shows the

simultaneous keying of the PA and VFO ; this

has not, in fact, been tried with a Clapp
oscillator, but it should work perfectly well.

(over)

Fig. 1. Using separate screen supply to the PA stage
in order to prevent excessive voltage rise on the screen
when the drive is off. Where the PA is to be modulated,

- Blas

Ch. should be 10 Henries with 002 uF by-pass; the choke

would have to be shorted out for CW, and for 'phone

working, modulation applied only to the plate of the valve.

Fig. 2. Bias voltage adjustment by the operation of
keying, as discussed by G4QK.
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Fig. 3. The grid block circuit devised by G4(:)1( for
simultaneous keying of VFO and PA-an arrangement
ideal for BK working, with full protection of the PA.

Fig. 4. A suitable absorber valve arrangement for

The Absorber Valve

screen of an 813, with no special precautions
in evidence, either in the way of insulation or
of insurance policies !
Beam tetrodes, when operated with fixed

A recent article in this Magazine (p. 219,

May 1950) gave a useful circuit for safe-

guarding the screen of the PA stage; a wellknown circuit using a 6Y6G in the screen of
an 813 is also shown (Fig. 4). In this arrangement the absorber valve is cut off by the bias
developed across the grid -leak of the PA ; a
high -slope type of output valve is usually
required in this position.

Keying the Screen
The screen supply can be keyed, either with
a relay or a keying valve ; in the latter case it
should be remembered that the keying valve

may require a separate heater supply if the
cathode is "up in the air." The author has

protection of a tetrode RF amplifier.

bias,

often produce a characteristic click,

which is a form of parasitic radiation. If the
screen is keyed with a suitable time-lag it is
possible to eliminate this click, and thus kill

two birds with one stone. A recent circuit,

due to W2RYI of RCA, uses a regulator tube
to provide this time-lag, in conjunction with
a keyed absorber valve (Fig. 5). The absorber

valve drops the volts below the ionisation

potential of the regulator tube, which then acts

as a switch. The ionisation in the regulator
tube, which is due to collisions between the

also seen one instance of direct keying of the

Fig. 5. Using a regulator tube to smooth out key
clicks ; R1, R2, should be 250,000 ohms. See text for
discussion.

Fig. 6. Another circuit suggested by O4OK. R1 should
be 100,000 ohms and an RF choke inserted at point "X"
if required.
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gas molecules, takes an appreciable time to
build up and die down, and the resulting lag
in keying the screen rounds off the abrupt

screen and no bias ; with the key down it cuts
off completely. The Clapp oscillator is an

edges of the signal.

heater -cathode potential of 100 volts. The
dropping resistor R will vary with the supply
volts and regulator tube, and should be set to

In this circuit the key is used for applying
bias to the absorber valve, and a relay would
be required for keying the oscillator, or any
other stage. In the following circuit, however,

the key earths the screen of the absorber
valve, and can be used simultaneously to key

the cathode of a Clapp oscillator-and again
the key is at earth potential (Fig. 6). Any
tetrode or pentode of sufficient dissipation
can be used, and the standing current adjusted
by varying the screen volts. The author uses

an 807 with a damaged control grid, which
draws about 60 mA with 100 volts on the

HIGH STABILITY

DRIVER FOR TEN METRE OPERATION

EF50, which does not seem to object to a

give the correct working volts on the PA
screen. The only precaution required with

this circuit is the usual one-that all leads from

the PA stage to the oscillator can cause RF
feed -back, and decoupling is advisable.

The circuits discussed in this article indicate some of the ways in which a tetrode
PA stage can be operated under the optimum
conditions,

with

consequent

efficiency, reduction

increase

in

of harmonic output,

and improvement in valve life.

The circuit suggested here will be of interest
to those who would like to try something

different in the way of a driver unit for the

higher frequency communication bands. The
author claims good stability with level output
over a wide range of frequencies.-Editor.

Series -tuned Wide Coverage
Single -control Oscillator

in output with change of frequency was too

By D. E. OSMAN (ZE2KM)

that a VFO should have high -C for good

THE popularity of the 28 mc band for
phone DX has increased the traffic to

such an extent that if one has a crystal -con-

trolled transmitter with the choice of only
one frequency, the possibility of reliable
contacts is considerably reduced. This is
particularly noticeable at week -ends when
activity reaches a peak.

The purchase of a reliable commercial
VFO is not always within the reach of the
average amateur (here in Southern Rhodesia

apparatus is hard to get and if available is

extremely expensive) and it is usually necessary to construct on economical lines.
Some Experiments

The writer carried out some experimental
work with VFO's to see if an economical unit

could be produced which would provide
reasonable stability and ease of operation.
Owing to the lack of negative temperature
coefficient capacities, experiments with the

Clapp circuit did not give satisfactory results

for stability, but was not turned down for

this reason alone. It was found that variation

great.

The popular idea, and a sound one too, is

stability. But with due regard to this and all
the excellent articles that have been offered
from time to time, the writer preferred to go
the opposite way and attempt to prove that
stability could be obtained

with higher

efficiency and level output with change of
frequency. The reason for this attitude is that
considerable experience with high -Q tuned
circuits on the 60 mc band suggested that such
circuits could be modified to meet the needs
in VFO construction.

The results have proved to be very satisfactory indeed and continuous checks as well

as contacts with many countries show that
after a few minutes allowed for warming up
no drift can be detected. This indicates that
the drift is so small that even on a 5,000 -mile

DX QSO the receiver has been untouched.

The circuit also enables the operator with one
control to shift the frequency 100 kc each side

of the crystal frequency without any output
variation.
Circuits
Fig. 1 gives the original circuit as used for

60 mc transmission, and Fig. 2 is the circuit
adapted for use as the VFO.
The link coupling shown can be two turns
with one side earthed and wired to a switch
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+150v
stabilised

6V6/triode

Output
C3

Fig. 2. In this circuit, the coil should be screened and
so proportioned that on the 7 me band Cl is half -mesh
Fig. 1. The first circuit tried by ZE2KM ; C is made
up from a small neutralising type condenser, in such a
way that one centre vane is fixed and the outer vanes
independently adjustable, for setting grid drive ; Cl is
01 µF ; C2, .001 µF ; R1, 50,000 ohms ; R2, 300 ohms ;
R3, 10,000 ohms.

for the crystal frequency. Values are : Cl, 15 ju.:F ;
C2, 10-100 µµF ; C3, 01 µF ; RI, 50,000 ohms ;
R2, 300 ohms.

in an aluminium box with open back to allow
for good ventilation.
Refinements

changing over from crystal to VFO if the VFO
is built into the existing exciter stage ; the
coil can be wound to allow the same frequency

as the crystal to be used. The 15 tip,F condenser gives adequate coverage and the
10-100 µµF grid capacity will allow enough
adjustment for grid drive, which should not
be excessive. It will be found that the circuit
is very lively and no difficulty should be ex-

Several refinements are included for ease

of adjustment in this design, as the writer
Table of Values
Fig. 3. Circuit of
Cl = 15 µµF
C2
C3 C5, C6

C4
C7

perienced in getting it to function.
If it is desired to build a VFO as a separate
unit the circuit in Fig. 3 (which is in use at the
writer's station) can be made up and housed

=
=
=
=

10-100 pi/F
.01 µF

001 µF

500 AµF
50,000 ohms
R2 = 200 ohms
R3 = 100,000 ohms
R4 = 400 ohms.

RI

Bridging socket for wiring to
aerial changeover

+150 stabilised supply

0000'--

Fig. 3. The circuit as finally used by ZE2KM, and discussed in the text. It should be noted that the power pack is
kept loaded whether the VFO is off or on.
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wished to use the oscillator as a master for

to the constructor to meet his own require-

14 mc doubling to 28 mc, and also wanted to

ments.

allow for experimental work on 25 mc doubling
to the 50 mc band. To allow for this a variable

inductance was fitted and actually consists of
one of the heavy ex -Army type solenoids with
inner spiral contact. This has enabled the

writer to set up the oscillator with band -

spread condenser always at the same spot.
The question of coupling the output into
the crystal stage, which was made switchable,
gave some difficulty because it was desired to
use cathode follower coupling-but sufficient
output could not be obtained by this method
for the transmitter in question.
The fundamental frequency being 14 mc, it
was decided that an untuned buffer stage was
the best method to adopt ; an output of some

1.5 watts resulted which was more than

enough for the writer's purpose. However,
to make sure that the VFO was suitable and
adaptable to anyone's needs, a variable
inductance was included in the untuned buffer
stage. (See Fig. 3 for circuit details.)
Operation

A 70 -ohm co -axial cable can be used for
connecting the VFO to the transmitter
doubler, and the method of switching is left

It is simplicity itself to set the VFO in

action ; it is only necessary to have a known
frequency which every amateur has (or should

have) on his crystal. A calibrated receiver,

although helpful, is not by any means essential.

Once the crystal point is known it is only a
matter of tuning the oscillator to this frequency,

and as most operators have the top and
bottom ends of the band marked on their

receivers, it is easy to check the bandspread
given by the tuning control on the VFO.
As already mentioned, a single control for

shift is all that is necessary for this VFO ;
this feature makes it easy to handle and
distant contacts a simple matter because
output does not vary with frequency up to
100 kc each side of the crystal frequency. For

wider coverage, readjustment of the intermediate tuning is required.

The writer would like to express his ap-

preciation for the enthusiasm and co-operation

of ZE3JD, who carried out practical tests on

the air while he accumulated data in his

laboratory. Using this VFO he has been in
contact with many G's, and with him I express
my gratitude for the accurate reports he and I
have received in the very pleasant QSO's with
them.

SIMPLE INDOOR

Pyrex

AERIALS

Stand.
off

Directivity on Ten or Twenty
By N. P. SPOONER (G2NS)
PROCURE a length of piping and to steady

it in an upright position nail round it a

rough box -shape of wood. Into the pipe drop
a length of curtain -pole, or even a long stout
broom handle. Cut two 7 ft. lengths of batten
or any wood available that will form a cross.

2'

Place stand-off insulators about 6 in. from

Curtain pole

each end of the cross -pieces. Screw the frame

to the upright pole and place it near the
operating position from which it can be

conveniently rotated by hand. For 28 mc,
cut a half -wave length of 14 SWG, split it in

-,-- Piping

the centre and connect 72 ohm flat twin

feeder. Stretch the wire on the frame so that

each corner is held by a stand-off. If a change-

Change -over relay
Box

over relay is available use it to connect the
Sketch of the assembly suggested by G2NS, and suitable

as an indoor handrotated directional aerial for Ten.

PA tank

link
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feeder by a 2 -turn link to the PA tank and
also to the receiver input terminals in order
to take advantage of the marked directional
properties of the system.
To operate, simply rotate the frame by hand
until:the desired signal is peaked in the receiver
and leave it in that position for transmitting.
An RF ammeter in one side of the twin feeder

will indicate correct coupling to the PA for
maximum RF output. Although there is
certainly nothing original in this idea some

SINGLE SIDEBAND
RECEPTION
Design of a Suitable
Ring Demodulator
By R. BRETT-KNOWLES, B.A.,
(G3AAT, KV4AAT), Lieut., R.N.

JULY 1950

surprising results will be obtained in practice.
For 14 me operation, multiply each of the
dimensions given by two-but as this now

approaches the cumbersome for rotation a
stationary system can be arranged by using
the picture -rail and the skirting -board, and
you have two directions from which to choose.
The four stand-off insulators are spaced, two

on the picture -rail and two on the skirting,
to form the corners of an 8 ft. square. Try
these indoor systems, and see !

Here is a logical approach to the business of
receiving an SSBSC signal in such a way as to
make the most of the system of transmission ;
it would be entirely possible to apply the circuit
suggested to any usual type of receiver, retaining
the ability to take conventional AM signals by
making provision to switch out the demodulator

and restore the circuits to normal.-Editor.

other input is a continuous oscillation of

frequency corresponding to that of the suppressed carrier when changed to the IF. The

available output of the ring is at the input
IN order to demodulate a single sideband
Isuppressed carrier transmission, all that is

necessary is an introduction of the suppressed

carrier at the detector of a normal receiver.
This will usually be the second detector stage

of a superheterodyne and the introduced

carrier will be at the intermediate frequency.

The temptation is to use the BFO for this

purpose and avoid making any alterations to
the receiver. Unfortunately, this means of
SSBSC reception does not allow us to take

full advantage of the system ; but by redesigning the second detector stage for the
purpose, a gain in signal-to-noise ratio can
be achieved.

With the conventional BFO and single
diode demodulator, apart from the desired
signal all other AM double-sideband signals
within the pass -band of the receiver will be

demodulated and get through to the audio
section of the receiver, increasing the noise

level. By using a balanced demodulator, these
signals can be eliminated, giving a reduction
of noise level.

Thus, the problem of SSBSC reception
becomes the converse of the system of transmission and similar circuits can be used. The

frequency plus the local oscillation frequency,
and at the difference of these two frequencies.
The latter is entirely within the AF range and

the former is at approximately twice the IF
making the separation a very easy matter.
Any signals on the input side differing by
an audible frequency will produce no output
if the ring is balanced, but they will, of course,
beat with the local oscillation. If, however,
these signals are AM the upper sideband will

cancel the lower sideband, unless the carrier
frequency equals the frequency of the locally
introduced carrier. (The basis of the synchro-

dyne receiver, in fact, where a similar arrangement is used, but the local carrier is locked in
phase to the incoming carrier of conventional
AM.)

Practical Considerations

It is very easy to draw circuits on paper
which will work, but for the construction of
unusual circuits, unusual and expensive components may be required. By a slight increase
in the complexity of other circuits, the need
for double primary transformers is obviated
and quite standard components can be
employed.

The output of the last IF stage of the

of the demodulator, and its accompanying

receiver is fed to the primary side of Tl, which
is an IF transformer of the kind used to feed
crystal filters. The output of the BFO is taken
to the centre -tap of the secondary of T1, and

centred about the IF of the receiver and the

the secondary outers feed a ring modulator
consisting of two double diodes, or if ob-

balanced ring modulator, as used in some

transmitting circuits, is taken as the basis
circuits are here described.
One input to the ring is a band of frequencies

tainable, four matched germanium crystals.
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The circuit suggested by G3AAT for SSBSC reception, and applicable to any communications type receiver. It would
be possible to incorporate a simple switching arrangement to restore the receiver to the AM mode, as a balanced
demodulator of this type would give very poor results on conventional amplitude modulated signals. Values for this
circuit call for a certain amount of calculation and experiment.

To avoid a double primary transformer,
condensers are used to enable any disparity
between diodes to be balanced out, and to
keep the diode load reasonably high, the outputs from the ring (which are balanced with
respect to earth) are combined in a valve. If
desired, push-pull output can be taken from

each valve anode. A balancing resistor is

provided in one anode to compensate for any
difference between valves and can be replaced
by a fixed resistor if push-pull output is not
required.
Operation
To set up the balancing condenser, remove

Miniature valves are specified to conform
with present-day practice, but it is possible to

use older and larger equivalents, if desired.
The configuration of the diodes should be
adhered to, in case of differences between
valves, it being more likely that the two in

one envelope are better matched than the
two in different envelopes.

XTAL XCHANGE

A very small offering this month-which

gives us the space to say that insertions

here are free, but can be in respect of

the BFO input and tune in an AM station ;

exchanges of crystals only ; notices should

adjust till it becomes as weak as possible, and
then seal the condenser. Replace the BFO and
all is ready for SSBSC reception.
CW reception with reduced noise is possible,
but not AM, as we have adjusted the ring to
give no output from an AM station. To get an
amplitude modulated signal it is only necessary
to feed in DC in lieu of the BFO, and a switch

or harmonically related or (b) 100-1,000 kc

could be provided to do this. The ring will
require about two volts of bias, will only
handle small signals and cannot give AVC, so
there is little to recommend it for normal AM
reception.
All the advice given previously on SSBSC
reception applies equally to a receiver using
this demodulator. The RF gain must be turned

down with AF gain at maximum, and the
triode valve in the demodulator will compensate for any loss of gain in feeding T1
from the receiver. AVC cannot be used
because an SSBSC signal has nothing constant
about it to enable an AVC circuit to operate.

be set out on separate slips in the form
shown below, headed "Xtal XchangeFree Insertion," and the crystals offered
should be (a) within the amateur bands
bars for frequency calibration standards,
and (c) have a calibration certificate ; if
not, this should be stated. All negotiations
respecting offers in this space should be
conducted direct.
G2FGD. 35 Burlington Road, Southampton.

Has 7010 kc crystal, /-in. pin spacing. Wants
1750 kc, or 1760-1763 kc.

G3CGC, Lt. R. Soden. R.N., Royal Naval Air
Station. St. Merryn, Cornwall.

Has ex -Service 100 kc bar, I -in. pin spacing.
Wants 7389 kc crystal, or any frequency 8066-

8078 kc.
G3EMW, 89 Hursffield Crescent, Hayes, Middlesex.

Has BC -610 type crystals. I -in. pin spacing,
frequencies 3510, 3570 and 3580 kc. Wants
similar crystals for 3530, 3540. 3560 and 3600 kc.
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DX

COMMENTARY
CALLS HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd
RATHER a mixed bag this month ; the

By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)

and usually well worth the trouble. On the

hardened ten -metre man, has nothing to
report for that band, but has unearthed two

June conditions have frightened some of
the regular DX -chasers off the air, but the
relative lack of QRM has attracted others on.
Summer DX is really in a category by itself,

other hand we have every sympathy for those
who regard DX as a winter pursuit and spend
the summer gardening, "messing about with

boats" or just sun-bathing, when the sun is
there.

There are, too, those who leave the DX
bands alone in the summer and have their
fill of 7 mc phone, 3.5 mc CW, Top Band
QRP, VHF working and the various other
pursuits that bring their own rewards. This,
of course, is all to the good ; versatility makes
for greater enjoyment.

Anyone Want FP8 ?
One news -item that might bring a few of the

chasers back on to 14 mc is that a genuine

FP8 is now on the air, and will be until
roughly July 20. For full details read on,
under "News From Overseas" ; but if you

new ones on Twenty (MP4BAO and UQ2AB I)

He has found conditions good between 1830
and 2000 most evenings, and has collected
UAOAA, VE7's and 8's, W7's (including
Wyoming) and KH6LG.
GM3ASM (Paisley), reporting for the first
time, says South and Central America have

filled most of the picture. With his CC on
14019 he raised a long list of PY's, LU's,
KP4's and also FY7YB, FM7WF, YV5AN,
HP1BR and KV4AA. On phone he snagged
LU's, PZ1Z (S9 plus 50) and OX3BD. He
has had a phone QSL from ZS9F but nothing
from M1B ; and he adds that MA3XX is
going to Scotland on leave, so he hopes to
collect his QSL direct !

G3BNE (London, N.W.3) has made his

VRIC and ZK2AA. FY7YA, 7YB and 7YC
continue to look in from time to time at the
LF end of Twenty.

40th Zone at last ; after calling every HC and
OA he heard, he finally did it the hard way
with CP1AP. Other new ones were TI, ZS3,
PK1 and PK4, and among the old -stagers he
worked VS1's and 6's plus MS4FM. G2GM
(Torquay) found the arrival of a new junior
op. very helpful-the resulting periods on the
air between 0100 and 0500 brought in
FM7WE, VP900, XE2OK, OY3IGO,

The 14 mc DX
G2BJY (West Bromwich), normally a

times he worked some quite nice ones, too,
including FM7WF, UAOSJ and XE1CM.

want a QSO, remember your manners, or
you will certainly be ignored !

Other scarce ones that will probably be

active-if you can find them-are VR1A,

UI8KBA and KL7UM. At more normal
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G3BDQ (St. Leonards) brought up his
score with YI3DYN, FY7YB, ZD2LMF and
some others, and his "usual stuff" included
MP4 and MS4, MI3, VS7, lots of Africans

and another KG6-his third in three weeks
after wanting one for years.
G6QX (Hornchurch) still needs that XE,

and remarks that W1FH said that a Phone/CW
contact with one of the many XE's on phone

might be the only way out. New ones for
'QX were HK, TA3 and 4X, but he also

wants XZ, VQ8 and UA0 badly -with New
Mexico for WAS thrown in. G3ESY (Hereford) uses a B2 with 25-30 watts, and has
raised VQ4KRL, UA9KCC, VK's and
W6/7 ; he can't get up an ambitious aerial
owing to living in a flat, but seems to have
found the clue to getting out. Incidentally he
should be in great demand on the Top Band,
judging from the QTH.
G2WW (Penzance) collected F9QV and
HR2RF for two new ones on 14 mc 'phone,
along with VS6BI and 6BS, HZ1KE, HP1BR,

TI2HP, YK1AE and EA6CT. His CW
brought in UF6, UJ8 and VE6. G3FXB

(Hove) on 14 mc CW found EQ3Q, KZ5IP,

MF2AB, VP5AM, YI2UW and

3V8AJ,
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among many others. He's a bit doubtful
about EQ3Q, who said QTH Teheran but

was rather lavish with the "dr ob" stuff.
G3ATU (Roker) has been on in the early
mornings for the first time in three months,
and had wild hopes of finding a band full of

ZM, ZK, KC6 and all that ; but on his first

morning the only thing there was HK3AU on
phone (14050), splattering all over the place.
He describes conditions as "pretty average

stinko," but has put up a 14 mc W8JK for
Africa and the Pacific, and hopes for some
luck. He mentions MB4BWK (Bahrein) and
PK6LN (Celebes) and adds that FB8XX is
back in Franceso good-bye to Kerguelen.
Some nice ones came the way of G3AIM
(Liverpool),
(2130),

among them being CR4AG

FM7WF

(0900),

VS1's,

PK1's,

HP1LL, CM6NF and UA0AA (2000).

HP1LL gives his QTH as in the Canal Zone,
which seems a bit queer. CR4AG's QTH
would be appreciated. G6TC (Wolverhampton) collected eight new ones which took him
past the 100 mark. That FM7WF must have
worked a lot of G's lately ! Others were
HK6JH (0730) VQ3SS (2020), YV4AX (0120)

and VP6JL (0250). 'TC hands a bouquet to

One of the most interesting DX stations on the air has been HC8GRC (HC2JR), for a short time recently on the

Galapagos Islands. The party making the trip is seen above, 1. to r.: HC2KB, XYL HC1JP, OM HC1JP,
HC2TR, HC1PK, with HC2JR himself seated. On the way out, they also operated as HC9GRC.
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G3LP for helping him across to VQ3 instead
of telling him he was a spiv for breaking in.
G6BB (London, S.W.2), after reporting a

"doubtful" AC4KK last month, is equally

FOUR BAND DX
Countries Worked
Station

Power

14
mc

7

3.5

mc

mc

W2QHH

188

69

71

100

193

35

G3ATU

183

70

26

100

190

150

G6BS

182

112

28

4

191

150

G2WW

170

52

21

105

181

150

G3DO

161

37

23

103

191

150

G2VD

161

60

29

98

168

150

28
mc Total
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dubious about PJ1C, worked on 14088 at
0825. No QSL was promised and no full

QTH given. 'BB would welcome news of a
VQ8 on 14 mc CW-for his 40th, of course.
G5FA (London, N.11) has rather gone off
DX, but kept the pot boiling with TA3GVU,
VS7SV and SP1KM on phone, along with
LU, EA8, VS1 and YI on CW.
Odds and Ends on 40
'FA has actually been playing with "quality
phone" on 7 mc, and can now modulate his
full 150 watts. His 35T went soft, and six
"new" ones, all in a row, were in the same
state, so he now runs a 100TH. DX on 7 mc
was represented solely by CM2CT.
G3FXB raised UO5KAA and heard other

"U" districts, and says you can still get a
mile -long queue of W's on the band, all very

pleased to work G. G2WW was working a
W5 who asked him whether he had heard
HC8GRC on 7004 kc. He had a look and
there he was-and he came straight back to a
short call. So 'WW, after missing him on 28

G3AKU

137

66

31

58

153

100

G8KU

132

45

9

70

148

50/120

The 28 mc DX

G5FA

130

95

19

68

146

35/120

G2FET

120

31

5

31

128

150

Just a few notes on Ten, but no one has been
doing very much there. GM3ASM, on phone,

G5WC

120

50

1

12

122

45

G3ABG

117

51

22

3

118

45/50

G8IP

115

42

13

66

132

3/150

G3FNJ

114

45

24

71

135

150

G6BB

114

60

25

52

129

10/85

G2YS

113

32

23

34

127

150

ZB1AR

109

45

31

43

120

150

GSVG

108

55

24

26

7

60/75

the band seems to be too erratic to attract
many people. (That's just what makes it so
sparsely populated-it's a vicious circle.
Likewise, if a few dozen would start using

G6QX

106

29

16

46

120

30/150

improve).

G3ACC

105

13

21

6

114

150

G8PW

103

60

15

58

117

25/100

GM3EST

102

23

20

2

106

150

G2BJY

97

24

4

104

138

25

G6TC

96

43

11

18

105

20/75

G3FGT

90

37

32

47

112

60/100

G2DHV

89

20

22

7

93

25/60

G6AT

88

46

21

1

94

100

G3FXB

72

48

21

28

88

25

GW3CBY

48

29

21

19

66

15/30

G6CB

42

6

1

94

112

20/150

G3EIZ

39

23

36

15

54

25

G3BOC

34

25

17

72

83

15/60

and 14 mc, collected the rarity after all.

raised HC1JW, KV4AQ, MA3XX, VQ4's,
CR6 and VS1, and also heard HH2PAS and
FF8AH. G2WW worked ZD2FAR, ZS3M
and CR6AI. G3FXB winkled out PZIQM,
who was running four watts, also VQ4BL,
ZB2A and several new European countries.
In general, although there are times when
some nice DX comes up on phone, at present

28 mc CW the position at the LF end might
Eighty Metres

Very little to say of this band (but see the
note from ZL3NE in "News from Overseas").

G3FZW heard VK5KO at 2200 on June 8,
but the DL's had a well -organised queue on

him ; he does come through a good deal

earlier than that. Here, again, the trouble is
that people are so convinced that the band
is not open for DX that they don't bother to
listen for it ; furthermore, they all settle down
and work locals, which makes it even more

Just a tiny slice of 5 kc, labelled
"DX Only," would be a grand thing on this
band-but, of course, quite impracticable.
difficult.

Top Band News

G3AKU (St. Ives, Hunts) says activity is
falling off and conditions deteriorating. How-

ever, he plans to build a TVI-proof rig, and
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HK1DZ of Barranquilla sent us this photograph of his latest outfit.

optimistically adds that he may be off the air
for years. G2CZU (Bath) will have sweated
out his twelve months by September and so
hopes to be on phone then ; he missed a lot

worked G3AKU for his last county-all
since 1946. The other "WAEC's" are, of

event by being out in the field himself. 'CZU
tells us that he is afflicted with deafness-so

-he still needs Cornwall and Shropshire up

of new counties during the local field day

much that he is unable to follow ordinary
conversation-and he thinks that he actually
scores over the average individual when it

comes to reading through a high noise level.
We should be interested to hear more on this
subject from other sufferers from deafness.
G3NT (Northallerton) tells us that he
achieved a "WAEC" on March 11, when he

course, only concerned with counties worked
since we began the ladder last August. 'NT
didn't work them all on the Top Band, either
there.

When we referred last month to G5LF/P
on Islay we made a first-class bloomer by
describing it as "in the Hebrides." Sorry-we
didn't look at the map ! G5LF (Stanmore)
tells us that the complete rig is ready, with
Tx, Rx and power pack all built into a TU8B
case.

This includes a VFO and an aerial

coupling unit, and both Tx and Rx are
gang -tuned and all. GM6MS (Rutherglen)
tells us that he will also be operating portable
between July 1 and 14 (on 7 and 14 mc,
though).

GM3FBA (Helensburgh) thinks we are
"scraping the barrel" on Top Band at present ;

he does find conditions good at times, but

not too often. He has heard some of the
regular Top-Banders on 80 metres, so a
migration seems to have set in. 'FBA will
be looking for G5LF/P, because he needs
Argyllshire as a county, although he lives on
its edge. G3FZW finds it very difficult to come

by new counties now, and still hasn't heard
Cambridge or Rutland since the end of the
winter.
.. . Sorry, OM, local QRM-please ring me on the

landline.. .."

There are various buzzes about nice DX
countries getting ready to invade the band
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when next season really starts. We suggest
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ex-VS6BK and is already appreciating the

that it would be a good thing if all these

great difference between calling DX and being
DX. He worked all Zones, all VK and ZL and
nearly WAS during a couple of months in VS6.
While there he met VS6JH (G2FSR) who, he
reports, seemed delighted to be DX once more.
VS6BL has also returned to this country.

1900 kc, with a peak near 1875 ?

Egypt but hasn't opened up again on the Top
Band yet ; during the night of June 3/4, owing

DX'ers keen on working G's would use the
frequencies between 1715 and 1775, which,
for some quite unknown reason, are always
sparsely populated. Why on earth is it that
even during a contest the vast majority of
stations will hang around between 1800 and
News from Overseas
G3GPP (now licensed in Burbage, Wilts) is

ZB1AR has just got back to ZB1 from

to a howl from the Junior Op., he listened
round on 1.7 mc and heard the following
portables : G2DW, G2FMF, G2VP, G2MM,

G3BF, G3CU, G3EFA, G4KF, G6RC,

GM6RV and MP4KWX. ZB1AR will be

TOP BAND LISTING

back in "G" soon, but before that he hopes to

Starting August 1, 1949
Station

make the first ZB1/G QSO with SSSC. He

Counties

Countries

G6AB

61

16

G2YS
G4LX

60
60

16
14

GM2HIK

58

13

G2AJU

57

13

G3AKU
G3GDW

56
56

10

G6ZN

55

10

G3FZW

53

8

G3AGQ
G6VC

52
52

10
7

G2HD

51

11

GSXF

50

8

G2AOL
GW3CBY

49
49

10
10

G3NT
GM3FBA

47
47

8

G3B0 C

45

7

G2CZU

44

7

G3EJF

43

7

G3BTP

42

11

G3FGT

41

8

G2B ON

40

9

G3GGN
G8NF

38

11

38

10

G3ATU
G3BEX

37
37

7

G2ABT

36

6

G3ABG

34

10

G3ALE 'A

28

4

G6 OM

21

5

ZB1AR

13

4

8

6

8

asks whether LZ1Z (giving QTH as Box 830,
Sofia) is OK, and also queries KG4AD. KG4
is the new prefix for Guantanamo Bay. Also
mentioned-MP4AMO in Bahrein.

It was quite exciting to hear direct from
HC2JR with details of the Galapagos outfit-

apart from the pleasure at seeing our HC8GRC
card ! John Reed forwards a summary of the
results from HC8. During a week of operation
they made 2,116 QSO's of which only 115 were

with Europe. U.S.A. naturally claimed the
lion's share, with 1,464, but they also worked
109 in Oceania, 2 in Asia and 5 in Africa. Of
the 115 Europeans, 72 were G's -33 on 28 mc
phone, 24 on 14 mc phone and 15 on CW. DX
conditions were very poor and the results with
Asia and Africa were particularly disappointing. All the same, their score of 27 Z, 69 C and
WAC in one week doesn't seem too bad ! All
cards received are being QSL'd through the

various bureaux and were up to date at the

time of writing.
Mal Geddes, formerly G2SO, is now ZE3JO

in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia-see box for
full QTH. He is active with 50 watts on 14050
and 14100, and looking out for G's.

ZB1IH (G5IH) has now got up a fairly

decent aerial but impossibility of finding an
earth is rather trying. He says his only means
of getting one is to dig up the road outside the
hotel.

Things have gone quite well on 10

metres with 25 watts of phone, and he looks
forward to some real DX when (and if) the
band opens wide later this year. Geoff also
reports that the Malta Amateur Radio Society
is going great guns and that even a hardened
old stay-at-home like himself never misses a
meeting.

VQ3AA has now become VQ6AA and is
hoping for even more contacts-see his full
QTH in the box. MF2AD (Trieste) is exDL2CU, and the same remarks apply.
VS2CP (Sungei Patani) actually enjoys

reading the "grouses" in this Commentaryor so he says-but has none to add. He has
now put up a three -element rotary using 18-
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63FWE, Sandown, Isle of Wight. is on 7 and 14 mc mainly, with a CO -FD -PA transmitter and R.1155 receiver. Using
an 84 -ft. tuned aerial, 35C had been worked to the end of January since operations commenced In September last year.

gauge elements, with a folded dipole fed

directly with 72 -ohm line. Running 35-40
watts and doubling in the final, he finds this
goes well. VS2CP has heard G's on 7 mc at
1000-1030 GMT ; on May 16 he logged
G2FFX, G3GKT, G5UI, G8JU, as well as
loads of Europeans, in the space of this halfhour.
W2QHH (Hamilton, N.Y.) has now snagged
VRIC, who completes his 30 Pacific countries

SM and VU7. He runs 75 watts into two
half -waves in phase, facing Europe, and
operates Mondays to Fridays from 1915-2000
GMT, and Saturdays until 2100 GMT.

ZL3NE is on 3501 kc unless QRM is bad,
when he shifts to 3600, but will answer on the
frequency of any station calling CQ DX.

VS1BQ (Changi, Singapore) has been in
hospital and on leave, but should be back on

for "WAP"-so that's another certificate for

the air by now. His XYL is taking Morse
lessons and they hope to be on the air with

Ken Ellis of HZIKE asks us to make it

from the local Sunday paper, all about

Howy and his 35 watts.

quite clear that his Top Band contacts were
G6AB, G6BQ, GD3UB and GM2HIK-no
one else. He has apparently received quite a
few cards from "hopefuls" who heard him
come back with a QRZ ? He will be on the

band for sure next winter, but QRN from
tropical storms will make it quite impossible
until then. Ken adds that HZ1JC is either in

Aden or Yemen-and did we hear some

eyebrows twitching ?

From ZL3NE comes the news that he is
hearing lots of DX on 3.5 mc between 1900 and
2000 GMT ; prefixes logged have been OE1,

Y03, OK, UA, ON, DL, G, PA, F, HB, FA,

two ops. before long. He forwards an article

Amateur Radio, and unusually correct with
its facts.

ZL1MP has been carrying out research into
the question of whether Top Band signals from

this country have really been heard in ZL3,
but the results, so far, are negative. We hope
this decision will be reversed next season.
Incidentally, we have just had a card from
ZL1QW, who writes "We still have your QSL
verifying our reception report on G6QB's 172 metre signals in 1926 . . . how about doing it

again ?" So it's certainly going to be worth
trying. Also from ZL1MP comes the authentic

dope on VR1A, who is on Tarawa Island,
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caravan near Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia,

ZONES WORKED LISTING
POST WAR
Station

Phone
G6Z 0
G6QB
G2FSR
G4CP
G3DO

G3ATU
G8IG
G5YV
G2VD
G3BI
G3AAM
G3YF
G3AZ
G81P

GSBJ

G5VU

i

Z

Station

and CW
WAZ 221
WAZ 200
WAZ 196
WAZ 195
WAZ 191
WAZ 190
WAZ 175
WAZ 172
WAZ 168
WAZ 162
WAZ 154
WAZ 152
WAZ 133
WAZ 132
WAZ 126
WAZ 124

C

Phone and CW
128
127
118
112

G2AKR

35
35
35

123

G3ACC
G3FDV
G6AT
G2DHV

34
34
34
34
34

129
114

100
94
93

G3FCL is being pirated by "George," of
Dover, on 7 mc ; G3GGF, who does not
answer to the name of "Wally" and did not
operate at all before May 18 ; G3GMC, who

G3FGT

33

112

only uses 14 mc and is being reported on 7 mc ;

GM3EST
GM3CVZ

31

101

31

97

G2BBI

30

97

G6Q X

G6TC

GW3AHN

120
105

181

ON4AZ
G3DCU
G8JU
GM3CSM
G5FA
G3BDQ
G6BB

39
39
39
39
39
39
39

156
148
148
147

G2BJY
G3COJ

38
38
38
38
38

124
124
117

G6WX

37

154
125

G2WW

36

130

37
37
37
37
37

138
138
122
120
103

G3COJ

35

103

G2HIF

32

111

G2BBI

30

95

G3AIM

G3CVG
G8PW

G3WH
G3AWP
G5WC

ZB1AR
G2GM

batteries.

Piracy Corner
The pirates and phoneys have been more

than usually active this month. Sufferers
reporting are DL2QD, whose home call

G3ERK, who is not "Alf" and doesn't live at
Hoddesdon and doesn't work 3.7 mc phone,
And G3EQE (Hoylake) reports working
G3FXN, who stated that he was in "Poole,
Devon" (!), whereas the real call seems to be
GD3FXN. G2BOC (Lincoln) is another
sufferer, he having been off the air altogether

since April 1949. An unusual bag of dirty
work which can produce no good result for

146

anyone at all.

135
129

138

QRP outfit, as primary power is from car

36
36
36
36

40
40
40
40
40

135
128
125

he having trekked the 3,000 miles or so (in the
caravan) to get there. A personal contact made
on arrival was with an amateur worked from
VQ5 some 19 years ago for ZS2AT's very first
QSO over the air ! The rig now in operation
under the ZE3KAP call is necessarily a simple

G2FYT
G2YS
G3ABG
G6CB

G2WW
G3AKU
G3FNJ
G3BNE
G5MR

152

JULY 1950

Queries

Phone only

At the beginning of last month we heard lots
of stations (mostly W's) calling AD3AC ; but

no further trace of him has emerged. Then,

just before writing this, a new one in the shape
of "BM7KA" appeared on 14 mc, calling CQ

with a chirpy T7 or T8 ; a few stations

answered, but he didn't seem to work anyone.
"BM" would officially be the prefix for China,

but at the moment we prefer to regard it as
about 100 miles South of VR1C on Makin

Mittel -Europa again.

Island. He is an Australian, and says he will be

The Callsign Record

0630-0830 GMT, 14020-14060 kc, and at the
time of writing he had not heard any G stations.
See panel for his full QTH. David, at ZL1MP,

Thomson, the operator, now has the following
calls behind him : VQ2JT, 3JT, 4JMT,

there for many years. His usual times are

has been hearing G stations daily on a nice
quiet 7 mc band at 2000-2130 GMT-usually
working other G's or Europeans.

Now here's the news you have all been

waiting for. W6SAI will be operating from St.
Pierre -et -Miquelon as FP8AC until July 20,
looking for G's during the hours of 0100-0500
GMT. His cards are already printed-we have

two of them !-and he will be only too ready
to fill 'em in for QSO's. He will be active on
7 and 14 mc CW and Phone, frequencies being
7004, 7032, 7058, 7100 and 7200-and

harmonics. Power will be 30 watts. QSL to
W6SAI.
And if on Twenty you should hear ZE3KAP,

that will be ZS2AT operating portable from a

A card from MP4BAO reveals that J. M.

4AWH, 5JMT, ZCIJT, ZD2T, 3AF, 4JT,
6JT ; ZS6OL, ZS9C ; and, of course,
GM3AFG ! (And just to think of it-we have
been stuck with this G6QB call ever since our

first licence arrived. But there was quite an
interesting variety before that !)
W6PBI, whom we worked not long back,
reminded us that he was the power behind
XU1YO, who operated from Tsingtao in 1946

and 1947. He still has a few XU1Y0 cards
left, if anyone who worked him then hasn't
had one. Cards from CR1OAA have apparently
begun to filter through ; several people report
having (or seeing) them.
Pet Aversions

Having spent the month listening to rather
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count as a country. We are-it doesn't.
Sorry !

DX QTH's
EA8LP
FD3RG
KR6CA
MF2AD

PJ5FN
VP7NK
VO3AK
VQ4AA
VR IA

VS1BQ

Box 175, Las Palmas, Grand Canary.

tome, French Togoland.
APO 331, c/o PM, San Francisco.
Sgt. K. Shaw, 65 (GT) Coy., RASC,
Bettor, Trieste Free State.
via WSFNA, 122 W. White Ave.,
San Antonio, Texas.
D. Hawkins, Box 1280, Nassau,

Bahamas.
Box 457, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika
S. H. W. Tanner, c/o Stationmaster.
East African Rlys., Mombasa,
Kenya.
Chas. Adams, Betio. Tarawa,
Gilbert Is.
Cpl. J. B. Smith, SHO Signals, RAF
Changi, Singapore.

ZE3J 0

M. Geddes (ex-G2SO), Box 1976,

ZKI BC

Radio Station, Rarotonga. Cook

ZL1ADF

Native Administration Dept.,
Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.

Islands.
E. Davenport,

Auckland, N.Z.

Portland,

North

more phone than has been the usual custom,
we have decided that the main cause of unneces-

sary QRM is the fellow who comes back and
says "Solid, all OK. OK on everything. OK
on your 150 watts. OK on your folded dipole -

Hi. OK on your QTH-FB-Hi". And so on,
ad nauseam. In. the Good Old Days, "Solid,"
on phone, or "RR" on CW ("Solid" is quite
unnecessary on the key) used to mean "OK on

everything," without reading out the whole
catalogue afterwards. It's not exclusively a
phone pest-some of the CW chaps do it too.
Equally pestiferous are the "Hello -hello,
hello" merchants, and those who blow out a
simple calling -on or signing -off into a palaver

that lasts five minutes. And some of those
Goodbyes ! (The Yanks call them "Doorknob polishers"). It's sad to think that we

need nothing more than a sensible adoption of
some sort of agreed "procedure" to halve the

QRM-free of charge, needing no new gear

and no changes except the injection of a little
common-sense into some thickish skulls.
The CW (if you can call it that) pest of the
month was an F3 who called PK1HX at great

length with an honest T1 note, and then

repeated the whole works without. giving the
PK time to send more than the odd dash or so.
And when we say T1 we mean just that --not
T3 or T4.
Miscellany

G6AT (Hampton Hill) is getting interested
in SSBSC and intends to have a go before long.

He asks whether we are sure that VO doesn't

G3GKA (Ashington) worked a character
signing AH2AA (2015 on 14048) who said he
was in the China War Theatre with the M.A.O.
Air Force. 'GKA anxiously awaits a QSL, or
confirmation from some of the boys.
GM3EST (Motherwell) says his statement
that we quoted last month was made in a fit of
despair after several DX tit -bits had got away.
He realises that a well -operated QRP station

can put up a fine score, but he sticks to the
point that DX should be dead easy for the

QRO station with a good aerial. Of course, in
a way the QRP man's lot is easier, because if
that DX rarity doesn't come straight back he
doesn't worry unduly.
On the QRP theme, G3EYD (Sale) sends a
card from F9PC, 'way down on the French Spanish frontier, confirming that the Frenchman was using an input of 1 watt to a single

valve Tx' of the "Reaction Cathodique"

variety. Power supply was an 80 -volt battery.
By the way, 'EYD is no newcomer, as he built
his first receiver in 1913 !
Next month's deadline is regrettably early

and will have to be first post on July 11, so
please sit down as soon as you have read this
and pour out your innermost feelings (or not,
as you prefer). The date for the September
issue will be August 15-correspondents overseas please note. Address it all to "DX

Commentary," Short Wave Magazine, 53
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. Take a good
look for FP8AC but please don't all speak at
once-leave a corner for G6QB ! Until next
month, 73, BCNU and Good Hunting.

BREATH FROM THE PAST

In the year 1913, a "Directory of Amateur
Wireless Stations" was issued by, of all
people, the now world-famous firm of A. W.

Gamage, Ltd., even in those days with an

address in Holborn, London, E.C. This was

probably the first complete "G QTH List"
ever published ; it shows some 250 British
stations licensed all over the country, in the
callsign sequence ABX-ZUX, the former
station owned by F. Bennett, of Highgate
(using a fin. spark coil) and the latter by
D. T. Wright, of Birmingham, who banged it

out with 8 watts from accumulators and a
Fin. coil. Many distinguished names appear

in this call list, including Dr. J. Ambrose
Fleming (UCX) ; some others remain active
to -day, notably J. E. Catt, G5PS (ex-CXD),
H. W. Pope, G3HT (ex-PZX) and R. H. Klein,
who was KXJ in 1913, and still operates from

the same address in West Hampstead as
G8NK. What memories !
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DX ACROSS
THE WATER

The author of these notes is ex-G6WY, who
will be well known to many readers not only as

an outilanding DX worker but also as, at one
time, the contributor of our "DX Commentary."

-Editor.

Some VE Experiences
By H. A. M. Whyte (VE3BWY)

JULY 1950

remembering those D4's, we simply had to
bore our way through the permanent hedge of
high -power W's.

ONE expects that a lot of G's have
frequently wondered what it is like
operating an amateur station "on the other
side." Speaking numerically, in terms of
radio amateurs North America is the most
congested part of the earth. From time to
time we hear of moans from G's about the
"disgraceful" way in which otherwise respectable American citizens operate BC -610's with

600 watts or so in the Occupied Zone of
Germany ; such grumbles are mostly concerned with the QRM caused by these stations.

Of course no groans are heard when equally
respectable United States men operate
BC -610's in remote Pacific Islands !
However, to come away from the moralising
for a moment, we feel sure that some readers

will be interested to learn of the secret fears
and hopes that were ours when we left the
friendly but austere
Easter 1947 for the equally friendly but not
so austere Dominion of Canada. What was
the QRM situation going to be like? Surely
14 mc would be quite impossible, and as for

7 me-well, that was too much to expect !

As one who had worked his 100 countries in

G -land, was there any possibility even of
working G through the welter of BC -610's
and worse ?
A glance at the map will show that Toronto

Results on Twenty

Our first reaction to coming on the air on
14 mc was the amazing absence of signals.
It is true we hit a bad spell, but even so, these

overpowering BC -610's (and worse) didn't

seem as terrible as had been imagined-in

fact we used to hear many W's far stronger
in England than in Canada, and owing to the
skip many of them were not audible at all.
Just to make it feel like old times a string of
W6's was worked. But it wasn't the same ;

they didn't fade much and had no flutter.
Somehow, W6 didn't seem to be DX any
longer, so we had to do a bit of digging,
vaguely wondering (you know the feeling) if
our newly installed transmitter would ever put

a signal outside North America. But then

PY1DH came back and after that we heard a
G5 ! He didn't romp in like the W's used to
into G -land ; of course, we called him, as we
knew him, but he didn't come back. ( I began
to see that 400 watts wasn't enough after all 1)
Then G2AHP was heard calling CQ and he
came back at the second attempt; to cap it all,
G6ZO, an old friend, broke in to say he was
hearing VE3BWY. So in spite of street cars,
automobiles, electric fans (summer) and an
incredible number of noises off, the eventual
result was that by Christmas, 1949, we had

managed to work over 100 countries for

is really on a tongue of land tucked into the

DXCC Certificate No. 2.

wonderful and inspiring Niagara Falls where
a most friendly interchange between VE's and
W's occurs (in spite of BC -610's !).
In addition to the QRM situation, we had to
live and operate in a city in which street cars
(trams) and automobiles (cars) are numbered
in thousands. Surely it would not be possible
to work G now, thought we, but at least the
1kW signals from the U.S.A. should be heard
and we could still go on working W, which
had been our hobby from England for most
of 20 years.
In keeping with the North American tradi-

Operating Conditions
The main difference that a G would notice
over here in Canada is the truly terrific competition that greets every rare DX station that

U.S.A., and this tongue terminates in the

tion, but not wishing to be too indecent, a

dares to creep out of the background noise.
The W's sure "turn up the wick" and some
have said that it is a case of "dog eat dog."

When you switch off the transmitter to listen

for the rare DX, your ears are temporarily
deafened by the strength of the kilowatts, and

it is rarely possible to hear the DX again.
However, being a VE one has definite advantages over the W's because such interesting

400 -watt transmitter was installed at VE3BWY,

pieces like ZD2, EA9, ZC6 and others have
come back to "CQ DX" : even then, one has

States and maybe would net us the odd G

to be very careful that the QSO is not snatched
by the hounds from across the border.
Another remarkable fact is the relative weak-

attached to a simple dipole 50 ft. high. This,
we thought, would put a nice signal into the

friend from time to time-for of course,

ness of G's in Canada compared with W's
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over there in Great Britain. In South London
W6's used to block the receiver, but G's never
do that with 150 watts. However, many a
G3x3 has been worked with his 25 watts, and
even 10 -watt G's have been contacted successfully.

Week -ends present a problem on this side
of the Atlantic ; so please be patient if we
complain of QRM as the W's can be very
loud indeed, especially around midday E.S.T.
But in spite of this high -power problem we
get along very well on the bands and one can
have consistent contacts on 7 mc any evening
of the week.

Portyait
VQ4, CX, CO, TI, PY, LU, CE and many

G6RB
ARTHUR BARTLETT of G6RB has been
busy keeping Bristol on the amateur bands
since 1927. He is one of those Old Timers who
confess to a certain degree of nostalgia for the

old days-but also to getting a worthwhile
kick out of Amateur Radio even after all these
years.

His pre-war interests are described as
"CW on 3.5, 7, 14 and 28 mc" and his presentday activities as "same." Research among

some old QSL cards reveals that in 1928
G6RB was using 48 watts to a TP-TG circuit
with chemical rectifiers (no oddity in those

days) and that the receiver was a modified
low -loss Reinartz 0-V-1. DX included U.S.A.

(all except 5, 6 and 7), Canada (1, 2 and 3),

South Africa and the famous WNP at the
North Pole.
A card of about a year later adds VK, ZL,

TVI-AN IDEA FOR CLUBS

It has been suggested that clubs within the
TV areas could do much to help their members

and themselves, as well as educating local
dealers and others concerned, were they to
organise public lectures on the subject of
TVI problems and their elimination. There is
now not only a useful literature about TVI, but
the authorities will be found very willing to

co-operate in such endeavours, since it

is

clearly to the advantage of everyone affected

that the relationship between the amateur,
the TV viewer and the GPO should be thorC

other prefixes that were DX in those days, the
receiver being the same and the transmitting
side having the alternatives of "TP-TG,
50 watts" or "CC, 10 watts."

Arthur states boldly in his letter,. "I get a
kick out of taking part in contests"-which
probably explains why he is still an active and
successful operator. Nowadays, 80 -metre DX
gives him a thrill (he does plenty of it) and his
pet aversion is "the CQ fiend."
In the course of his general remarks about

DX working, G6RB adds, "Haven't some of

those who hold forth got a lot to learn !

With the advent of poorer conditions some
of them still expect DX on every CQ-they'll
probably learn after another poor season."
G6RB. is 50 years of age and a company
director-and he still operates from the same
Bristol address as in 1929.

The DXCC

Certificate is a recent addition to his wallpaper
and if you are on when the 3.5 mc DX season

comes round again-you will find him there.

oughly understood. The interest of the local
press should be cultivated, and dealers encouraged to support the campaign. Much
TVI trouble is still due to misunderstandings
(not to say gross ignorance) all round.
M.O.S. STAFF APPOINTMENT

It is announced that E. P. Harris, G3GFN,

has been appointed Technical Manager at

"The Radio Centre," Mail Order Supply Co.,
33 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1, and
will also be responsible for the production of
the M.O.S. Newsletter.
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"THEY DON'T
CATCH ME"

on the amateur bands a duet is ideal, a trio

The Multi -way Menace

Reducing the QRM ?

By NONET

forward in favour of netting is that it reduces
the QRM by keeping, on one channel, eight

The theme developed by our contributor is that

tolerable, a quartet a bore, but an octet or nonet
impossible.

In short, No Net.-Editor.

Now about the only argument ever put

or nine stations who might otherwise be

spread over the band. This carries a dangerous
grain of truth but is, nevertheless, a complete
fallacy. Nine stations transmitting for five

HAVING been invited by a large number
of amateur spiders to enter their parlours,
and having, in unguarded moments, succumbed to their entreaties, I have now decided
to give up being a fly.
It may be that I am in a minority, but I do
not like nets, and in future I will have none of
them. And, furthermore, I am not making my
escape from these extremely sticky traps for
the unwary in discreet silence, but am taking
this opportunity of telling some of the spiders
in whose parlours I have wasted so much time
just why I am not their future meal.
To start with, the net is a time -waster. The
time wasted increases roughly as the square

of the number of people in the net. This
tendency manifests itself right at the start,

minutes each will cause precisely the same
amount of QRM, whether they occupy the
same frequency for nine consecutive periods
of five minutes or whether they spread over
the band for sporadic periods.

In fact, to my mind, it

is

slightly more

annoying to find one channel apparently

occupied for ever than to hear various short
and snappy conversations being spread out
over 200 kc or so.

Even the multi -way QSO in which the

participants are on different frequencies is
rather less devastating than the tight net
which goes on for hours and constantly admits more and more who are foolish enough
to yield to the urge to break in.

when a duet is transformed into a trio. Two
chaps having a contact will each say what
they want to say and then cut loose ; but if a
third comes in, the chances are that each of
the original two will repeat practically everything that he has already said-whether
interesting or not-for the benefit of the third
party. All the usual "I'll be brief about the
rig" stuff, and so on, together with some

theory (possibly sensible but maybe halfbaked) about aerial systems, 807's, microphones or what -have -you.

By the time eight or nine members have
joined the assembly, everyone talks at the

others instead of to someone else ; everyone
has to remember, or note down, innumerable
comments on divers subjects made by all the
others ; and one such comment is sure to

touch someone off on his pet subject, on

which he is a well-known bore. It is a
mitigating circumstance, I admit, that the said

bore will only have his turn about once in

every forty minutes ; but perhaps most of the

others have, by then, been touched off on

their particular bore too.
I am convinced that when a net has become

really large there will be two or three members

who will talk just for the sake of talkingeven if they have to think quite hard to find
something on which they can talk for a long
time.

Want to go ORT at midnight, chaps, so will now

say 73 and all the very best to G3- Ted, G4 -

Bill, G5- Sam, G6- Frank, G6- did not

quite get the handle there OM, G6- Eddie, G2 Mike, G4- Tom, G3- Bob, and I'll just stand by
for one more time round

"
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The one thing I really enjoy about nets is
to come in towards the end of a long session
and to hear everyone talking in that unnatural
voice produced by the quite unnecessary
suppression of a healthy yawn ; knowing that,
one by one, the various bodies will be dropping

out rather in the manner of Haydn's "Farewell" Symphony.

Club Nets

It seems to me that the Club Net and, of
course, the Emergency Net, which we don't
meet with over here, are legitimate. Club
members can hold a sort of quick meeting
over the air, using the Top Band on a Sunday
morning ; or-next best thing-active Top-

Banders in a certain County can get together
for a weekly exchange of news. This sort of
thing is usually done with some celerity and
at least an approach to good, snappy
operating. But such nets are few and far

between compared with the regular Yatter-

Party in which everyone starts by knowing all

the answers, learns nothing and signs off
in that same state in which he will assuredly
begin the next one.
Another legitimate form of ganging -up on

G1BF HERE
Reappearance
TAVE decided it high time I responded

ri.popular clamour (three letters in last

three years not counting one from Box 88

signed Popoff saying Need ur advice badly)
and emerged seclusion again to give eager
beavers benefit my unrivalled experienceremember motto at G1BF is "Any problem
has personal attention and no punches
pulled."
My famous station completely rebuilt and
now signing DX call OMOTO as am using
key with no dots ; this to show up old pal
MO1FFI with phoney call SI5EH swinging
fast bug sending all dots. His note still like

rusty nails dropping in tin bucket so must
disclaim responsibility for operators like him
unable take my advice.
All readers naturally anxious know about

new Tx at OMOTO. This right bang up to
date with blown T20 in ultimate, getting
draught from f -horse fan and fluence from
2,000 -volt auto )(former with bank 24 neon
tubes as paralleled half -wave rectifiers (en-
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one frequency is what we might call the DX

QSP, starting when a DX station that one

is working hears yet another DX station who
would like to join him. These rarely go
beyond a maximum of three, and are over in
fairly quick time.
Maybe the time will come when a duration limit will have to be imposed on all QSO's,
whether simple two-way affairs or blown -up
nets, and that will, at any rate, have the merit
of keeping the gasbags down to a reasonable
volume of verbiage.
So I wait, unabashed and unafraid, for the

cascade of brickbats which will inexorably
descend upon me via the Editor. Until someone convinces me to the contrary, my opinion is
that nets are a menace, for the main reason that
everyone who joins them will talk for the sake
of talking, instead of remembering the simple

rule "Stand up, speak up and shut up." When
I once hear this ideal of after -dinner speakers
in action on the amateur bands I shall once
more feel that it is not a dangerous matter to
renew my acquaintance with the spiders and
spinners of yarns.

Did I hear someone trying to break in

there ? Well, he can wait until next month !

tirely new development power pack technique).

Am unable measure exact output voltage but
know it is high as T20 goes red even with
draught full on. Self-excited push-pull 807
oscillator with 750 volts stacked on neck and
grid T20 coupled direct (through .01 blocker
of course) to one side driver tank gives ample
urge of about 60 mills into PA. As experience
OMOTO (this of course is me GIBF) proves
T20 gives max RF output when running free,
do not bother with humguffery like bias or
neuting.

This quite out of date these en-

lightened days with blown PA's.
New rig gives clean sharp buzz -saw note
always reported T9x FB by operators anxious
QSL from new country OM. Laughable
attempts jealous locals SI5EH and UU3UU
to persuade me note sounds rough passed off

with some crack like Do W6's queue up for
you ? (Have never worked W6 yet but they
don't know.)
So G1BF once more back on DX map and
readers may be assured regular appearance
my technical hints tips and advice for
beginners in spite attitude Editor who says he
won't wear it. (Susie, Pse QSL.)

(It is with deep regret that we give space to
this stuff.-Editor).

Is Your Equipment always Safe to Handle ?
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POWER INPUT
AND QRK

JULY 1950

From this it is clear that pushing up the
input from 25 to 40 watts could not possibly

result in any noticeable increase in signal
strength ; and that dropping from 25 to 5 watts

should reduce QRK by little more than one
S -point. In fact, this is the sort of result that
any average station gets when carrying out a
test with a distant contact under stable

How the Watts Affect
S -Meter Readings

By V. G. P. WILLIAMS, M.A.

conditions.

(G3FYY)

Signal strength depends far more upon the

1-IHE relationship between power input at
the transmitting end and signal strength
at the receiver does not appear to be well
understood by the generality of amateurs.
One sometimes hears an operator say that
his increase in power from 25 to 40 watts has
enabled DX to be worked which could not be
raised before ; or that an S7 signal from a

5 -watt station on 80 metres at a range of
100 miles is "very FB."

In terms of power used, and reckoning
5 or 6 dB to S -point, the relationship be1

tween input and signal strength can be simply
expressed as follows :
Increase Input
X2

x4
x 10

Increase QRK
3 dB (} S -point)
6 dB (1 S -point)
10 dB (2 S -points)

IMPROVING THE
6J6 CONVERTER

aerial than on the input. A much greater
increase in signal strength can be obtained by

proper attention to the utmost efficiency in
these respects than merely by increasing power

within the normal amateur limits. The only

real advantage of 150 watts would seem to be
that, in conditions under which a station

using this power is only just readable, a
25-watter would not show up through the
background noise.

If a

150 -watt G station of reasonable

efficiency is reported as S9 by a VK, then under

the same conditions and with the same factor
of efficiency a 25 -watt station should be
reported as S7-8. The power level, in terms
of DC input to the PA, is not and never has

been any indication of what sort of DX
results a particular station should achieve.

In our issue for August 1949 there appeared an
article on a two -metre converter which has been

a most successful design and has met with

considerable popularity ; in the notes below, our
contributor discusses some possible improvements and deals with certain queries that have
arisen in its construction.-Editor.

Variations on the
Original Design
By W. J. CRAWLEY (G2IQ)
TN view of the large amount of

efficiency of the transmitter, feeder system and

corre-

spondence and the number of queries

received by the writer regarding the all -6J6

144 mc converter described in the August 1949

issue of the Short Wave Magazine, it was

decided to cover some of the points raised by

correspondents and describe one or two
improvements that have since been made to
the original design.

The Input Circuit
Considerable simplification of the original
has been achieved by dispensing with the grid
tuning condenser in the RF stage and making
the grid coil "self -resonant." This means that

the only capacity across the coil is that of the
valve (about 1µµF) plus strays, and a worthwhile increase in inductance is obtained.
Instead of the original 6 turns, the coil may
now be increased to 8 turns I in. inside diameter with the turns spaced the diameter of
the wire (20 SWG). It will be found that by
judicious squeezing or opening of the turns

the coil can be resonated within the band.

By over -coupling the aerial-that is, by using
a comparatively large aerial coil of 3 or 4 turns

wound over the centre of the grid coil-the
resonance curve is further broadened and it
will be found possible to peak up the response

at 145 mc and rest assured that the circuit is
effective from 144 to 146 mc. Incidentally,
there is a very slight improvement in the signal-

to-noise ratio with this over -coupled aerial
coil although the stage gain will be down
a little.
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Neutralising

In every case of difficulty over non -

neutralisation it has been revealed that condensers other than those originally described
have been used. Only a very small capacity of
between 1.5 and 2 p4LF is required and this

was obtained by using condensers with
miniature plates of about in. x in. spaced
approximately i in. Anything bigger than
this adds to the external inductance of the
tuned circuits and makes neutralising more
difficult.

The writer can only repeat the

description of the condensers originally
specified and advise their use against any other

type. The type number is AP.52487 and the
condensers consist of three fixed and four
moving plates. All but one of each of the
plates are removed and the remaining pair
prised open until the spacing is approximately
in. The required capacity for correct

neutralising is then obtained with the plates
somewhere near three-quarters in.
The Oscillator

Some trouble has been experienced with
squegging from the oscillator. This can be

recognised by the presence of "birdies" as the
oscillator tuning is varied. This should not be
confused with the self -oscillation caused by
faulty neutralising and may be easily recognised by taking out the RF and mixer valves

when the trouble will persist if the cause is
squegging. Apparently the manufacturers'
tolerance for types 6J6 is wide ; the writer has

no data as to 6J6 tolerance, but it is known
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that the type 6AK5 is issued with a tolerance
in gm of about 3,500 to 6,500 1 So in the
case of the 6J6 squegging, the trouble may
easily be remedied by increasing the decoupling

resistor to either 5,000 or 10,000 ohms ; one
or the other is always effective.
The oscillatory circuit used in the original
converter (known, the writer believes, as the
"Kallitron" oscillator) is remarkably stable

under varying conditions and moreover is
very tolerant of widely different component
values.

For

example,

the

grid -to -plate

capacities may be varied from 2 to 10 p4F
with no noticeable difference in performance ;
likewise, the grid resistors may be any value
between 10,000 and 25,000 ohms.

Incidentally, if anyone obtains other than
an extremely pure T9 note from this oscillator

then there is something wrong. The only
occasion when an impure note was encountered

turned out to be due to a faulty 6J6.
Oscillator and Mixer Coupling

This is not at all critical and the capacity
from the oscillator grids consisting of stiff
wires may be wrapped around the mixer grid

pins or may be left lying within an inch of
them. The gain is slightly higher with the
tighter coupling, but the noise factor is not
affected. Indeed, provided that the RF stage
is

properly neutralised

nothing

critical at all about this receiver and it may

safely be left for months on end without
further attention.

For those who may be on holiday in the
delectable OZ country about the middle of

rate is £2 for 12 issues (two years), and orders
can be placed through : R.C.A. Photophone,
Ltd., 36 Woodstock Grove, London, W.12.

next month, a visit to Copenhagen during the
period August 11-20 will coincide with the
Danish Radio Exhibition. This is being held
in the Forum, opposite the Danish State Radio
building, and is to mark the 25th anniversary

It is not at all unusual to hear amateurs of
the present generation complaining about the
price of new equipment. We have just
glanced through the catalogue of the Static

DANISH RADIO EXHIBITION

of the State Radio. Some 60 firms will be
exhibiting a wide range of equipment, and

manufacturers in countries outside Denmark
will be represented by their sales agents. The
official announcement says that the Exhibition
Committee will be glad to look after foreign
visitors ; enquiries should be addressed to :
Radio Exhibition Secretary, 6 Kollegievej,
Charlottenlund, Denmark.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING MAGAZINE

The Radio Corporation of America publishes at two -monthly intervals their Broadcast

News. This is almost exclusively concerned
with the transmitting aspect of commercial

SOME PRICE COMPARISONS

Scientific Co., of East Ham (circa

1911),

probably one of the first firms to offer equipment for the radio amateur. Such essential
items as induction coils "giving a 4 -in. con-

tinuous spark" cost £9 10s., oil -immersed
condensers "equivalent to 7 quart size Leyden

jars" are £4

10s.,

telephone headsets are

priced .at 40s. and a silicon detector "complete

with gold point" is the cheapest available at
8s. 6d. When it is remembered that in those
days 30s. a week was considered an adequate
living wage for a working man, and that all
these figures must be multiplied by at least
four and possibly five to make them com-

sound and television broadcasting, and,
therefore, circulates widely among engineers

parable with present-day values, the prices we
pay to -day are seen in a much more favourable

interested in these subjects. The subscription

light.
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By E. J. WILLIAMS, B.Sc. (G2XC)
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shape for East-West contacts across Southern
England. Following a QSO early that evening
between G2XC and G3ABH, your conductor

New Records on Both BandsDL Worked on Two MetresStation News and ViewsConditions Maintained, with
Increasing Activity

received at S8. As G3RI did not appear to be
responding to these calls an attempt was made

WITH the recent and generally maintained

to attract G5BY's attention on Two with a
view to a 70 cm. test with G2XC. Meeting

improvement in VHF conditions, together with greatly increased activity, the

boundaries are steadily being pushed further
out. This month we are happy to be able to
record, not one, but several new achievements
on the VHF bands ; they are as follows :
First, the 70 cm. DX record has been raised
to 161 miles as a result of contacts between

G5BY (Bolt Tail,

S.

Devon) and G6LK

(Cranleigh, Surrey). This is another piece of

outstanding work by two of our leading

VHF men, and judging by the signal reports
exchanged between them on the occasion of
their QSO on June 4, it will not be long before
still greater distances are covered.
Secondly, the two -metre DX record is now
in the hands of GW2ADZ (Llanymynech) for

his contact with PAOHA (Hoogezand) on
May 13 ; their distance of approximately 417
miles slightly exceeds that between G3AHT
and PAOWL, mentioned last month.
The third great milestone passed is a contact
with DL. G3DIVJA (Eastbourne) worked

kept a careful watch on both Two and
Seventycems.

Soon after 2200 G5BY was

heard calling G3RI on two metres and saying

that the latter's 70 cm. signal was being

with no success that way either, a rather long

and not very hopeful CQ was put out on

70 cm. and much to the surprise of the striker
G5BY came straight back calling him ! Thus,

the contact was effected on 70 cm. without
any previous arrangements being made on
another frequency. It is worth recording that
at G2XC we are on the wrong slope of a hill
so far as working G5BY is concerned and the
path on two metres is not a good one. G5BY
was using a 24 -element stack on his Tx and

48 elements on the Rx, while at G2XC a
corner reflector was in operation.
Had G6LK been operating on May 30 it is

extremely unlikely that G2XC would ever
have made his short-lived record* as the
161 -mile path to Cranleigh was almost
certainly open. It was, therefore, not expected

that this record would last for long and on
June 4 (after G6LK had been activated by
landline calls from G2ANT and G6OH, both
of whom had heard G5BY calling G6LK on
two metres and getting no replies), G5BY and

DL4XS/DL3KE (Wiesbaden) on June 5 at
2340 BST, and signals were RST-579 both

G6LK had an excellent QSO on 435 mc.

ways.

was RST 599 on CW and S8 on 'phone at
G6LK ; the QSO was completed at 2229.

Heartiest congratulations to all these
operators on their achievements, which again

show what can be done (and what is to be

Contact was made at 2215. G5BY reported
G6LK at RST 569 rising to 599, while G5BY
Earlier in the evening G5BY had heard fading

expected) in the way of breaking entirely new
ground on the VHF bands.

signals from G2XC, and about two hours
later, in the early hours of June 5, he had a

The Details
The new Seventycem record was built up,
so to speak, from a period of sustained effort
by the South Coast 430 mc stations. The first

CW was 559 in Oxfordshire, and his 'phone

signs of improving conditions appeared on

May 30, with the two -metre band in excellent

two-way contact with G5TP (Stoke Row) over
a 155 -mile path. G5TP's signals started at
RST 569 and worked up to 599, while G5BY's

S3. G5BY comments that this June 4-5 period
*And we would not have had to organise that red slip
into the last issue I-Editor)
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was undoubtedly the best on 145 and 430 mc
so far this year. It is also to be recorded that

G6LK heard G5BY on 70 cm. on June 10

and 11, so it is evident that these distances are
repeatable on Seventycems.
The two -metre contact with DL4XS/

DL3KE was made by G3DIV/A, after an

attempt with DL3FM (Essen) on June 5 had
been unsuccessful. DL3FM was heard calling
"CQ-G" at RST 339, but could not be raised in

spite of several calls. On June 9 DL4XS/
DL3KE was heard signing off at 2340 on CW

and G3DIV/A put out a "CQ DL" call to
which the DL station replied. Signals were

held for a half-hour with orrasional short

and deep fading. Another contact was made
on June 11, when phone was recived from
DL4XS/DL3KE at S6. The double callsign
is understood to be due to the station being

run by two separately licensed operators.

They are active most nights on 144-5 mc. On
the evening of June 5 G3DIV/A worked five

countries-DL, F, G, ON and PA-in itself

another meritorious achievement, though he
is favourably placed for some of the
Continental directions.
Before passing to general news of station
activities for the month, one other happening
is worthy of comment, and that is the very
pronounced hiss on two metres which many
operators have reported during mid -June.
This hiss, which is continuous, obviously
emanates from the sun and it is possible to
D/F the sun quite accurately on a narrow angle beam. It was particularly strong on the
evening of June 14 when it recorded S7 on

This is the 430 mc receiving array as now being used by

the receiver S -meter at G2XC. Working to the

many of the Southern stations in the two -metre

West during the evenings has been difficult
due to this high noise level, but as it disappears

abruptly at sunset, late evening working has
not suffered.

Station News-The North

GI2FHN (Bangor) found conditions

average. He has a cascode converter in use
with a 6AK5 triode connected, 6J6 GG, and
a 6AK5 triode connected mixer, with 955
oscillator and 6C4 cathode follower output.
So far it has not proved any better than his
previous 6J6 type converter. A number of

contacts have been made with GM and
northern G.
GM3DIQ (Saltcoats) has worked G3BW

and heard GI2FHN. He has also been
hearing a number of weak phone signals
from the south, only partly readable, and asks

that G's have a look for him. Tne 16-ele.
array is still not up and all work so far has
been done with the 4-ele. rotary. GM5VG
(Glasgow) sends a list of 14 GM's active on
two metres. At GM5VG there is a 12-ele.
stack. GM3BDA has worked much DX and
heard G3EHY (Banwell), while GM3EGW

G5BY, Bolt Tall, and on which he has heard G2XC,
G5TP and G6LK.

has also managed some excellent contacts.
There is still activity on 70 cm.
G3BW (Whitehaven) is now challenging
"Counties Worked" table. His signals have

been jumping the mountains and reaching

the East Coast, enabling contacts to be made
with G3CYY and G4LX, while to the South
G5WP and others in the Home Counties have
been worked ; G3BW quotes May 13, 14, and
June 2. and 5 as good days. G4LX (Newcastle)

proposes that official action be taken against

members of the Fiveband Club who fail to
QSL after six months. Although very sympathetic with G4LX and others who cannot
get

their

much -desired

cards,

the

Club

Secretary must point out that Fiveband Club
members do not make any promise to QSL,
nor is it a condition of membership. Membership of the VHF Century Club is, however,
conditional on QSL'ing fully and we are quite
prepared to consider such action in the case
of that club.

G4LX finds he is most successful in working
GDX when the barometer is high, irrespective
of whether the high pressure is accompanied

by still air or winds ; he has heard G3ABA
and G3ENS spasmodically. G8AO (South
Shields) was at sea during the mid -May
opening and had a grand time logging the
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Continental DX, although it would have been
even grander working it His Rx is a 6J6 1

type with two of them as RF stages. In all,
25 Continental signals were heard by G8AO

from a position off Scarborough. A new
converter of the cas ode type is being tested
ut with good results so far.

G8SB (Horwich) has his "City Slicker"

rotatable now and has added 7 new counties.

Signals described as "colossal" have been
heard from G5BY as well as other Southern

stations, while regular contacts have been
made with GI and GM ; G8SB promises 70
cm. activity before long, having completed a
G5BY-type converter. G2DCI (Speke) has
been finding conditions much improved and

list shows he is hearing and
working much of the DX. G6TF (Sheffield)
has been on 2 metres since the end of May
his activity

with 20 watts to an 832, and a 4 -over -4 beam
fed by 300 -ohm ribbon through two 1 -wave

transformers and delta match. The receiver

uses 676 stages as in the G2IQ circuit.
Activity on 70 cm. is probable in the near
future and already a start has been made with

JULY 1950

the G3EJL converter. G6TF is a supporter
of the present 2 -metre Zone Plan, although he

feels the London area could have a larger
slice.

GW2ADZ (Llanymynech) worked eight
PA's, three ON's and one F station on May 13,

while the following morning he had a 30 minute chat with PA0E0. A claim is made
for the first GW contacts with F (F3LQ), ON

(ON4YV) and PA (PAOHA) on 2 metres.
Now for DL and OZ ! GW2ADZ has also
maintained remarkably consistent contacts
with G2CPL at over 200 miles, and G3BW
and GW3KY have been heard through solid
rock containing copper deposits. Early
evening activity is too low for his liking as he
has to be up and about at 0530 in the morning.

The Midlands and East
G3APY (Kirkby-in-Ashfield) reports after
a long absence due to work on TV. 50 watts
to an 829 are now in use on 2 metres and 9
watts to a CV53 as PA on 433 mc. A fiveele. Yagi is provided for each band. G2FNW
(Melton Mowbray) asks us to keep the Zone

TWO -METRE ACTIVITY REPORT
G3BW, Whitehayen, Cumberland.
WORKED : 02AJ, 2BUJ, 201,
3ABA,
3AHT, 3BLP, 3CSC,

3CXD, 3DA, 3DCI, 3EHY, 3ENS.

3FMI, 4LX, 5RW, 5TH, 5VN/P,
SWF, 6NB, 8KL, 8SB. G12FHN,
3GQB, GM3BDA, 3DIQ, 3EGW,
3FOW. 5VG. (May 17 to June 13.)
G8SB, Horwich, Lancs.
WORKED : G2AOK/A,

2BUJ,

2DCI, 2FZU, 3ABH, 3AHT, 3BK,
3BOB, 3BW, 3CXD, 3EHY, 5BY,
5CP, 5MA/P, 5TH, 5VN, 5VN/P,
5WP, 6NB, 6XM, 8KL, GI2FHN,
3GQB, GM3BDA, 5VG, GWSSA,
HEARD : G2ATK, 2XS, 3A00,
3ATZ, 3AYT, 3BLP, 3CGY,

3COL 3DA, 3EEZ, 3ENS, 3FMI,

3GMX, 4L1J, 40S. 5JU, 5RW,
5TP, 6LC, 6TL, 6VX, 81L, 8SM,
GW3KY.

G2DCI, Speke, Lancs.
WORKED : G3AHT, 3ATZ, 3BW,
3CSC, 3DA, 3EHY, 3GMX, 5BM,
8SB, GW2ADZ.

G2CYN, 2XS, 3BLP,
3CXD. 3FMI, 5BY, 5RW, 6XM
HEARD :

(May 31 to June 13.)

G6TF. Sheffield, Yorks.
WORKED : 02AJ, 2FNW, 2F0,
3CGQ, 3EHY, 3ENS. 3WW, 5WP
614B, 6XM, 6Y0.
HEARD : G2HMA. 210, 3ABH,
3APY, 3AVO, 3BLP, 3BUJ, 4HT.
5RW. GW2ADZ.

G4HT, Ealing. 11Eddlesex.
WORKED
G2AIQ,

2ANL,

2A0K/A, 2DSW, 2FNW, 2HCG,
2KF, 201, 20Y, 2RI, 2XC, 2XS,
3ABA, 3AHT, 3AVO/A, 3CC,
3D1V/A,

3EBW,

4MW, 5BM, 5J0

3ENS,

4GR.

5LK 5LN

5MA/P 5RW 5JK SLID 8DM/A,
8KL, 8QY, 8SB, 8SY, GW2ADZ.
HEARD : G3APY, 3FMI, 5BY.
6WT, GW3EJM. (May 14 to June

F9DI, 9AE, G2AOL, 21(F, 2WJ,
2WS, 2XV, 2YL, 3AVO/A, 3BK,

3BLP, 3CAZ, 3CGQ, 3EBW, 3FD,

4HT, 5J0, 5MR, 5RO, 6L0, 6VC,

8VR, ON4HC, 4HN, 4IF, 4IW,

4YV, PAOBAL, ODT, 0E0, OPN,
OTG, OUN.
HEARD :
F8GH,
DL3FM,
G2CIW.
3ELV, 8KZ,
8SK.
8SY. (May 14 to June 12.)

11.)

G5MR, Hythe, Kent.

G3AVO/A, Ramsey, Hunts.
WORKED : G2ADR, 2AJ, 2BUJ,
2CPL, 2FNW, 2FQP, 2HCG, 2NH,
2UJ, 2XS, 2XV, 3AKU, 3BK,
3BOB, 3CGQ, 3CXD, 3DCV,
3DIV/A, 3EHY, 3ENS, 3FIJ,
3WW, 4DC, 41-1T, 4MW, 51B,

8JR, 8L0, 80L, 9AE, 9DI, G2AVR,

5MA, 5RW, 5WU, 6LL,

6N13,

6XM, 8SM, 8SY, PA0E0, 011A,

ON41F.
HEARD : G20I, 3ABH, 5BM, 8IL.
(May 12 to June 10.)

WORKED

F3LQ, 8AA, SGH,

:

2UJ, 2WS, 2XV, 3AFV. 3DIV/A,

3EBW, 5JU, 5R0, SUM. 6XM,

8VR, GW2ADZ, ON4YV, PAOPN.

F3DC, 8NW, 9MX,

HEARD :

G2CIW, 2FMF, 2MV, 2N11, 2YL,
3ABH,
3CGQ,

3AHB,
3FXG,

3AHT, 3BLP,
3FYR, 3GBO,

3GSE, 5MA, 5MA/P, STP, 5WP,
6LK,

6NB,

6WU,

811,

8SM.

PAOIK, OMU. (May 13 to June
12.)

G3EHY, Banwell, Somerset.
G2AOL, Otford Kent.
G2AIQ,
2CPL,
WORKED : G2XC, 3ABH, 3BHS, WORKED :
2HCG, 2IQ, 2NH, 201, 2RI.
3BNC, 3CGQ, 3EJL, 5MR 5TP
2XV/P, 3AHB, 3AHT, 3AKU,
6NB. 6WT, 6XM, 81L.
3AVO/A, 3BOB, 3BW, 3CGQ,
HEARD : G2R1, 2BMZ, 2CPL,
3CHY, 3CSC, 3DA, 3DAH, 3FD,
2DSW, 2FNW, 3ABA, 3AVO/A,
3FMO, 3FY11, 3GBO, 3GHI,
3BK, 3DLG/A, 3EHY, 3ELV,
3GMX, 3VM, 3WW, 3YH, 4GR,
3FAN, 3RI, 4AP, 4MW, 5BY, 5HN,
4KD, 4RK, 51B, 5ML, 5TH, 5UD,
5J0, 5MA/P, 5SK, 5UF, 5UM,
6CI, 6JK, 6LX, 6NB, 6TF, 6WU,
6JK,13()Y. (Allover 40 miles. May I
6VC, 6XM, 8GL, 8KZ, 8SB, 8SM,
to June 12.)
8UZ, GW2ADZ, 3EIM, SSA.
G3DIV/A. Eastbourne, Sussex.
WORKED :
DL4XS/DL3KE,

F3DC, 3LQ, 8AA, IJR, 80L, SQL,

HEARD : G2DD, 2FZU, 3ABH,

3BK, 3CV0, 3CXD, 3EMY, 510,

5JU, 60T, GM3BDA, GW3KY
(May 15 to

June 13.)
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Plan going, and mentions that G3ALC

TWO METRES

(Oakham) will be active on Two shortly.

G3AVO/A (Ramsey) put up a folded dipole
in a hurry to work the May DX and knocked

COUNTIES WORKED SINCE SEPTEMBER 1,
1949

off one Belgian and two Dutch contacts.

He asks if 270 miles is a record for a folded
dipole contact on Two ! An 8-ele. stack is
now up and doing well, outperforming the
original 4-ele. Yagi. G3AVO is another strong
adherent for the Zone Plan.
G2CPL (Lowestoft) has heard DL3FM and
DL4XS but could not raise them. The former
was RST 589 on the evenings of June 5 to 9,

and on June 11, while DL4XS was heard
working G3DIV/A at midnight on June 9,
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Starting Figure, 14
Worked
40

Station

G6NB

38

G3BLP

37

G201

35

G3CGO

34

CHEHY, G4HT

31

G2AI, G2XC, G3ABA

watts, is maintaining his series with GW2ADZ,

29

G2IIS, GW2ADZ, G8SB

and in addition has worked some of the rarer
Northern counties. Sussex is still needed in
the South.

27

G2CIW, G2CPL, G3 VM, G8IL

26

G5UD, G8113, GSQC

25

G2FNW

24

G3FXG, G6VC

21

G3AVO/A

20

G3GBO, 03F11

19

G3BHS, G3EJL, G3GSE

18

G3BK, G6CB

17

G6CI

16

G8VR

15

02AOL, G5MR, G5SK

14

G3CAZ, G3CWW, G3DCC

RST559. A number of daily schedules are in
operation from G2CPL and all are working
smoothly. G3VM (Norwich), still using 18

The South
G3FIJ (Colchester) is preparing seriously
for 70 cm. and has an ASB8 working as well

as a 5-ele. Yagi. A CC transmitter is also
complete. G2AOL (Otford) is another who
has trouble getting QSL's from VHF CC
members. A G2IQ type converter has been
completed and tested out on Two and outperforms the earlier Rx. An 8-ele. 430 mc.
array is mounted over the 2 -metre beam, and
it is hoped to start activities on Seventycems
soon. His experience of the Zone Plan has so
far been favourable, and as G2AOL was one
of its earlier critics your conductor is grateful
to him for that comment.

G5MR (Hythe), facing Europe, wants a
"Countries Worked" table introduced ! As

NOTE : Scoring for this table is cumulative

and it will run for one year to August 31,
1950.

soon as space permits this will be considered,
although it may not be possible for it to make

a regular monthly appearance. Due notice
will be given of its debut so that all claimants
can be listed. G3DIV/A (Eastbourne) supplies

the news that ON4YV has heard OE2PK.
G4HT (Ealing) condemns any proposal to

divide the 2 -metre band into phone and CW
sections. He also points out that of the 1167
contacts on 2 metres which he has made since
last July, 814 have been with stations within

and G6WT. G3GOP (Southampton) using

16 watts and a CC converter into an 5640 has
also managed to work down to Devon.
G8IL (Salisbury) considers many Northern
and other DX stations do not tune the whole
band. Zone J seems to represent "the band"
to many. Your conductor feels there is much

in this. Many DX stations come back time

30 miles of him-this should answer those
who have been heard declaring over the air

after time to stations within 100 kc of 145 mc
and anyone higher or lower in the band than

G5WP (Woking) has managed to contact

from Zone J no search is made of other

that G4HT never works local stations

G3BW several times and so hoists himself one
up the Counties table.

G3DLG/A is active in Gosport with 24
watts

to an SCR522 and

a 5-ele. Yagi.

G3BNC (Southsea), also at sea -level, has
worked some DX including G2WJ, G2BMZ

that does not stand a chance. In addition, it
often seems that even if no reply is received

Zones. As G8IL says, the habit of finding
out what is coming in from all directions
before calling CQ has not been sufficiently
developed. Many stations put a second CQ

out without allowing anything like sufficient

time to search the band. G8IL is running a
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TWO -METRE ACTIVITY BY ZONES AND COUNTIES
Zone A (144 to 144.2 me)

Ayr : GM3DDE, GM3DIQ
Dumbarton : GM3FOW
Fife : GM3EGW
Lanark : GM3BDA, GM3EHI, GM3NG,
GM5VG, GM6KH, GM6WL
Renfrew : GM4HX
Zone C (144.2 to 144.4 mc)
Cumberland : G3BW

Durham : G2FO
Northumberland : G3CYY, G4LX
Lancashire : G2DCI, G20I, G3A00, G3CSC

G3DA, G5TH, G5VN, G6LC, G8SB
Yorkshire : G2IQ, G3CC, G6T'F, G6Y0

G3EJL, G3ESS, G3FAN, G3G0P, G310,

Zone I (145.5 to 145.65 mc)

Zone E (144.4 to 144.65 mc)
Cheshire : G2CYN, G3ATZ, G3AYT, G3GMX,

G3ENS
Nottinghamshire : G3APY
Staffordshire : G3CXD, G3EEZ, G8KL

Zone 11 (145.25 to 1455 mc)
Berkshire : G5HN, G6011, G8LG
Dorset : G3ABH, GSUF
Gloucestershire : G2A0K/A, G5BM
Hampshire : G2DSW, G2NS, G2XC, G3ARL,
G3BHS, G3BNC, G3CGE, G3DEP, G3DLG/A,
G6XM, G8LY
Oxfordshire : G5TP, G6KB
Wiltshire G2BUJ, G4AP, G8IL

Zone D (145.8 to 146 mc)
Co. Down : GI2FHN, GI3GQB

G4OS, G5CP, G6TL.
Derbyshire : G2FZU, G5RW
Leicestershire :
G2ANL,
G2FNW,

Cambridgeshire : G2AIQ, G2XV, G3BK, G3DCV'
G3WW, G4MW, G5J0, G8SY
Hertfordshire : G3FD, G5UM, G6LL
Huntingdonshire : G2FQP, G3AKU, G3AVO/A
Norfolk : G2XS, G3VM, G5UD
Suffolk : G2CPL

GIRI,

Warwickshire : G3ABA, G4RK, GSJU, G8QY
Zone F (145.65 to 145.8 mc)
Anglesey : GW3KY
Glamorgan : GW2DUR, GW3EJM, GW5SA
Monmouth : G4GR
Montgomeryshire : GW2ADZ
Shropshire : G3AHT, G4LU
Zone G (144.65 to 144.85 mc)
Bedfordshire : G3CGQ
Buckinghamshire : G3A11B, G3CVO, G3GBO,
G6JK, G6NB, G8QC

Cornwall: G3EDN/A
Devonshire : G2BMZ, G5BY, G6WT
Somerset : G3EHY
Zone J (144.85 to 145.25 mc)
Essex : G2CIW, G2WJ, G3FIJ

G2AJ, G2AOL, G2KF, G2UJ, G2WS,
G3AFV, G3BOB, G3CAZ, G5MR, G6VC,

Kent :

G6VX
London : G3BPM, G3FXG, G5PY, G6WIj,
G8VR
Middlesex : G2AHP, G2DD, G2FMF, G2QY,

G3CWW, G3FYR, G3GSE, G4HT, G6UH,
081P, G8SK

Surrey :

G2ANT,

G2MR, G2MV, G2NH,

G2YL, 03BLP, G4CG, G5LK, G5WP, G6CB,
G6LK, G8SM
Sussex :

G2AVR, G2JU, G2MC, G3DIV/A,

G3EBW, G5R0

Note : The frequencies given above are those
recommended by the Two -Metre Zone Plan, but a
few stations are not conforming.

successful daily schedule with G3EDN/A in
St. Merryn (Cornwall). G5RP (Abingdon)

CQ is called, the beam at G3EHY is pointed

has a new beam, 5 -over -5, under construction,

searched for signals.

and should be active soon. G5BM (Cheltenham) has a nightly schedule with GI2FHN,

but so far there has been no signal either

way. G3BW is heard nightly, however.
G3EHY (Banwell) had a good 393 -mile
contact with PAOMU during the May spell,
and can only find five days in the past month
when over -150 -mile DX was not possible in
at least two directions. GM3BDA has been

heard three times and good contacts have

been made regularly with G2CPL (221 miles)
and G3BW (232 miles). In order to indicate

which parts of the band are being searched
G3EHY will call "CQ SE" or "CQ London"
whenever he is beaming that way. If only

North and the northern zones are being
Quickies

Last-minute news comes in from 0201

(Eccles) who heard the Continental DX even
although he could not work it. He hopes to

be active on 430 mc by the time this is in
print. G2CIW (Romford) considers the
North as a dead -loss to him. He has cured
some TVI trouble and is well on the way for
70 cm. operation. G6CI (Kenilworth) has
completed a G2IQ type converter and uses a
BC455 as IF. GM3BDA (Airdrie) says that
GM3OL is temporarily inactive as he damaged

his 2 -metre beam while putting up one for
TV, which apparently gives excellent results in
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GM3BDA, himself, is feeding
his 2 -metre beam with open -wire line and
finds results superior to co -ax, feed. He
apologises for being out of the correct Zone
but he rubbed too much off his crystal !
G3GNR (Southwick, Sussex) sends some
news of DL activity. DL7AH (Berlin) and
SP5ZPZ will be active on Two. The former
has the G2IQ converter in use. DL1FV also
Dumfries !
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TWO METRES
ALL TIME COUNTIES WORKED LIST

Starting Figure, 14
From Fixed QTH only
Station

Worked

hopes to be on soon from a point 6 miles
south of the Danish border.
G8VR (Abbey Wood) now has a G2IQ

45

G3BLP (263)

44

G201

converter and is hearing them much better at
longer distances ; he worked PAOPN on
June 9. A test schedule on 430 mc is being run

41

G5WP

40

G2AJ (225), G5MA, G6NB

39

G3ABA (141), G3EHY (154)

38

G2IQ, G2NH (212)

strong supporter of the Band Plan, and

37

G5BY

mentions a certain non -co-operator who
almost nightly puts out auto CQ calls right on

36

G3CGQ, G6XM

top of the GDX from the North. G3WW

35

G4HT (220), GW2ADZ

(Wimblington) remarks that June 4 was a very
good night-G5BY was heard at great strength

34

G2XC, G4DC (188), GSBM

33

G3WW

32

GBWV

31

G2XS (136), G3VM, G4LU,

30

G2CPL (149), G4AU (123).
G6LK, G8SM (172)

29

G2CIW (197). G8SB

28

G2HDY, G6VC

27

G3DAIL G5JU, Gait (103),

26

G2ADR, G3BW, G8QC (126)

25

G2FNW, G6UH (184), G6WT

24

G3FXG (100), G8KL

23

G2NM, G3BOB, G3EJL, G8QY

22

G4RK

21

G3AVO/A

20

G3FD, G3FIJ, G3G130 (122),

19

G3BHS, G3GSE (116), G5SK,
G6CI

with G2AOL at the other end. G2MC

(Brighton) says he is in Zone J "like a good
boy." Good boy ! G3CGQ (Luton) is also a

calling East Anglian stations on Two for a

70 cm test, after making the new record with

G6LK. G3WW has had numerous repeat
contacts on Two, including several new

counties, and now has a 5 -over -5 Yagi ; a test

with G2XV (Cambridge), who was using his
new 3 -over -3 -over -3, produced S9 plus 36 dB

at the G3WW end, compared with S3-4 only
when taken on the single 5-ele. Yagi.
Notes from PA
PAOLU reports that G3DIV/A is consis-

tently the strongest G with PAOUN and

PAESPN, though between them the PA's are
hearing or working many other G's. A spell of
good conditions since May 28 has produced a
number of first-time inter -Continental QSO's
on two metres, with DL's, PA's, F's and ON's
working one another.
Apart from DL4XS/DL4KE already mentioned, following is a short list of Europeans
be regularly active on Two :
DL1DA (Stuttgart, 144 mc), DLIHC
(Heidelberg), DL3FM (Essen, 144.72 mc),

known to

DL3NQ (Mannheim, 144.33 mc), DL4CK
(Wiesbaden, 144.05 mc), DL4DD (Munich),
F8YZ (Nancy, 145.4 mc), ON4HN and
ON4YV (Antwerp).

The PA VHF Contest, mentioned in this

space last month, will be over by the time this
appears -in order to concentrate some active
interest in this event, we circulated to as many
G's as was possible in the time a notice setting
out the details, and hope that a good number
were able to be on throughout the two operating periods. Please let us have your logs, under

the (a) and (b) headings as set out in our
notice, by the earliest date you can. And if

G3CXD

G8IP (176)

G8KZ

18

G3B1{, G6CB, GM3OL

17

GM3BDA

16

G5PY

15

G2ANT, G3CWW, G5MR,

14

G3CAZ, G4LX

G8VR

NOTE : Figures in brackets after call are
number of different stations worked; starting
figure, 100.
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anyone heard or worked SP5ZPZ, DL7AH or

PA1PL on Two during the period July 1.2,
they are quite genuine !
Seventycems

As is evident from the station news above,
interest in 70 cm. working is on the increase
and many are actively preparing for operation
on that wavelength. G2DD (Stanmore) has
been putting out an excellent signal on 437.7
mc using a 12-ele. stack and a wire -netting
reflector. He has worked G6LK cross -band.

G2ANT (Godalming) has been heard at

G2XC. G8LY (Lee -on -Solent) has a Tx
ready and hopes to have the Rx going before
long. Others who should be there in the next
month or so are G2AOL (Otford), G2CIW
(Romford), G201 (Eccles), G3FIJ (Colchester), G4HT (Ealing), G6TF (Sheffield)
and G8IL (Salisbury). G3APY is, of course,
on the band in Notts and G8GX is operating
from Northwood Hills.

There has been an enthusiastic welcome

for the new converter circuits pliblished in the
last two issues of Short Wave Magazine, and
with reference to the dimensions of the Lecher
bars in the G3EJL circuit (see the correction

in "Here and There," this issue), any who may
have made them up to the printed figures will
be encouraged to know that G2XC has them
the "wrong" size, 11 -in. instead of 1 +-in. wide,

in his converter, but they worked in spite of
that by removing the tabs forming the fixed
condenser C5.

It would be easy to start an argument on
the relative merits of different types of aerial
for Seventycems. G3BL13 (Selsdon) remarks
that four elements are enough for any singletier Yagi, any additional elements giving little
gain but much undesired directivity. Your

conductor is of the same mind, although it
must be admitted that some excellent results
are being achieved by stations using multi element Yagis. The G5BY array, pictured
this month, is an example of another type of
beam that is obtaining results. At G2XC a
60 -degree corner reflector is in use and is
believed to be slightly superior to the previous
7-ele. Yagi. It certainly has overcome the
narrow -angle beam difficulty.
G5BY has put some f -wave shorts to ground
on each of his feeders to reduce the amount of
2 -metre energy radiated. That this is effective

is shown by the following figures obtained
during a test with G3CGE (Southampton) :
Direct 145 mc signal, S9 plus 30 db ; 145 mc
signal from 70 cm Tx, S8 ; 145 mc signal from
70 cm Tx with f -wave shorts, S2. G5BY is
operating on 436.55 mc.

TWO METRES
BEST TWENTY

May 1950
Station

Total
Miles

GW2ADZ

6151

PAOHA

417

G3EHY

4092

PAOMU

393

G2CPL

4064

G3EHY

207

G3BW

3885

G6VX

270

G8SB

3441

GSMA/P

210

G3CGQ

3379

PAOIK

280

GSMR

3135

GW2ADZ 216

G201

3131

G5MA/P

G4HT

2817

G8SB

173

G2FNW

2315

ON4YV

250

GI2FHN

2294

G201

162

G3FIJ

1422

PAOUW

180

G2AOL

1055

G3ABH

101

Best Contact
"Miles"

"Can"

195

For this table send details of date, mileage
and callsigns of best twenty contacts made
during previous calendar month. No station

to be counted more than once per day
(0600 to 0600 GMT).

JULY 1950

Best Twenty of the Month
The rule which allows competitors for the
Best Twenty each month to include a station
once every 24 hours has been coming in for
much criticism. In fact, two stations have

voluntarily limited themselves to once per

month for each contact in their claim! As the

majority are decidedly in favour of a limit
being put on repeat contacts it has been
decided to return to the original rule which
permitted a second contact with a station (for
Best Twenty purposes) only after seven days
had elapsed from the first one. This rule
becomes effective again for the Best Twenty
during July.
The Clubs
Several new members have been enrolled in
the Fiveband and VHF Century Clubs

recently, and a special welcome is given to
PAOZQ, on having achieved the VHFCC
distinction ; he is the 68th member of the

VHF Century Club.
It is with regret that we report that G6VX

has found it necessary to resign from his

position as Club representative in the London
area. He has done much for the Clubs,
including organising several very successful
social functions. It is hoped to appoint a
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successor in the near future and also to
arrange for a club meeting in the North.

In Conclusion

come.

ductor on his very temporary holding of the
70 cm record, and also for all the interesting
reports that have come in once again for this
issue. Next month's news should be sent to

Members' suggestions on this would be wel-

THE MONTH ON SEVENTYCEMS

Two -Way Contacts
161 miles
G5BY/G6LK
155 miles
GSBYIG5TP
132 miles
G2XC/G5BY
119 miles
G3EJL/G5BY
119 miles
G3RI/G5BY
100 miles
G2BMZ/G3EJL
90 miles
G3ABH/G5BY
70 miles
G3ABH/G6LK
41 miles
G2XC/G3ABH
36 miles
G5TP/G6LK
32 miles
G2XC/G6LK
30 miles
G3ABH/G3EJL
(Only contacts over 30 miles shown above)

Many thanks to all those who were kind
enough to write congratulating your con-

E. J. Williams, G2XC, Short Wave Magazine,
53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, to reach us
by July 13 latest. With you on August 4.

MORE TWO -METRE FREQUENCIES
G2FNW

144:4

GM3BDA

144 42

G2MC

145II

GM3EGW

144.2

G3AVO/A 144.72

GM3EHI

145.0

G3FIJ

145.2

GM3FOW

144.2

G8SB

144.25

GM4HX

144.15

DL4XS

144.5

GM5VG

144.18

Calls Heard
At G2XC : G2ANT (30). G3DEP (11)
At G3EJL : G6LK (41)
G2DD (33)
At G6LK

DIRECT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Readers who may now be seeing the Short
Wave Magazine for the first time should note

that it can be obtained from us by direct

The above figures are those quoted by
correspondents and have not been
measured on the air.

design conforms to statutory requirements for
such equipment. Write the Communications
Dept., Philips Electrical, Ltd., Century House,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

subscription, posted on publication day, at a
cost of 20s. for a year of 12 issues. We already
have a very large direct subscriber circulation,
and a department specially organised to deal
with it. Some overseas subscription rates are :
America, $3.08 ; Canada, $3.40 ; France,
Fr.1078 ; Belgium, Fr.154 ; Sweden, Kr.16 ;
Switzerland, F.14 ;
Holland, Gdr.11.70.

Order, with remittance, on the Circulation
Manager, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 53
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
MARINE RADIO EQUIPMENT

For those amateurs who are also yachtsmen,

or otherwise in touch with owners of small
craft who ask for advice about "the wireless,"
the brochure on the Philips "Mermaid
Radiotelephone" will supply most of the
answers. This is a self-contained, combined
receiving and transmitting unit for operation
over the band 1.6-3.8 mc, designed and built
for ship -board operation by unskilled operators.

Power supply can be either 12- or 24 -volt
accumulators, any sort of aerial can be
matched in, and both Rx and Tx can be set up

on a number of spot frequencies, as desired
within the operating range ; the general

MORE HISTORY

At this writing (as they would say across the

water), we have before us a copy of our

respected contemporary, Wireless World-for
July, 1913. Priced at 3d. monthly, of 62 pages,
the 35 pages of advertising are mainly for W/T
Schools and tailors supplying uniforms for

"Marconi operators." And what fine chaps
those operators were-they went to sea with
spark gaps and coherer detectors, and worked

coast stations from mid -Atlantic. In the
section "Hints for Amateurs," H. W. Pope
(PZX of those days), now active as G3HT,
contributes an article on his experimental
station ; the transmitter consisted of a i-kW
transformer, a "Marconi -type sliding jigger
and primary inductance," and something
which is described as a "non -synchronous
rotary discharger of the treadmill type with
flat blades, driven by a small DC motor." Well !

The G3HT of those days could use only one
wavelength, 450 metres, but he was hoping to
get a bit more flexibility by making a condenser.

At that time, station PZX was notching up the
DX by working West Mailing at 22 miles, and
St. Albans at 30 miles. What memories !
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NEW QTH's
This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new U.R. callsigns, as issued, or changes of
address of transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the quarterly issue of the Radio
Amateur Call Book in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the apace allowance each
month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.

G2BCY

Capt. G. E. Watson, R.E.M.E., M.E.
Directorate, H.Q., B.A.O.R. 1.
J. E. Corston, 23 Whitefield Terrace,

GM2BWF

E. D. Fleming, 4a Newton Terrace,

G3GMX

G2FDO

B. C. Lowing, 19 Purley Road, Edmonton, London, N.9.

G3GMY

DL2QF

G2FDO/A

Heaton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 6.
Glasgow, C.3.

G3GMQ
G3GMV

Lowing, 98 Myddleton Road,

G3GNL

Road,

G3GNP

B. W. Finney, 24 Old Croft Road,
Walton, Stafford.
W. Scott Hay, Kirk Lane, Newton

G3GNT

GM2FV
G3ASR

Edgware and District Radio Society

G2FOL
G2FTQ

G3DOW
G3EFT

B. C.

Homsey, London, N.8.
H. Yeoman, 29 Henthorn
Clitheroe, Lancs.
Meares, Glasgow.

(Middlesex), c/o 3 Albany Court.
Montrose Avenue, Edgware, Middx.
R. J. Clarke, 43 Murchison Road,
Hodde,sdon, Herts.

G. H. Mounteney, 34 Gloucester Road,
Bognor Regis, Sussex. (Tel.: Bognor
Regis 1749).

G3EOH

D. W. Furby,

G3EQW

L. D. Hunt, Victoria Cottage. Burleigh,

G3EXU

G3FCH
G3FDU
G3FGY

G3FIQ
G3FLU

G3FME/A
GM3FRI
G3FSH
G3FWH
G3FWX

Oakhurst Road.

54

Enfield, Middlesex.

Brimscombe, Stroud, Glos.

J. W. Cunliffe, King's Head Hotel,
Appleby, Westmorland.

Jean D. Knowles,

8

Victory Drive,

Forest Town, Mansfield, Notts.
J. A. /Radon. Stoneycroft, London Road,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
T. Darn, 73 Stanley Avenue, Ripley,
Derbyshire.

A. W. H. Cox, 30 Wolverton Gardena,

G3GNW
G3GOA

GM3GOE
G3GOG
G3GOK
G3GON

N. J. Worthington, 11 Primrose Croft
Hall Green, Birmingham, 28.

A. Taylor, 6 Springfield Drive, Blackheath, nr. Birmingham.
H. B. Nield, Assoc.M.C.T. A.M.I.E.E.,

Newcot, Chichester Drive (West),
Saltdean, Brighton, Sussex. (Tel:
Rottingdean 3412).
D. H. Hayward, 27 Milton Street,

Abbeyhill, Edinburgh. 8.

R. Mallinson, 38 West Oak Hill Park,
Liverpool, 13. (Tel: STO 5371).

B. F. Glass, 54 Chiltern Road. Baldock,
Herts.

R. M. Sharp, 112 St. Michael's Hill,

Bristol, 2.
R. Tuckley, 7 Creighton Road,
Millbrook, Southampton.

P. M. Elton. 29 Linthorpe Road, New

G3GPB

R. Radford, 5 Shrublands, Potters Bar.
Middlesex. (Tel: Potters Bar 4078).

G3GRA

32 Gordon Road,

P. Wood, Sgts' Mess. R.A.F.

Station, Hendon, The Hyde, Colindale,
London, N.W.9.

B. W. Le Grys, 75 Shaftesbury Road,

Boscombe, Bournemouth. Hants. (Tel.
Mannofteld, Aberdeen.
K. J. Pegg, 38 Melton Avenue, Littleover,
Derby.
S. G. Stephen, 6 Denewood Road,
Westbourne, Bournemouth, Hants.

Hayes,

Bromley, Kent.
N. Couch, 7 Brenda Crescent, Thornton,
Liverpool, 23.

G3GOZ

G3GPF

Boscombe 34473).
Mitchell,

Herts. (Tel : Barnet 3146).
Frost. 15 Northbourne,

M.

G3GOT

G3GPD

W. A.

F. E. A. Green, 68 The Drive, Barnet,

S.

Cross Estate, Norwich, Norfolk.

J. C. Scott, 14a Crabton Close Road,

S. Brown, 28 Ashton Avenue,
Burtonstone Lane, York.
N. H. Rhodes, 75 The Turnways,
Headingley, Leeds. 6, Yorkshire.
H. G. Glover, 83 Sylvan Avenue,
Timperley, Cheshire. (Tel : Sale 4724).

G3GOP

Hammersmith. London, W.6.

P. S. Leeds, 20 Blomefield Road, Mile

R.

G3HDW

G3HVM

Romford. Essex.

Barnet, Barnet. Herts.

J. Austin. 51 Adeline Street, Goole,
Yorkshire.

S. A. Sheppard (ex -D2110), 25 Leopold
Road, Liverpool, 7.
J. Spencer, 31 Byng Road, Barnet. Herts.
(Tel : BAR 6806).

J. D. Ward, 152 Higham Road. Tottenham, London. N.17.
V. Male, 85 Common Rise, Walsworth,

G6GT

Hitchin, Herts.
W. A. T. Allen, 6 Monks Way, Reading,

G6JZ

C. Fenton, Goat Road, Cockermouth,

Berks.

Cumberland.

G3GAX

E. T. McGowan, 20 St. Williams Way,

G3GGA

H. J. Lucas, Bartley Grange, Bartley,

DL2DV

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
F/Lt. A. P. Morgan (G8DV), Officers'

38 The
Ridgeway, Enfield, Middlesex. (Tel.:

G2DVA

D. R. Braley, 32 South Manor Way,

G3ABI

F. T. Brown, 18 Caryl Road, St. Anna -

G3GGI
G3GIQ

Rochester. Kent.

Hants.
A. Laurence (ex-MB9BJ).
Enfield 1919).

G3GIT

H. F. Lewis, 65 Leybome Avenue, West
Ealing, London, W.13.
Royston and District Radio Club,
Community Association Centre, Old
Post Office. Royston. Herts.

G3GIZ

Chester and District Amateur Radio
Society, The Tartan Hut, Y.M.C.A.

G3GJI

E. D.

G3DZS

G3GJL

Worcester and District Amateur Radio

GM3FVX

G3GKE

G3GLF

Grounds, Chester.

Sayliss, 67 Woodhouse Road,
Intake, Sheffield, 12.

Mess, R.A.F.
Station,
B.A.F.O.,B.A.O.R. 23.

Fassberg,

Woolton, Liverpool.

G3BLU

on -Sea, Lanes.
H. D. Stanley, 37 Copes Avenue, Dresden,

G3DCC

E.

GM3DIQ

W.

Club, City Library and Museum
(Basement), Foregate Street, Worcester.
F. H. Irvine, 24 Greatfield Road,
Farnborough. Hants.

G3FWr

C. R. Smith, 2 Byegrove Road. Colliers
Wood, London, S.W.19.

G5RY

G3WS

nr. Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

J. King. 109 Marlborough Park
Avenue, Sidcup, Kent.
C. Bradford, Hillside Nursery,
Greenhead, Stevenson, Ayrshire.
H. Fudge, 53 Buckland Way, Worcester
Park, Surrey.

W. Forsyth. Gasworks House, Auclenleck. Ayrshire.

K. W. Keenan, 3 Linaker Street, Southport, Lanes.
F. S. A. Jenkins, 3 Fore Street,
Chulmleigh, Devon.
R. Wright, 273 Northway. Maghull,
nr. Liverpool.
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Bad Habit
There is an increasing tendency for operators
engaged in a chatty phone QSO to sign them-

the Unit Type 194. The second part of the

itself is no bad thing provided the call is

addition of an S -meter in three possible ways.

article on the BC -348 conversion goes into the
question of IF stage modifications, the fitting

selves over as rapidly as possible (which in

of a noise limiter, and also deals with the

clearly enunciated) by using an abbreviated
callsign-which is a very bad thing, and contrary to the terms of the licence. Clause 10
lays it down that the callsign must be given at
the beginning and end of every transmission,

The amateur band DX feature "Have You
Heard ?" compiled by a certain long -bearded
old gentleman from the gleanings of an army
of keen SWL's who miss nothing and report it
all, is as full of meat as ever ; furtive enquiries
on our part have disclosed that the reason this
feature is so popular with transmitting
readers is because it gives so much up-to-theminute information between the appearances
of "DX Commentary" in the Magazine. Well,
that's what they say !
Short Wave Listener & Television Review
costs ls. 4d. post free (16s. by subscription)
and can be ordered of the Circulation Manager,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 53 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

for identification purposes ; if the prefix

letter and number are left off when signing,
then clearly "an offence is being committed
within the meaning of the Act." And, after all,

as individuals we are identified by our full
callsigns, even if in the case of GIBF the
"Gl" is silent.
North Atlantic Epic

On June 2 the 25 -ft. sloop Vertue XXXV
arrived at Brooklyn, New York, after crossing
the Atlantic under sail in 47 days with a crew
of two only. A 5-tonner, she is thought to be

the smallest vessel ever to have made the

crossing. The radio receiver with which she

was fitted was a "Q -Max All -Dry Four"
supplied by Berry's (Short Wave), Ltd., the
well-known Holborn firm of radio manufacturers.
"CC 70 -Centimetre Converter"

A slight but important drawing error, to
which we are hastening to draw attention,
appears on p. 258 of the June issue, relating

to the Lecher tuning circuit for G3EJL's
430 mc converter. That vertical dimension in

the upper section given as 1 -in. should be
+-in., making the total width of the assembly
11 -in. In practice, it will probably be found
that the effect of using the narrower width is
to make the condenser tabs C5 unnecessary, as
it has been found that the Lecher line when
cut to a total width of 1+ -in. (as defined by the

drawing) will tune into the 430 mc band
without them.
Unit Type R.3515 for TV

An interesting article in the current (July)
issue of our Short Wave Listener & Television
Review discusses modifications, with a complete

circuit diagram showing all values, to the
R.3515 surplus unit, which is also the same as

Anodising Aluminium

To get that professional -looking matt finish

on aluminium, a solution of washing soda
(sodium carbonate) can be used with safety and
satisfaction. But on p. 263 in the June issue it
is implied that caustic soda (sodium hydroxide)
can also be used for the same purpose, which
it can, the suggestion being that it is the same

thing, which it certainly is not. In fact, a

caustic soda solution must be treated with the
utmost respect, as it attacks not only aluminium
but also clothes and human flesh with extreme
rapidity. So get these chemicals clearly sorted
out, and do not monkey with caustic soda unless
you know what you are doing.
Bedside Thanks

There is more than one amateur, stricken by

some illness or infirmity preventing the full
enjoyment of life, to whom Amateur Radio is
both a mental tonic and an abiding solace.
G3FZG, of Ward 5, Mill Lane Sanatorium,
Wallasey, Cheshire, operates a CW rig on
Forty from his bedside and has had about 100
contacts since getting on the air. He asks us
to say how grateful he is for the kindness and
consideration of those amateurs who have
realised how much a word of good cheer and
a prompt QSL can mean.

Keep in Touch-Read the Magazine regularly
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The other

man's

THE subject of our story this month is
G6TF, owned and operated by A. A.

Jones at 18 Cowley View Road, Chapeltown,

Sheffield, who has been busy on all bands

since the resumption in 1946.
On the transmitting side, a band -switched
exciter running 6V6-807-807-807 gives output
at 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28 mc, 'selected entirely
by switching. The PA stage consists of a pair

of LS50's (German) in push-pull, with 800
volts on the plates. For telephony operation,
the speech unit comprises a mic microphone
into

EF39-6C5-6N7 (phase splitter)-triode

6V6's driving a pair of 807's in AB -2. For

receivers, G6TF has an 5.640 and an 11 -valve,

home -built superhet incorporating a 100-kc
calibration oscillator. On Ten, this equipment
is operated with a 3 -element rotary beam,

motor driven and with remote indication,
mounted on a 30 -ft. tower.

Station activities also include attention to

JULY 1950

station G6TF

the VHF bands, 145 and 430 mc, G6TF having

already been busy on 5 metres when we had
that band. Though his interests are mainly
experimental and QSO'ing as distinct from
DX, the log showed 70 stations worked in
six countries and 20 counties on 5 metres up
to the time of the close -down, and on Ten as
at December last year G6TF had worked 66
countries and 37 W States on phone. Lately,
attention has been turned to TV-and TVI !and with a VCR97 good pictures are being
received from Sutton Coldfield at a distance of
about 65 miles.

Auxiliary equipment at G6TF includes a

crystal -checked frequency meter, phone/CW
monitor, CRO, GD meter, field strength meter
and a modulation level indicator. All this

gear is self -built and since the station also
runs home -constructed receiver and transmitter

(excluding the S.640), G6TF can fairly claim
that his is an entirely home -built station-in
these days not a very usual distinction.
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ance last month, and should

The Month with
the Clubs
FROM REPORTS RECEIVED

become a regular feature. Discussions, lectures and demonstrations are laid on for
following months. Membership is steadily increasing but
the HQ will hold many more.

Queries should be addressed
to the Hon. Sec. or, in person,

at the Tarran Hut, YMCA

Grounds, Chester, any Tues-

day evening at 7.45 p.m.

Clifton Amateur Radio Society.

-A demonstration and talk
on TVI was given at the May
meeting, with the help of a
.
member. A Junk Sale was
Judging by the volume of mail for this feature, activity
held, also, and a new class on

is slightly down this month and some Clubs have suspended

operations for the summer period. Even so, we have

reports from 35 Clubs ; a number have responded to our

request of last month for information about their total
membership ; it would be very helpful if all secretaries

could let us have this figure with each report sent in, as we

are most anxious to maintain accurate records covering
Club activity generally.

In addition to the Club reports noted in the following

pages, we have received a number of local news sheets and
club magazines : The Radio Link (West Cornwall Radio
Club) ; CQ CF (Cardiff and District Group) ; Experimental
Radio Derby (Derby and District Amateur Radio Society) ;
News Letter (Midland Amateur Radio Society), and The

Brighton Link (Brighton and District Radio Club). All
these publications reflect the enthusiasm of those hard-

working and often unthanked officials responsible for their
production.
Our next (August) issue will carry the preliminary notice

of the 1950 MCC, the fifth in the Short Wave Magazine
series of Club Contests on the Top Band.
Closing date for next month's reports will be Tuesday,
July 11-this early date is necessary because the calendar
says the August issue must be out on the 4th of that month.

If you cannot meet this date, hold your report for the
September issue, for which the closing date will be
August 15. Address them all to Club Secretary, Short
Wave Magazine, 53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Babcock and Wilcox

Staff
Association Radio Society.-A
contest for a Receiving Trophy
opens on June 1 ; this will be
an annual award, but will be
presented this year on the

merits of six months' work.

Participation is open to mem-

bers of the Dumbuck Club
Radio Section at the Dum-

barton Works, and of the

B. & W. Staff Association in
London. Meetings are on the
first and third Fridays, and a
Club station is being built this
summer.

Bournemouth Radio and Tele-

Society.-Members
recently visited the works of
vision

D

Messrs. Aish & Co. at Poole,

where they saw interesting
developments in production
technique and some of the
latest test equipment in the

Fundamentals has
begun. Three more members
Radio

sat for the RAE, and May
broke a record for attend-

Future programme
includes lectures on Radar and
D -F, and an actual D -F
Contest.
ances.

Edinburgh

Amateur

Club.-This Club

is

Radio
going

along very well, and since its
own Tx, GM3HAM, has been
on the air, members have
shown an increased interest.
80 -metre CW is the present
"beat." Meetings will be
curtailed during the summer
months, and will be at
fortnightly intervals until the
AGM on September 13. They
will be held at Unity House, 4
Hillside Crescent, Edinburgh.
Membership now totals 41.

Radio Society of Harrow.-

Meetings continue to be well
attended, with new members

joining nearly every week.
Morse classes continue, and a
number of members are await-

ing the results of the RAE.
The Club Tx goes on the air
twice a month-contacts will

servicing section. Forthcoming events include a visit to a

be welcome on July 6 and 20.
A Newsletter now circulates
among members. On July
13, G4GB, the President, will
describe the construction of a
one -valve superhet. Visitors

equipped with a Tx and two
receivers. Next meetings are

Hounslow and District Amateur

local BBC station and an
outing for the benefit of the
ladies. The shack is now
on

July

6

and

alternate

Thursdays thereafter
Cricketers' Arms, Windham
Road, Bournemouth.

Chester and District Amateur

Society.-A monthly
news letter made its appearRadio

will be welcome on Thursdays,
7.30 at Eastcote Lane Primary

School, South Harrow.

Radio Society.-At the May

four
interesting
given,
"lecturettes"
were
covering the Fundamentals of
Logarithms, an RF EHT
Unit, a Low -Range Ohmmeter, and an electrical Pick meeting

Up for Musical Instruments.
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The dinner of the Sutton and Cheam Radio Society on March 11 last was graced by the presence of the Mayor and
(Croydon Times)

Mayoress.

Details

for

the

summer

programme are not yet available, but will be published in
this feature next month.
Lewes and District Model Engineering Club.-This Club
continues to meet in Southover

Grange every Friday at 7.30
p.m., and a welcome awaits
prospective members. Work

on the Club Tx continues, and
a start has also been made on
a 14- and 28-mc converter. If
anyone can help with details
of the US Navy Receiver Type
CIH 46159A, the club would
be very grateful !
Mansfield

District

Radio

Society.-The monthly meeting last month took place at

the Swan Hotel (May 26).
Club night continues, every

Tuesday evening at the Westfield Folkhouse, and the next

regular meetings are at the
Swan Hotel on July 2 and
August 13 at 3 p.m. The
station now holds the call
G3GQC.
Midland

Amateur

Radio

Society.-An interesting lee-

ture was recentlygiven by Dr.

Summer on "Human Vision
and Television." Dr. Summer

well known in television
circles and has a wonderful
is

knowledge of the subject. His

lecture, with slides, aroused
the admiration of the members.

Monthly meetings are on the

third Tuesday, Imperial Hotel,
Birmingham.

South Manchester Radio Club

-After a very successful
month, May activity concluded

with the D -F Contest on the

The Club station
operated in portable form, and
the first receiving team arrived
27th.

in one hour and ten minutes.
This was headed by G2AUC ;
a second team under G3ESK
arrived 19 minutes later, but
the others had to open their
sealed envelopes to locate the
tea ! The two winners were
due to address the members

at the June meeting on the

subject of the gear used. Next
meetings, to which prospective

members are invited, are on
July 7 and 21-Church
Schools,
7.30 p.m.

Northenden,

at

Spen Valley Radio and Television Society.-Interest in TV
is stepping up, and a series of
five lectures is under way. The
Club recently visited Cranwell

and joined the local Radio

Society in the Lincolnshire
Hamfest. Another outing is

planned for September, when
it is hoped to visit an airport.
Spen Valley also collaborated

with local Rotarians at their

Handicraft Exhibition in
Cleckheaton Town Hall ; they
demonstrated home -built gear
and operated a station
(G6PL)A). Two ingenious
members also built a "Nickelodeon" of the electronic
variety which "played" when
pennies were inserted ! This
became a useful identification

signal for the station on the
stand.

Swanton

Morley

Amateur

Radio Club.-This Club has
Morley RAF Station (East

just been formed at Swanton
Dereham, Norfolk) ; it owns

the call G3GLJ, and among
the members are G3CPQ,
G3FNX, G3DKQ, G3GGY,

ex-G3FNL and ex-GW3CKB.

Further information will be
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passed on as Club activities
increase.

Weymouth Radio and Tele-

new Shack is getting along and

in a permanent HQ and its

July gatherings are on the 5th
and 19th, Penrhyn House, at

vision Club.-This Club is now

Wakefield and District Amateur

Radio Society.-Having made
a successful start, membership

now totals 34. During the

summer the meetings will be
informal and fortnightly (July
12 and 26 for a start), at Carr
Lodge Cafe, Horbury. Visits
to the BBC and a few manufacturers are proposed, also a
Field Day and a social outing
to Knaresborough.
Slow
Morse is transmitted on

1850 kc at 7.30 p.m. most

operators being
G2AQN, 2AVK, 3DMP and
weekdays,
3ESP.

Warrington and District Radio

Society.-During June, talks
were given on
Decibels
(G3EXG) and 3 -cm. Communication (G3LZ). An Inter Club Contest on Top Band
phone has been arranged for
the last Sunday in September
among the neighbouring clubs.

A cup will be awarded to the

winner and there will also be a
listening contest.

West Kent Radio Society.Last month's debate entitled
"Television-For or Against"
brought forth the verdict as
"Against" ! This month has
seen much activity, chiefly

station, G3GNU, is installed.
Monthly meetings are held on
the last Thursday at 7.30 p.m.

A News Sheet is published,

Morse classes are running, and

a weekly series of television
lectures has been very successful.

Wolverhampton Amateur Radio

Society.-A varied programme
is maintaining a high level of
interest. Activities included
an Annual Dinner in May and

a local Camp and Field Day
in June. Station visits will be
held on July 3 and the AGM
on July 24, with a carefully
arranged mixture of lectures
and demonstrations. A stand,
with transmitting station, is
being organised at the Floral
Fete in West Park on July 14
and 15.

Worthing

and

District

Amateur Radio Club.-Meetings continue on the second
Monday of the month,
7.30 p.m., at the Adult
Education Centre, Worthing.

Brighton and District Radio

Club. - The summer pro-

gramme is well under way ;
Mr. Atkinson, who gave an
interesting demonstration on

connected with Field Day, and
some excellent visits have now
been arranged. A Radio

"Radimsthesia," has promised

demonstration is also booked
for the future. New members

tion on Locating TVI. Two

Model Control lecture and
will be cordially welcomed.

West Somerset Radio Society.

-Activity continues at a high
level both in Minehead and
Taunton, and it is now hoped

to open up some organised
activity in

the

Bridgwater

area. Taunton did some port-

able work on June 4, and a
visit to the GPO station at
Burnham was arranged for
June 11.

a further talk on the subject.
In July Mr. F. How will talk
on his own 7 -valve Superhet
and the Televiewers' Associaevenings are set aside

D -F Contest is scheduled as a

future event. July meetings
will be on the 5th and 19th,

both at YMCA, Whetstone
Lane, Birkenhead -7.30 p.m.

7.45 p.m.

Leeds and District Amateur
Radio Society.-A Social
Evening was held in June to
conclude a very

successful

season, and the Club will reopen about the third week in

September. A Field Day is
scheduled for July 8 and 9,
using the Club Tx G3BEW/P.
Members are asked to attend
a meeting on the 7th to discuss
final details.

Newbury and District Amateur

Radio Society.-At a recent
business meeting the rules were

drawn up and it was decided
that present officers remain in
office until the AGM. A

general committee of five is
now in being. Morse classes
will begin at the June meeting,

and all interested persons are
invited on the last Thursday of
the month to the Railway
Hotel, Greenham Road, Newbury.

Romford and District Amateur

Radio Society.-The Field Day
crew enjoyed the contest immensely and worked about 200
stations.
A member has

offered to design and build a
new Tx for the Club Shack, and

it is hoped that this will be
under way shortly. On July 25

Mr. Erskine gives his fourth
lecture on TV (in a series of
twelve and it is hoped that
turn out in

members will
force.

those evenings.

Surrey Radio Contact Club

for

Club Tx will be on the air
Grafton Radio Society.Grafton scored a WAC during

their Field Day outing and

thoroughly enjoyed the event.
The Committee are, therefore,
organising two further week-

ends in July, during which

G3AFT/P and G3RX/P will
be looking both for DX and

Wirral Amateur Radio Society.

Radio in the Midlands. A

meetings are well attended.

informal ragchews, and the

for other Clubs.

-G2YS, from Chester, was a
recent visitor, and he gave an
interesting talk on Amateur
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Kingston and District Amateur
Radio Society.-Recent events

have included a lecture by
G6AT on Electronic Computing, and a "Try -out Field
Day" on which some very
useful

experience

was

gathered. Future lectures include one on Recording. The

(Croydon).-On July
11,
G6DH is travelling from

Clacton to lecture on The
of Modern Communications Receivers, with
Design
special

reference

to

the

DCR 19. A "Club Night on
the Air" is being discussed, at
enable all members to become

better known to each other.
Their views on this will be
welcomed. The nominal roll
of 109 members is under
review to check activity.
Sutton

and

Cheam

Radio

Society.-Two
transmitters
were specially built by members for Field Day working,
and one of these will be installed in the Club Shack for
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Study in concentration. A Trans -Atlantic /P event, this being the Two -Metre tent manned by the Westchester group
for an ARRL VHF Field Day. The operator on the right is swinging the 16 -element beam, and the Tx in the right
background ran 30 watts input. During the 24 -hour period, 104 different two -metre stations were worked. though conditions are reported as being fair only.

use with the call G3FGA. The
recent 420-mc demonstration
was highly successful, and an
efficiency of 70 per cent. was

average 25 to 30. Most of the
active transmitters in the
district are members, and
Study Groups are being

and 18.

similar interests to get together.

claimed for the equipment.
Next meetings are on July 4

Wanstead and Woodford Radio

Society.-This Club was in

attendance at a local Fete, as
usual; the forthcoming highlight is a Field Day on July 16,

when other Clubs are asked

to look out for G3BRX on the
Top Band. Morse classes and
Beginners' Periods are held at
every Tuesday meeting at
Wanstead House. Active members total approximately 20.

Watford and District Radio and

Television Society.-Meetings
continue at the Cookery Nook,
The Parade, Watford, on the
first and third Tuesdays. On
July 18 there will be a lecture
by Mr. G. P. Anderson,
G2QY. An advertising campaign has brought membership
up to 62 despite the summer
weather, and attendances

formed to enable those with

Yeovil Amateur Radio Club.The Wednesday meetings at
Grove House, Preston Road,
are regularly supported, and the

Clubroom has proved an ideal
location for transmitting.
Meetings are spent mostly in
ragchewing and operating the
Club Tx, G3CMH ; members

have built a modulation in-

dicator and a phone monitor,
and a two -element beam for
28 me is almost complete.
Membership numbers only 14,
and more members are sought

from among the known enthusiasts in the neighbourhood.

Worcester and District Amateur

Radio Club.-Members and
"prospectives"

are urgently

asked to attend an important

meeting on July 6. Every effort

will now be made to complete
the Club Tx, and a Top Band
Net is being formed for rag chews and Morse practice. A
recent acquisition of surplus

gear has included scores of
two -pin sockets (10A/11290) ;
the plugs (female) for these are

sought, and Clubs interested
in a "swop" are asked to get
in touch with the Hon. Sec.
Tees -side

Amateur

Radio

Society.-Owing to members'
holidays, it has been decided

to close down from June 8
until September. The Field

Day event went off (almost)
without a hitch, and the Club
think they have improved on
last year's scores.

Reading Radio Society.-At
the meeting at the end of May,
Mr. Benbough talked on the
various VFO circuits, and
demonstrated the construc-

tional points to watch with a
demonstration of equipment.
Future programmes have not
yet been settled, but details
will be given later. Membership now stands at 60.
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF CLUB SECRETARIES:
BABCOCK & WILCOX : L. E. J. Menders, G2CRD, B. &W. Staff Assn. Radio Society, Babcock House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
BOURNEMOUTH : P. R. Lockwood, 1149a Christchurch Road. Boscombe.
BRIGHTON : L. Hobden, 17 Hartington Road, Brighton.
CHESTER : R. Windsor, 17 Hough Green, Chester.
CLIFTON (S.E. LONDON) : W. A. Martin, G3FVG, 21 Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
EDINBURGH : D. A. E. Samson, GM3EQY, 56 Elm Row, Edinburgh, 7.
GRAFTON (N. LONDON) : W. H. C. Jennings, G2AHB, Grafton L.C.C. School, Eburne Road, London. N.7.
HARROW : S. C. J. Phillips, 131 Belmont Road, Harrow Weald.
HOUNSLOW : A. H. Pottle, B.Sc., 11 Abinger Gardens, Isleworth, Middx.
KINGSTON : R. Babbs, 28 Grove Lane, Kingston, Surrey.
LEEDS : L. H. King, G3CML. 14 Clarence Street, Bramley, Leeds.
LEWES C. H. E. Moore 2 Old Station House, Friars Walk, Lewes.
MANSFIELD : F. Knowles, G3DBF, 8 Victory Drive, Forest Town, Mansfield, Notts.
MIDLAND : A. W. Rhodes, 135 Woolmore Road, Birmingham, 23.
NEWBURY : A. W. Grimsdak, G3CJU, 164 London Road, Newbury.
READING : L. Hensford, G2BHS, 30 Boston Avenue, Reading.
ROMFORD : D. L. K. Coppendale, G3BNI, 9 Morden Road, Chadwell Heath:
SOUTH MANCHESTER : M. I. Wilks, G3FSW, 57 Longley Lane, Northenden, Manchestcr.
SPEN VALLEY : N. Pride, 100 Raikes Lane, Birstall, nr. Leeds.
SURREY (CROYDON) : S. A. Morley, G3FWR, 22 Old Farleigh Road, Selsdon, South Croydon.

SUTTON AND CHEAM {J. Harris, 143 Collingwood Road, Sutton.
R. I. Clews. 1 Hurstcourt Road, Sutton.
SWANTON MORLEY : F/Lt. A. E. White, S.M.A.R.C., R.A.F., Swanton Morley, East Dereham, Norfolk
TEES SIDE : J. H. Davies, 85 Cobden Street, Thornaby-on-Tees.
WAKEFIELD : W. Farrar, G3ESP, Holmcroft, Durkar, Wakefield.
WANSTEAD : R. J. C. Broadbent, G3AAJ, Wanstead House. The Green, E.11.
WARRINGTON : J. Speakman. Davyhulme Cottage, Dark Lane. Whitley, nr. Warrington.
WATFORD : R. W. Bailey, G2QB, 32 Cassiobury Drive, Watford.
WEST KENT : A. C. Pollard, 28 Greentrees Avenue, Tonbridge.
WEST SOMERSET : T. C. Bryant, G3SB, 16 The Parks, Minehead.
WEYMOUTH : J. Hubbard, 74 Franchise Street, Weymouth.
WIRRAL : R. A. Browning. 24 Norbury Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire.
WOLVERHAMPTON : H. Porter, G2YM, 221 Park Lane, Wolverhampton.
WORCESTER : J. Morris -Casey, G8JC, c/o Brookhill Farm, Ladywood, Droitwich.

WORTHING : R. Forge, G3FRG, 2 The Plantation, Worthing.
YEOVIL : D. L. McLean, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil.

THE AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE
Moorside Mills, Bury, Phone Bury 1778

VALVES. 866/866A, 9/- ; 813, 22/6 ; 807, 4/- ; 5U4G, 4/6 ; VRI50/30, 4/- ;
6X5, 4/- ; 6J5, 2/6 ; EF36, 3/- ; 6B8, 5/- ; 6H6, 9d. ; IRS, 5/- ; 801, 10/-.

CATHODE RAY TUBE. Type 3BPI 3" Electrostatic, brand new and boxed,
only I0/-.
C.R.T. Indicator Units. Comprising steel case 6+" wide, 8+" high and 12" deep,
with hinged glass window, removable bottom and cover, containing resistors,
condensers and ready -wired I2 -pin base. Only 2/6, plus 1/6 postage. 100-W vitreous
enamel resistors 100K, 50K, 20K, I2K, only 6d. each.

PUSH-PULL P.A. Unit type 1131 with split stator grid, plate and aerial coupling
tuning. Link input, swinging link output. Built-in phone monitor. Meter switching
for cathode and grid currents. Reading for connecting to supplies. Tunes 100150 mcs. Standard rack mounting. Only £2, carriage extra.
The above not modified and less meters for only I5/-. Carriage extra.
112 Mcs. Beam Installation 4 -element, cost £75, to clear at E5, carriage extra.
CONDENSERS. 4MFD. 800v, 1/6 ; 4MFD. 400v, 6d. ; 2MFD. IkV, oil -filled, 1/6 ;
Split stator, 100 + 100 pf., 3d. ; 0.01MFD. 2.5kV, 4d. ; 0.1 350v, 3d.
Eddystone R.F. Chokes, type 1022, brand new, only 6d.
Meters. 2" square, 0-5mA, 2/6 ; 2f" round, 0-30mA, 3/- ; 24-", square or round,
0-0.5 and 0-2.5amps RF.

CARBON DESK MICROPHONES. Doudle button.

P.O. type, 12" high,
weighted base. 3 yd. screened lead fitted with phone plug. Only 1/6, plus 1/6
postage.

POLYSTYRENE varnish, made by B.X. Plastics, ideal for coils.

1/6 per tin.
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G2AK

This Month's Bargains

POWER TRANSFORMERS. 620/550/375/0/3751
550/620v at 200 mA. plus 250 mA at the 375v taps.
Two separate windings for rectifiers of 5v at 3 A
each. Primary 230v 50 c. Rated at 278 watts.

(This is a very conservative rating and could be
exceeded by at least 50 per cent. for amateur use.)

Weight 24 lb. Made by Parmeko and are brand
new but some may be a little store soiled. Our
Price, 50/, carriage paid.
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS. 360 watts.

Prim. 5,500, 5,000 4,500 ct. Sec. 1 3550 at 450 ma.

Sec. 2 6700 ohms 12 watts. Ideal for Plate and
Screen modulation. Price only 27/6, carriage Paid.

HEAVY DUTY L.F. CHOKES. Fully potted.

30 Hy. 100 ma. 150 ohms (Weight 14 lb) Price 13/6
20 Hy. 126 ma. 100 ohms (Weight 14 lb). Price 15/6
30 Hy. 150 ma. 150 ohms (Weight 18 lb). Price 17/6
(For Amateur use, above ratings could be doubled)

JULY 1950

G2AK

Special Throat Microphones. Two midget micro phone with strap. Price 1/6.
Moving Coil Hand Microphone with switch. Price
3/11 Moving Coil Headphones. Price 4/11
Above two items together. Price 6/,
VIBRATOR PACKS. 6v input. Output 180v
40 ma, fully smoothed. Price 19/6 plus postage 1/6.
12v input. Output 300v 100ma, fully smoothed.
19/6 plus postage 1/6. All packs are tested and sent

out in working order.

SPECIAL FOR AR88

USERS. Matching
Speakers, 2.5 ohms. Black crackle case, £3/15/0.
Spare Crystals for D model only. 455 kcs., 15/-.
Sealed cartons of spare valves (14), £5.

TWIN FEEDER. 80 ohm. 5d. per yd. Twin

Ribbon Feeder 300 ohm (Heavy duty) 5d. per yd.
Co -ax Cable, 1" dia. 70 ohm 8d. per yd. Postage
on above feeder and cable, 1/6, any length.
H.T. BATTERIES. Heavy duty 157v plus 5.2v,
in sealed metal cases, 101"x 41"x ; Wt. 11 lb.
ILEICare a special mercury type and are excellent
at 8/6, plus postage 1/6.
COILS. We carry a full range of Denco, Douglas,
Warerite, Weymouth, and Osmor at standard

All transformers are carriage paid except to Eire
for which we must ask for 5/- extra.
MICROPHONES. Brand new American single
button carbon breast assembly. Ribbed aluminium
diaphragm. bakelite case, Complete with three
position switch. Speech quality of this Mike is
equal to a moving coil type. Price 5/- Extra 3
prices.
Position switch with 10 ft. length of three core
SPEAKERS. 21", 12/11 ; 31", 13/11.; 8", 15/-;
flexible T.R.S. cable for above. Price 1/3.
10". £1.
Carriage paid on all orders over El except where stated. Please include small amount for orders under El
PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME and ADDRESS

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK

All Callers to 110 Dale End, Birmingham CENTRAL 1635
Mail Orders to 102 Holloway Head, Birmingham MIDLAND 3254

Benson's Better Bargains
Ex No. 78. Two wave bands 2 -4/13mcs, with 100kcs

xtal cal. NEW, less valves, xtal, 10/-. R35/APSE.

Chassis and case only, with 23 B7G v/holders,

Packed with highgrade miniature components, 22/6.
BC453 Rxs, 42/-. BC454/5 ; Coilpacks, 3/6.
TRANSFORMERS : 230v input 13v CT 2a, 8/6.

425-0-425 350 ma (tapped 250v) 4v 6a, 4v 8a,
potted, 32/6. Parmeko, shrouded. 620-0-620v
tapped 550. 375 ; 250 ma 2 x 5v 3a, New, 42/-.

300-0-300 200 ma, 6v 5a, 5v 3a, 70v 100 ma, 20v la,

28/6. RCA. Fully shrouded. Input 190/250v, 50c.
Output 400-350-0-350-400 200 ma, 6-3v 6a, 5v 3a,
37/6 PP 6L6 to TZ40's RCA. New, 8/6. VIBRATOR PACKS. DC 6v to 190v 80 ma and 6v, 22/6.
YAXLEYS : 3P3W3B, 3/6, 2P11W, 2P5W2B, 2/6,
4P2W,

1/-.

MUIRHEAD SM DRIVE, 5/-.

2 -pin 5a, 1/3. VAR. CONDENSERS. Spindled,
ceramic miniatures, 25 pf, 1/3 ; 75 pf D.E., 1/6 ;
75 pf Twin, 2/6 ; 30 pf preset, 1/-. SPINDLE
COUPLERS, STD, 1 in., 9d. Epicyclic drives SM,
1/3. METERS MC 150v 31 in., 8/6 ; 600v 31 in.,
12/6. 0/21a, 7/6 ; 0/1a, 5/- ; 0/30a, 7/6 ; 0/100ma
2 in. sq.. 5/6 ; 0/500 gA, 5/- ; 0/500 ma Thermo,
3/6.

VALVES-5R4GY, 6SN7, 6SL7, ARP12, AR8,
VU120, 5Z4G, 2C26, 6AC7, 6B8M, KTW63,
EF36, EBC33, ML6, 2X2, VU111, 6C4, 6J5M,

12SK7, 12SR7, 12SG7, 12AH7, 12C8, 9003, at 51,
6S117, SP61, SP41, 9006, 3B24, P61, at 3/6 ; VR21,

VT90, 6H6, EA50, EB34, 7193, CV6, at 2/6;

51J4G, 5Z4M, 6X5, 12A6, 12K8, 677, 884, 6F6M.

6AG5, EF54, 5Z3, 9002, Pen46, 6N7M, MTJ14,

regd.) 8.09, 7/6. 100 kcs, 3 -pin, 15/-. 455 kcs, 10/-.

IT4, IS4, IRS, 6K7, 6AG7, EF50, 6Y6, QP21,
717A, 721A, VR105, AC6Pen, 6L6GA, at 6/6;

ended skts, 1/- ; "T" skts.. 1/3 ; "T" skt/plugs, 1/Plugs (2) on I yd. co -ax, 1/6 ; Plugs (2) on 20 ft.;

XTAL DIODES IN 22, 3/-. RELAYS. 12v DP/

XTALS various (no hambands), 5/-. (State freqs.

CO -AX : PYE-Plugs/Sockets, 9d. pr., Double -

1 in. co -ax (80u), 3/6. PERSPEX CRT "WINDOWS", 51 in. sqr.,- 1/-. SLYDLOCK FUSES
5a, 1/-, 15a, 2/-. POTENTIOMETERS. w/w, 50
ohm, 4k, 1/3. 8 ohm 50w, 3/6. Carbon int 100k,
10k, 250k, 5m, 1/3. Ohmite 20 ohms 11a, 4/6.
VITREOUS RESISTORS. 35k 35w, 30k 25w, 400
ohms 20w, 2.5k 15w, 3k 12w, 30 ohms 30w, 3k 30w,

each, 1/-. METAL RECTIFIERS : FW. 48v 24a.
15/6 ; 12v 6a, 22/6 ; 12v I ia, 8/- ; 70v in,
4/- ; HW 240v 80 ma, 5/- ; 600v 30 ma, 4/- ; 240v
30 ma, 3/6 ; 120v 30 ma. 3/6. CHOKES : Bulgin
RF 4 pie. 1/- ; U.H.F., 9d. FUSEHOLDERS
panel, 1/-; Ruby indicators, 1/3; Toggles SP,
;
DP, 1/- ; DPDT, 2/- ; SPDT (one intermittent), 2/- ; Mains (chassis), plug and socket,

6V6, 6L7M, 6K8M, 6F7. 807, EC52, 3Q5, CV66,
at 7/6 ; 6AK5, 6J6, 1S5, PT15, 6L6M (1622) at 8/6.

CO, 2/6.
AERIAL INSULATORS. 3 in. ribbed. Pyrex, 1/-.
Tureons, 1/3. CONDENSERS, Oil, small,
1 2 -Sky, 3/-; 1 1,7kv, 8/6; block 4 mfd.
750vw, 2/6 ; .25 or .5 8kv, 5/- ; .01 lkvw, 3/6
doz., 1 350vw Micamold, 6d., 2 x -1 400vw
Sprague, 9d. ; 4 mfd. 600vw oil, 2/6. Headphones
2k. 8/6 ; H'phone cords, with plug, extra long, 2/6.
PLUG/SKTS.-B1g.-Lee Octal, Jones, "W",
types, 9d. each (State fitting).

Rxs161. 2 x EF54, CV66, EC52, 22/6. C.D.N.
Rxs 25. 6 valves, grey crackle, 4 Xtals, new, 32/6.

Rxs. NEW. Black crackle, 11 B7G v/hldrs, min.

components, valveless, 12 in. x 7 in. X 8 in. approx.
20/-.
Terms : C.W.O. CARR. PAID OVER 5/-. S.A.E. enquiries please.

W. A. BENSON, 308 RATIIBONE ROAD, LIVERPOOL, 13 sT910°FT
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Transmitting and Receiving valves Transmitters
Modulators Wavemeters
V.H.F. and U.H.F. Receivers and Convertors
Standing Wave Indicators
Frequency Meters
Grid Dip Oscillators
Field Strength Meters
Convertors and Preselectors
Aerial Tuning Units
Power Supply Units
Our stocks are large and comprehensive, and we can give a service second to none.
Standard Stock Lines include components by

A.M.C.
Amplion
Allen
Avo
Barker
B.E.L.
Belling -Lee
B.I.
Bulgin

Centralab
Collaro

Connoisseur
Decca
Denco
Dubilier
Elac
Eddystone
Erie
Gardner

Hunts
Labgear
McMurdo Silver
Morganite
Multicore Solders

Solon
Sound Sales
Taylor
T.C.C.
Truvox
New Look Products Varley
N.S.F.
W.B.
Partridge
Westinghouse
Plessey
Wharfedale
Radiospares
Wright & Weaire
Woden
Rothermel

Garrard
Hazlehurst
Heybeard

All orders, large or small, will receive prompt attention. Packing and carriage free on all orders of £2 or over.
We will gladly send goods C.O.D. if you prefer it.

VALLANCE'S
VALLANCE & DAVISON LTD

Dept. S.W.M.

144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS I

Tel.: 29428/9

-YOUR EQUIPMENT [AN HAVE THE PROFESSIONAL LOOK

BY USING WODEN
POTTED COMPONENTS
Woden Potted Transformers and Chokes ensure
a clean layout with uniform smart appearance.
They are used by many leading radio and television manufacturers, and this in sufficient testi-

mony to the high standard of efficiency which
characterises these components. Available for
" Wireless World " Williamson Amplifier.
"Electronic Engineering" Home -built Televisor and other popular circuits.

THE EQUIPMENT SHOWN IS THE TOP BAND
CABINET TRANSMITTER AS DESCRIBED IN

THE "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE."

/1.N.

<WOOF

Send for illustrated literature and price lists of our complete range

11/111XIIV ROAD BIESTIBIll STAFFS
P

H

0

Al

B

I

L SION 41 959
J.T.L.
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YOU CAN RELY ON US FOR BRAND NEW, CLEAN,

COMPETITIVE COMPONENTS. IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

MAINS TRANSFORMErig,Isgimmou INTERLEAVED
Half ShroudedH.9.63.

VALVES

In addition to our large stock we again have a few of the
following :616 (Metal), 10/- ; 6AM6, 9/6 ; 6AL5, 7/6 ; 6C4, 6/6 ;
6C5gt, 6/- ; ECC32, 10/- ; EL32 (Mallard), 6/8 ; 76, 5/- ;
3524, 8/- ; 3516, 8/- ; 5V40, 8/- ; EL35, 91- ; EL33,
10/- ; CL33, 10/,
VALVE CANS

Octal, three piece, aluminium, 1/6.
-25mfd 4,000v

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

Finished in green crackle and of very small dimensions,
210/240v to 6-3v at 1.5a, 8/8 ; 210/240v to 4v 3a, 12/8.
Shallow with very small magnet. Brand new.
5", 10/8 ; 8", 15/- ; 10", 21/-.
"P" COILS
Full range stocked, 3/- each.

11.8.40.
11.8.2.
11.9.30.
11.8.3.
11.18.2X.

H.S.30X.
H.S.3X.

3', 12/6 ;

ELECTROLYTICS

2mfd 350v, 1/3, 4mfd 350v 1/6, 8rnfd 450v Midget 3/,

16mid 350v 2/6, 16mf d 500v 5/-, 32mfd 350v 3/-, 8-8mfd
450v, 4/-, 8-16mfd 450v 5/-, 16mfd-24mfd 350v 5/-, 32mfd
450v 4/9. All New not Ex -Gov.
CERAMIC OCTAL VALVEHOLDERS

Can he used without any bolts by spring clip, 1/3 each.

Amphenol types : Mazda, 6d. ; int. octal, 6d. ; BOA, 1/-;

B70, 1/-.

6-3v 3 amps. 5v. 2 amps ..
Windings as above, 4v 4 amps, 4v 2 amps ..
Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a
Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 80 m/a
Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 100 m/a
Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 100 m/a
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 100 m/a

Goodman, 55 I, 4/6 ; midget mains pentode, 3/9 ; super
midget for personals to match 394, 11L92, 4/3.
Don't forget some postage, chaps.
RADIO SERVICING CO.
Dept. WO, 444 Wandsworth Road, Clapham, 8.W.8.

M A Caulay 4155
CATALOGUE No. 7, available, 21d. stamp.
26, 28 Tram, 77, 77A Bus. 100 yds. Wandsworth Road
H.R. Station. Open till 6.30 p.m. 1 o'clock Wednesday

SUMMER SALE
All Brand New Guaranteed Goods

4mfd 350v Tub., lid.; smfd 450v
Met. tubulars. 1/9 ; 16mfd 450v, 8-8mfd 450v, 2/9; can
8-24mfd 350v, 2/9; 8-16nafd 450v, 3,13; 32mfd 350v, 2/3.
ELECTROLYTICS.

Fully interleaved and im-

pregnated. Screened primaries 200-230-250v 50 c/cs.

Drop Through Types with Top Shroud
250-0-250v 70m.a. 6.3v 2a, 5v 2a Midget, 21,3"-21" 14/11
.. 12/11
..
260-0-260v 70m.a. 6.3v 2a, 5v 2a
14/11
350-0-350v 70m.a. 6.3v 2a, 5v 2a
.. 19/9
350-0-350v 100m.a. 6.3v 4a, 5v 3a

Fully Shrouded Upright Mounting Types
15/6
250-0-250v 60m.a. 6.3v 2a, 5v 2a Midget, 21,3"-3"
250-0-250v 100m.a. 6.3v 6a, 5v 3a FOR R1355 CONY. 23/9
.. 21/9
350-0-350v 100m.a. 6.3v -4v 4a C.T., 0-4.5v 3a
350-0-350v 250m.a. 6.3v 6a, 4v 8a, 0-2-6.3V 2a, 4v 3a
FOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TELEVISOR 59/6
425-0-425v 200m.a. 6.3v -4v 4a C.T., 6.3v -4v 4a C.T.

15/8
17/8
17/6

17/6
19/6
19/6
19/8

Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a 19/8
Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a 19/6
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 80 m/a 19/6
Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 100 m/a 21/6
Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 100 m/a 21/8
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 100 m/a 21/8
All above have 6.3-4-0v at 4 amps. 5-4-0v. at 2 amps.
Input 200/250v. Output 425/0/425v. 200 m/a
F.8.43.
6.3v 4 amps C.T. 6.3v 4 amps C.T. 5v 3 amps 42/6
Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a
11.9.6.
6.3v. 6 alms C.T. 5v 3 amps. Half -shrouded 24/6
For Receiver R1355

Framed, Flying Leads-,
Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a
F.30X.
26/6
..
6.3v 7 amps. 5v 2 amps
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 150 m/a
119150.
6.3v 3 amps C.T. 5v 3 amps. Half -shrouded 25/9
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 120 m/a,
6.3v 2 amps C.T. 6.3v2 ampsC.T. 5v.3 amps
27/6
Fully shrouded
..
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v 150 m/a,

F8120.
F8150.

6.3v 2 amps C.T. 6.3v 2 amps C.T. Owl amps

Fully shrouded

250v at 75 m/a. New and checked at this rating, 5/6 each.
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS

15/6

F.S.2.
F.8.30.
F.8.3.
F.S.2.X.
F.S.30X.
F.S.3X.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a.

Fully Shrouded-

Block paper condensers, new but surplus, 2/8 each.

LIGHTWEIGHT SPEAKERS

JULY 1950

28/9

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

Input 200/250v. 13.3v at 10 amp. 5v. at 10
amp. 10v at 6 amp. 12.6v at 5 amp.
31/6
Framed, Flying Leads
Input 200/250v. 0-2-4.45-6.3v at
Clamped
2 amps
Flying Leads
Input 200/250v. 0-2-4-5-6.3v at

F.5.

F.U.6.
F.29.

4 ams

F.6.
F.12.

15/)

7/6

Input 20p0/250v. (3.3v 2 amps

Input 200/250v. 12.6v. Tapped at 6.3v 3 amps 15/8
Input 200/250v. 24v tapped at 12v 3 amps. .. 21/6
C.W.O. (add 1/- in the £ for carriage). All orders over £2 corr. paid
H. ASHWORTH (Dept. S.W.)
678 Great Horton Road, Bradford, Yorks.

NEW BOXED VALVES.

813,

829, 27/6 ;

805, 17/6 ; 866A, 12/6 ; 801, 1622, 6L6G, ECH21,

EL33, KT6I, TP22, 4THA, I0/- ; IC5, 5V4, 7D5,
TH233, EMI, EM34, VP4, SP4, CL4, ACVPI, 8/6;
IRS, 1S5, IT4, 354, 6B4, 6Y5, 12Q7, 35Z4, 42,
EL35, KT33C, VP133, HLI 33DD, 1D6, I ID3, UI8,

U52, 7/6; 154, 6Y6, 5U4,5Y3,5Z4M, 6A6, 6AC7M,
6B8, 6F6, 617M, 6K7, 6K7GT, 6K8M, 6L7, 6N7M,
6N7GT, 6Q7GT, 6517GT, 6SL7GT, 6SN7GT,

6U7, 6V6GT, 6X5GT, I2Z3, 80, 807, KTW6I,
DL63, U50, MUI2/14, EF39, EBC33, I5D2, 5130,
6/6 ; 6J5GT, 6SG7M, 5/-.

UNBOXED BUT GUARANTEED. EF36,

KTZ63,
8D2,
VP23,
TTI I, ML6,
6AC7M, 6C5, 6SH7M, I2A6M, I2SC7M, 4/-;
ECH35, L63, HL23DD, 5R4GY, 5U4, 9003, 5/-;
6AK5, PTIS, 7/6 ; 3Q4, 6J6, 10/-.
EL32,

ELECTRON MULTIPLIER PHOTO CELL
TUBES. Type 93IA, 27/6.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.

8-8 mfd,
450v wkg., 32 mfd, 350v wkg., 2/9 ; 50 mfd, 50v,
1/6.

T.V. COMPONENTS. Cream masks, 6' 9', 7/6; 12"' 14/6;
6' lenses for VCR97, 25/- : focus coils, 9/6; 02infd 5,000v
tubular conds., 1/9.
EX-GOV. VALVES (NEW). D1, EB34 (61161,
EA50, SP41, 12J5GT, 2/3 ea, 6 for 10,-; SP61, 2/11
6J5GT, VU111, 3/9, 6 for 19/6; EF36, AC6Pen, 4/9
6C5GT, 6K7G, 4/11 ; EBC33, 5/3 ; 5Z4Met, 5114G, 6J5Met
KTW6I/62, 6V6GT, 6J7Met, 5/9; 6V6laet, 6K8Met
6Q7GT, 6K7Met, 104, 384, 1T4, 1R5, MI712/14, 6/8
6L6Met, 6/11.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. over £1. Postage extra under £2.

Callers welcome, 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Full Bargain List, 3d. Sepcial List for Trade, 3d.

MAINS DROPPERS. .2 amp 750 ohm, 6 fixed

tappings and
adjustable slider, 3/- ;
750 ohm, 2 sliders, 4/-.
I

-3 amp

VALVEHOLDERS, most types available, including UX 4-, 5- and 6 -pin, etc. (paxolin), 4d.

VOLUME CONTROLS, less switch, I" diam.,

50K, 100K, 200K, 250K, 1/6 ; 500K, 2/-.
SOO KC/S CRYSTALS, on small TX chassis with

pot type dust core coil, etc., 8/6.
Send for free lists of other bargains.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

Postage or carriage free on all goods.

RADIO SUPPLY CO.,

ELECTRAD RADIO,

IS Queen Square, Leeds, 2

64 Gt. Victoria Street, Belfast, N.I
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Your Opportunity

Radio set SCR 291 A comprising:

Federal U.S.A. 110v 50/60 cycles Communication
Receiver. BCI147A. 13 valves, comprising 6SK7 (4),
6SH7, 6SA7, 6J5, 61-16, 6SJ7, 6SQ7, 6K6, or 6V6, 5U4G,
VRI50. 4 wavebands 1.5-3.1 mcs, 3.1-6-6 mcs, 6.6-14 ma,
14-30 mcs. I.F. frequency 455 km. Front panel 19"x 14",
CONTROLS.-Waveband switch,
rack mounted.
matching, tuning, A.F. gain, I.F. selectivity (band width),

BFO, BFO On/Off, sensitivity, power on/off. AVC/Built-in loud speaker. Receiver section is
manual.
entirely self -powered. A supersensitive receiver of the
highest class.

Auxiliary Power Pack Control, Panel PN3IA.

110v 50,60 cycles. 4 valves and stabiliser. 2X2, 5U4G,
6L6, 6AC7, VR150. 6 Potmeters, 6 toggle switches,
3 indicator lights. All circuits fully fused. 0-50 ma meter.
Unit self-contained. Rack mounted. Size 19"x 10r.
Ideal for operating your transmitter.

Magneto Operated Telephone Circuit PN32A.

Handset and mag-handle on front panel. Size 19"x5}".

(The XYL can call you for meals with the phone).
Whole equipment in magnificent cabinet type rack

32" high, 20" deep, 22" wide. 218 -page instruction book
included. Brand new, unused. In original unopened
packing. Securely packed in wooden container with fall away front and rear, making set very quickly operative.
Make your' Ham Shack a real radio station with one of
these magnificent equipments.
(ORIGINAL COST APPROX. f250. 17 only available.
Our price f35 each carr. paid).

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
55

County Road,

Walton. Liverpool,

4

Britain's leading Radio Mail Order House
'
Established
Tel. : Aintree 1445.
Staff Call Signs G3DGL, G3DLV

1935

LYONS RADIO

113032211131

AERIAL CHANGE -OVER RELAY TYPE

78A. This unit can be operated manually or from

24v D.C. and will switch two separate feeders

Directly adaptable as a changeover relay especially useful for the 2 metre band.
Price 10/-, post free.
Sets of 6 Pye coaxial connectors for this relay can
be supplied at 4/6.
10 -valve
metre
RESPONSER UNITS.
superhet ideal for conversion into a Midlands or
Contain 6-I2Mc.
London Television receiver.
simultaneously.

3" 3111 and 611
RECTANGULAR
INSTRUMENTS

Perim so

by

I.F.

PULLIN

4/6.

As specified for
Inexpensive Television. In absolutely brand new

RECEIVER TYPE RI355.

These three meta*.
gular instruments
are

designed

symmetrical

transformers, 4Mc. band width, 3 tunable

slugged coils, 6 -valves type VR65, 2-VR92, and
one each of VR137 and VR136, and dozens of
other useful components. Price 22/6. Carriage

and unused condition, complete with all valves
and supplied in maker's transit case. Price 69/6,
carriage free.

on
lines,

AERIAL RODS Copperised steel rods 12" long

thus giving a dis-

tinctive, clear, open
scale and pleasing
appearance. Bash
else available in all
ranges.
standard

can be plugged into each other to make an aerial
any desired length. Price 3/- per dozen post paid.
RECEIVERS TYPE R3515. Adaptable for re-

ception of television sound or vision details of
which are given in May issue of Short Wave
Listener.
Fitted with 10-VR65's, 5-VR56's, 3VR55's and I each of VR54 and VR53, 13Mc.

The Peden 65 and 35

can be fitted with
dial illumination.

I.F. strip, condensers resistors, etc Price 50/-.
Carriage 5/..
A.C. VOLTMETERS. Round plug-in 2.1" dia.
0/300v first grade miiron type. Price 10/6 post

-.._ HIP
aeries $5

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

(PULLIN)

LTD.,

paid.

Electrin Works, Winchester St., London, W.3

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD (Dept. MS),
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.I2

Telephone : ACOrn 4651/3 and 4995.

Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729

16193C
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Come to SMITH'S of
EDGWARE ROAD
THE FRIENDLY SHOP

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO

FOR ALL RADIO COMPONENTS

Get this FREE Book !

We stock everything the constructor needs --our 25 year? erPeriehho
of handling radio parts and accessories enabler us to select the hest 0
the regular liner and the more useful items from the surplus market in:

"ENGINEERING OPPOR-

TUNITIES" reveals how you can
become technically qualified at

Loudspeakers and Phones
Valves and CR Tubes
Transformers and Chokes
Cabinets and Cases
Meters and Test Equipment
Capicators and Resistors
Pickets and Turntables
Coils and Formers
Switches and Dials
Plugs and Sockets
Metalwork and Bakelite
Aerials and Insulators
Books and Tools
Motors and Generators
Valve Holders and Cans
Wires and Cables
Metal Rectifiers
Panel Lights and Fuses
Sleeting, Nuts and Bolts, Tags, Clips, Grommets and all other bits
and pieces.

home for a highly paid key appoint-

ment in the vast Radio and Tele-

vision industry, In 176 pages of
intensely interesting matter it
includes full details of our up-tothe-minute home study courses
in all branches of RADIO AND
TELEVISION, A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City and Guilds, Special Tele-

vision,
Servicing.
Sound -film
Projection, Short Wave.
High

Frequency
Courses.

NOTHING TOO LARGE --NOTHING TOO SMALL
Everything you need under one roof-Including all the parts

Chokes-" As good as the beet, yet coot little more than the
cheapest I "

(No general catalogue available).

H. L. SMITH az Co. Ltd.

x-tals specially made for BC,610 and new valves.

60W. TRANSCEIVERS, very compact, weight
13 lb. 829 output. 2 Mc to 8 Mc or 4 Mc to 16 Mc.
'Phone and key. High-class superhet receiver,
Complete with power pack for 110/220 V.A.C.
and two rotary convertors for 12v battery operation, two sets of aerials (dipole and counterpoise
aerial), microphone, headphones, spare valves.

AR88 D's. AR88 LF's. SX28's. HRO's with 5

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
149 Shakespeare House.
17-19 Stratford Place, London, W.1

with new valves.
Working demonstration upon request.

BIET

SOUTHERN RADIO
SUPPLY LTD.,
46 Lisle Street, London, W.C.,

have now removed to NEW PREMISES at

I I LITTLE NEWPORT STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2
Five Doors from Charing Cross Road
Leicester Square Tube Station.

and

Telephone Number UNCHANGED

or 9 coils.

All these items in excellent working condition

Wireless

you're earning ICU thin £10 a week this enlightening book is for you. Write for your copy to -day.
it will be sent FREE and without obligation.

P.C.A. RADIO
HALLICRAFTERS. BC.610 (or HT.48), operating over 2 Mc to 18 Mc and modified for 21 and
28 Mc. Crystal and VFO on all bands. Complete
with speech amplifier, antenna tuning unit,
exciter units and coils for all bands, set of 35

General

"NO PASS -NO FEE "

287/9 Edgware Rd., London, W.2
Telephone : Paddington 5891. Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday, 1 o'clock)
Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo

and

We definitely guarantee

specified for the popular " Vievanaster " Home -built Televisor,
both London and Birmingham models.
S_ad for list of our " Electro-Voice " range of Transformers and

JULY 1950

.

.

.

GERRARD 6653.

All

goods

AVAILABLE.

previously

advertised

STILL

TX VALVES. 803-805-807-813, 814, 829, 861,
866A, 6L6M and many others.

Please note NEW ADDRESS :

Large stock of transmitting condensers, crystals
and other components. Alignment and repair of
communication receivers and all other amateur
equipment undertaken.

I I LITTLE NEWPORT STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2

P.C.A. RADIO

Transmitter Div.: Cambridge Grove, The
Arches, Hammersmith, W.6. Tel. RIV. 3279.
Receiver Div. :
170
Goldhawk Road,
Shepherds Bush, W.I2. Tel. SHE. 4946

Gerrard 6653

5 Doors from Charing Cross Road and

LEICESTER SQ. TUBE STATION
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
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S. G. BROWN

Precision
SAPPHIRE NEEDLES
The ideal reproducing medium for gramophone records. They give high fidelity
reproduction with the minimum wear on
the record.
Five types available to suit all types of pick-ups.

TYPE NO. 5.

"Miniature Solid Sapphire" Needle for

use with light -weight pick-ups.
This S. G. Brown needle gives a definite improvement

in fidelity of reproduction due to its homogeneous
nature.
PRICES

Nos. 1-4, 10/1 each. No. 5, 13/4 each.
Your local dealer can supply.
In cases of difficulty, apply direct.
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PARMEKO MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primary:
230v 50 c/s.
Secondaries : 620-550-375-0-375-550620v. The 375v section being for 250 m.a. and either
the 550v or 620v section for 200 m.a. 5v 3 amp and
5v 3 amp. Full current ratings may be taken from
the 375v and 550v or 620v sections simultaneously,

thus making the transformer ideal for running both
drivers and P.A. stages of a 120 -watt transmitter or
drivers and Class AB2 stages of a modulator. These

transformers are fully shrouded and weigh 24 lbs.
The size is 6r x 6f" x 51". Every transformer is
:

fully tested before dispatch. Offered at the ridiculously
LOW PRICE of 39/6, carriage paid. 5U4G valves for
above transformers, 6/6 ea., post paid.

PARMEKO MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primary:
0-115-230v 50 c/s, also 80v 2000 c/s and 180v 500 c/s.
Secondaries : 350-0-350v 100 m.a. 6.3v 6 amps and
5v 5 amps. This transformer is very conservatively
rated and will easily stand a 50 per cent. increase on
these ratings. Weight, 12 lbs. Upright mounting,
size 51"x 5"X 4r.
Brand new in manufacturer's
wooden packing case. Price 32/6, carriage paid.

PARMEKO HEAVY DUTY CHOKE.

10H

650 m.a. Weight 34 lbs., size 7"X 61" x 61". A really

A "TIP" WORTH TAKING
An interesting and instructive Brochure giving technical
details, valuable information and advice on the choice

of a S. G. Brown precision Sapphire Needle to suit
your pick-up, 1,7/11 be sent on request. Write Department "S."

superb choke absolutely brand new in wooden packing
case. Price LI, carriage paid.

DURAL TUBE. f' 20 -gauge, Sd. per ft.

;

1" 20 -

gauge, 6d. per ft. ; 2" 20 -gauge, I /- per ft. ; 1" x
square tube 8d. per ft. All prices carriage paid.

A. FANTHORPE
6-8 HEPWORTH'S ARCADE, HULL
SHAKESPEARE ST., WATFORD,
Telephone : Watford 7241

UNI -SELECTOR SWITCHES
25 contacts, 2 banks of wip erg, 37.5 ohm coils.
Used but as new. 7 banks, 25/-; 8 banks, 27/6.

Carr. 1/,

Auto

Heavy Duty
Transformers
Tapped

110,

150,

230, 1-6 KVA.

Carr. 5/-.

190,

E4/10/-.

socket

panels ;

voltage

panels"

BC adaptors ; flex connectors :
flexible couplers ; grid caps, octal or
standard ; insulated tape ; insulated staples
5 -amp plugs

20

Heavy Duty L.T.

;

co -ax. wiring cleats ; knobs, pointer or

Transformers

plain.
Sec.

4.2+4-2v 10 amps. 19/6.
Carr. 2/6.
Heavy Duty Transformers
Prim. 230v 50c. Sec. 12v 70 amps.
Carr. 5/-.

ALL PACKED in Generous If- Packets.
(* These items 1 /- each)
E4

I0/-.

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
1 6 9-171 EDGWARE ROAD,

LONDON, W.2.

Tel.: PAD 7851
125 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

LONDON, W.I.
All

mounting boards ; fuse

indicator lamps ; jack plugs' ; jack sockets ;
Sec.

amps. 37/6. Carr. 4/-.
180-230v.

;

holders ; spindle couplings ; eye bolts ;
2, 4 or 6 BA bolts ; shakeproof nuts ; 2, 4, or
6 BA studding ; grommets ; solder tags ;
pin tags ; spade tags ; tinned copper wire
16, 18, 20 or 22 s.w.g. ; sleeving I, 11 or
2 mm ; resin cored solder ; 14/36 single flex

(6 colours) ; single or twin screened flex ;

Transformers

Prim.

RADIO HARDWARE-I/- Packets
3 -pt. Tag strips

Ac/E

Heavy Duty L.T.
Prim. 180-230v.
tapped,
14v -20v,

Tel. 35694

HERTS.

Tel.: EUS. 4982

orders and enquiries to our Edgware Road branch,
please.

12 packets, 101( inc. post.
post free.

25 packets, LI

Any type, or assorted, as you wish
See our lists, free on request,

for many other items.
r,spetc-not4
CtitutANTEED
OA CASs

RitrifvuorD
INSTArrety

q1o,1

G1C.Gg ci1I3Y
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GEE BROS. RADIO LTD.
Radio and Electronic Component Specialists
EIMAC vacuum switch, type V.S.I, single -pole

double -throw switch, will handle potentials as high
as 20kV.
In D.C. switching will handle approx.
1.5 amps at 5kV. New and boxed, 30/- each.
A.S.D. Receivers (ex U.S.N.) type C.F.N. 46, A.B.G.
Brand new in sealed boxes, 110/10/- each.

STANDARD 12" WHITE C.R.T. masks, new, in
perfect order, only 12/6 each. Usual price, 21 /-.

0-100 MICRO -AMP meters, 2i"
Brand new and boxed, 19,6 each.

flush mounting.

93IA. Electron multiplier valve, 25/- each.
ECLIPSE motor generator (ex U.S.A.), D.C. input,
24-28v, output 115v A.C. ; 800 cycles at 10 amps.
Brand new and boxed, 13/10/-.
24V AT 12 AMPS selenium metal rectifiers. Brand
new, 35/- each.

B.C.624C radio receiver chassis, 12/6 each only,
carriage 3/6.
VIBRATORS. Mallory 6 -pin 6v type 560 ; 9/. each.
VALVES. Brand new and guaranteed a few only

from our comprehensive stocks 829B, 85/- ; KT8C,
12/6 ; 1616, 15/- ; 0A2, 6/6 ; 8011, 35 ; 2139, 60/- ;
RK20A, 20/- ; GTIC, 12/6 ;
CONDENSERS. 500 mfd. 50v. metal can, type C.E.
41D, size 3"x 2"x 2" ; 3,6 each.
C.M.G.22 Osram photo -electric cells, brand new,
18/6 each.
BELLING LEE 5-, 7- and 10 -pin plugs and sockets.
JONES I-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10- and 12 -pin plugs and sockets.
CO -AXIAL plugs and sockets of many types.
:

TELEPHONE plugs and sockets available.

Probably the largest stockists of the above plugs and
sockets.

Special quotations

for bulk buyers and manufacturers

Export

Enquiries invited

Orders over 20/- post free ;

under 20/-, 1/- postage

IS LITTLE NEWPORT STREET,

LONDON, W.C.2
GER 6794

THE

TRIMMER

KIT
which no amateur or
professional radio or

television; engineer can
afford to be: without.
Contains
* I End Trimmer,
* 1 Side Trimmer,
* I Yaxley Switch

* 1 Set of feeler

* 1 Low Capacity

* 1 Set of four spanners from 0 to 8

* 1 Set

Trimmer
* 1 Screwdriver,

gauges,

six Box

of

Spanners from! to
8 B.A.

Contact Adjuster,

B.A.
In durable black crackle finish metal case
Order, from :
J.

& S. NEWMAN Ltd.

Hampstead
Euston 5176

G.S.V. AERIAL ARRAYS
.... whether designed for the transmitting amateur,
the television viewer, the F.M. enthusiast, or commercial telecommunication,

are

constructed

in

a

special lightweight alloy: this material is rustproof
and virtually uncorrodible, electrolytic action being
reduced to negligible proportions. Even in heavily
polluted atmospheres, the rate of corrosion is very
low
satisfactory service in marine atmospheres
containing actual salt spray, or in the tropics, may be
;

DE
LUXE

confidently expected ; and, because of their lightness,
G.S.V. aerials are much easier to transport, quicker
and easier to erect, resulting in an appreciable overall

IN-

STEP -

SENT

saving.

CASE

12' x
x 5" M 18G. Steel with Radimed Top Corners, Louvred
Back and fitted with Chromium Plated 4' Handle and four P.V.C.
Finished in Black, Grey or Brown Wrinkle Enam.el
18G. Steel Front Panel
81 1 0
With Front Panel in 16G. Aluminium
Sl. 2 0
.
Small Steel Chassis with Angle Brackets to it, Black
6
4
feet.

Ditto. In 160. Aluminium, self -colour
Postage and Packing, 1/64.
Illustrated Lists on Request.

o

Carriage Paid on Orders over £2.

Trade Enquiries Inriteri.

REOSOUND ENGINEERING & ELECTRICAL
COMPANY
" REOSOUND WORKS,"

COLESHILL ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD
Tel.: SUT. 4685.
Grams.: Reosound. Sutton Coldfield.

Famous names demand quality, and amongst those to
whom G.S.V. aerials have been supplied are G.E.C.,
Ltd., Pye Telecommunications, Ltd., Decca, Ltd.,
Mullard Equipment, Ltd., Murphy Radio, Ltd., G.P.O.
Engineering Dept., P.O. Radio Laboratories, Burndept,
Ltd., for a diversity of applications, fixed and mobile,
ashore and afloat.

All standard arrays are available for immediate
delivery from stock at currently -advertised prices,
and our technical staff is at all times pleased to advise
upon and quote for aerials for all frequencies and
applications.

G.S.V. (MARINE & COMMERCIAL) LTD.,
395 HIGH STREET, CHATHAM, KENT.
Telephone : CHATHAM 3253, 3254

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series
discount: all charges payable with order.
Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No
responsibility accepted for errors.
SITUATIONS VACANT
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY require Radio

I -Mechanic for ground duties overseas. Candidates
preferably single with City & Guilds certificates and
Practical experience. Commencing salary, £295 6s.
per annum, plus allowances. Pensions fund. Write
Box No. 780.

TNTERNATIONAL COMPANY require Radio
for

.1 -Mechanic

ground duties, preferably single.

City & Guilds certificates, and practical experience.
Commencing salary, £330 per annum. Accommodation

provided. Pensions fund. Write Box No. 781.

TRADE

PUBLIC OPINIONS !
Read these extracts from letters requesting
a copy of the Candler " Book of Facts."
"Kindly send me details of your 'Scientific Code Course for
Beginners.' I know enough of your system and its merits not to
require any testimonials."
"I am just a beginner of Morse and I would like to improve. I
have heard glowing reports of your system and am very interested."
"I have heard such lavish praise from members of the R.S.G.B.
and personal friends regarding your methods of teaching Morse
that I write for your 'Book of Facts.' "

The following extracts are From letters sent on by Candler

students-

nave successfully passed the P.M.G. amateur's licence test
and have been allotted my consign. I took it with ease, after
REF. 3301 V.H.T.
completing lesson 3."
"Have passed out on the final Morse exam. here with a plain
language speed of 30 w.p.m. and code/letter groups mixed at
REF. 3601. E.L.
28 w.p.m. Sending at 30 w.p.m.
"I passed the code test to obtain my Amateur licence with
flying colours. The Telegraph Inspector wanted to know where I
had learnt to do Morse with such precKion and co-ordination. I
could do nothing but give all the honours to the Candler System.

REF. 2566. P.J.L

QT 's and LOGS by MINERVA. The best there
.1 -,are. Samples from Minerva Press, Elm Park,

Essex.
WANTED :

AR88's, SX28's and other American
Radio,
equipment.-P.C.A.
communication

Cambridge Grove, London, W.6. (Tel. RIV. 3279.)

WANTED.-Speech amplifiers for BC6I0 Hallicrafters Transmitter Type BC614A, or B.C.D.E.,
Also antenna tuning units HT.2 and
or HT.5B.
BC.729.-P.C.A. Radio, Cambridge Grove, London,
W.6.

389

(Tel. R1V. 3279.)

T CARDS AND LOG BOOKS, APPROVED

"I would like to take this opportunity of thanking you, not

only for the Course, which I consider to he unbelievable 'value for

money,' but also for your kindness and personal attention."
REF. 3120. N.H.

There are Candler Morse Code Courses for Beginners
and Operators. Write for the Candler "Book of
Facts." Free on request.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(Room 55SW)-12I Kingsway, London, W.C.2
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

k31-1G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE. ATKINSON

BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.
AMERICAN MAGAZINES. One year post free.
Radio Electronics, 32/3. Audio Engineering, 28/6.
Radio & Television News, 36/-. Popular Science, 28/6.
Stamp for list from WILLEN LTD. (Dept.62), 101
Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
VALVES, Condensers, HT rectifiers, CR Tubes, etc.,
V wanted for cash. Details to Box 731.
WANTED : Valves types 723A/B, 829B, 813, 676,
6AK5, 931A. Any quantity.-Box No. 766.
WANTED: S27 RECEIVER PARTS: DIALS,
KNOBS, GEARS, ETC. WILL BUY INCOM-

PLETE OR OUT OF ORDER TYPES.-BOX NO.
771.

NEW Eddystone
£27/10/-.

S750,

in stock.
5640,
Also Eddystone,

Receivers
£49/10/-.

Denco, Raymart and other components.-K. L. W.
Phone 3164.

Cook, 27 High Street, Swindon.

URGENTLY WANTED

condition,

Six -valve 25 Sets. fl, carriage 2/6.
No. 18 4 -valve superhet short-wave
receivers. 17/6, carriage paid.

battery

24-v Blower Motors. 7/6 each, carriage 1/-.
0 to Moving Coil 2" FSD Milliammeters. 12/6.
0 to 500 Microammeters. 7/6 each.
0 to 200 Milliammeter. 4/- each.
5/- pair,
Headphones, balancgd armature.
carriage 1/,
I

Brand new in cartons (ex-U.S.A.) S.C. Crystal
Multiplier, complete with valves. 35/-, carriage
2/6.

Bimingham H type Aerials. 15/-, carriage 2/6.
First-class Morse Code Tappers. 2/6 each.

15 pcs Receivers BC -312
good

1,000 kc Crystals in metal cases with resistances,
etc., 101- each, post II-.
Electron Multiplier Photo Cell (RCA 931/A). 25/-.
R1155, new in transit cases. L9, carriage 10/-.

Dipole Aerials. 5/-, post 1/-.

***
In

J. CHAPLAIN

preferably

converted.

BOX 688

not

Cash with Order, please

39 to 43 HIGH STREET, SALTLEY,
BIRMINGHAM 8

390
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BARNES RAD.-ELEC. & WHOLESALE CO.
12 Pipers Row, Wolverhampton (Central)
Offer

the following summer bargains :-Micro switches, dual purpose, normally open or normally
closed, 4/- ; instrument rectifiers, full wave 5 m/a,
5/-; crystal set or Tx variometers, 1/6 only; S.C.R.-

522/BC624 receivers, with new 11 valves, 32/-, del'd. ;

rotary convertors, D.C. 24v to 200v at 50 m/a, 5/6
only ; rectifiers to run the same off 230v a/c, 5/- ;
6146 valves, only 2/9 ; V.U. 120A for television, I0/- ;
R1355 receivers (not quite new), with all valves and
transit case (for inexpensive televisor), 55/M.C.
;

2" meters, switches, setting controls, yaxleys, sockets,

resis., etc., 5 m/a and 40v, all fitted in neat case for
bulding universal test
bargain.

meter (new)

12/6,

special
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READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d, per word, min, charge 5r-, payable with
order. Box numbers 1/6 extra.

FOR sale. Hallicrafter S27, £25, or offer. Wanted
AR88D and SX28A.-22 Acland House, Stockwell
Road, S.W.9.

EDDYSTONE 640.-Professionally realigned and

overhauled, April, 1950. H.R. phones, manual and
in. L.S. First class condition. Nearest £20.-110
Chingford Avenue, London, E.4.
AA/ANTED : Magnavox speaker. U.S. Sig. Corps.
Type L.S.3. Perfect condition essential-Cox,
28 Zulla Road, Nottingham.
3

FOR sale. Type 1131 transmitter complete, £25.
AR88D, £30. AR88LF £28/10/-. HRO Junior.
complete in rack, £15. T1154 transmitter, boxed,

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE
ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL
List on Application

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
London,
Liverpool,
6 Chesham Place, S.W.1.
Kirby Estate
SLOane 3463
Simonswood 3271

.

100 kc to 80 mc, £6.

Power pack 200/250v input, 1200v

200 mA smoothed output, £2/10/-.. Woden modulation transformer UM1, £2. Woden modulation transformer UM2, £2/15/-. Varley EP56 transformer
200,250 input, 500-0-500v 200 mA, 6v, 3 A. 5v, 3 A
outputs, £2/10/-. All transformers brand new.
Taylor No. 45S valve tester, practically new, £19/10/-.
-Jack Kennedy, Broadford, Isle of Skye, Scotland.

B2Tx/Rx complete spares, as new, in watertight

cases. £12 or offer. Modulator and VFO with
132 power pack for above, £5. Car Radio "Motovia,"

1 001(C/1000 kc twin xtals, G.E.C. 3 -pin, brand new

Short -Wave Equipment
.

able radio, £6. Avo Test oscillator battery model

6 or 12v, new, £8. Wanted 22 set, complete power
pack.-Box No. 770.

H.A.C.

Noted for over 15 years for

£5/10/-. R.C.A. transformers 1500/1500, £1/15/-.
Triumph scope £10. Numerous other items. Stamps
for lists.-Davies, 17 Calmore Gardens, Totton,
M58 Walkie Talkie complete with vibrator pack,
1-v1V. BC221 Frequency Meter brand new with
spares, £14/10/-. Hallicrafter Ultra Skyrider, perfect
condition, £15. Every -Ready 4 valve personal port-

.

Short Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/Two ..
.,

.."E" ..43/-

These kits are complete with all components,
accessories and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped addressed
envelope for descripdve Catalogue.
"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. VIC.) 66 New Bond St.. London. W.1

in box. Gift 17/6 each, post free. -192
Colchester Road, Leyton, E.10.
WANTED
: Offers over £19, BC348 medium wave
1.5-18 mc, power pack. Eddystone 5/10 metre
converter, speaker. Perfect. -98 London Road,
Newbury.

WIRE recorder, American G.E.C. with spare wire
v v spool, crystal mike. Good working order. £60.
Prefer buyer collects and satisfies himself on condition
and results.-G. W. Bagshawe (G8KD), Newfield
Lane, Dore Moor, Sheffield.

CAR radio, Chevrolet, 6 or 12v. 9 valve, RF stage.
three IF. 16, 19, 25, 31 metre bands and medium

wave.

With five stations' selector. Highest offer
around £12.-Tyson, 139 Westwick Road, Sheffield 8.
good condition, fitted internal AC power
pack, £12/10/- pnly.-J. H. Lord, 377

BC348
QR G3CDZ. AR88LF, Type 12 25-50 watts
Chertsey Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

G4GZ'S BARGAINS
ANTENNA RELAYS. DPDT. Struthers Dunn in
small black crackle case ; 6 amp contacts, 12v I.24 amp

operating current. These are a gift at only 5/9 each.
SPECIAL VALVE OFFER !
615M's, maker's
cartons, 3 for 13/-, 46/- doz. ; IT4, I R5, I S4, of each
for 15/6 ; 866A, 12/6, 804, 18/6 ; 808, 81 I, TZ40, 27/6 ;
I

6AG5, 6V6M, 617M, 6K8M, 6SG7M, 6SQ7M, VR150/30,
7/-; 1T4, 1125, IS4, 5Z01, 6XSGT, 617, 6/6.

phone/CW 1.7-14 mc. 1191A plus 5 ft.
rack with 100 watt PA 807's and PU. Clapp oscillator
in bench mounting box. Screen modulator for PA.
200 watt mod trans., valves, coils, etc. WAC, WEE.
£85 complete, buyer collects. -3 Rose Lane, Norwich,
Norfolk.
LONDON

POLYSTYRENE SOLUTION. I -pint tins, 5/6.
0-500 micro -amp MC meters, 2" circ. (scaled

viewmaster. Cabinet, tube, valves.
components, all new, to designer's specification.
Requires aligning. £39.-Hughes, 137 Widdenham
Road, Holloway, N.7.

10K, 10W. W/W Pots, I" spindle, 3/- each.
All goods despatched post paid by return.
J. T. ANGLIN, G4GZ,

ing coil headphones with moving coil microphones
attached, 10/-, # cwt. sealed crates containing brand

0-10v), 6/- each, 3 for 16/-.
Useful Tools ! Set 5 Allen keys,
DE Box
spanner 4x6 BA. Set Terry's, 2, 4, 6 BA, 4/3 kit.

106 Cleathorpe Road, Grimsby, Lines.

URPLUS to requirements AR88LF, £35, B28/

1-3CR100. £25, Eddystone 640, £20.

Brand new mov-

new radio equipment, items too numerous to mention.
list on application, at 25/, Carriage paid.-G5ZT,
Jones, 84 Embankment
Road, Plymouth.
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RADIO 6200 Announces

Sky Champion,

good condition,
complete with phones, £16/10/ -.Kirby, 25 Annesley Avenue, Colindale, London, N.W.9.
TAYLOR 30A oscilloscope, as new, £20. 37

SX2OR
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oscillator by R.G.D., complete and brand new. £7.
Clapp VFO in cabinet, with power pack, 3 -stage, fully

calibrated for 3.5 mc band, £7/10/-.

Hunts CRB

capacity/resistance bridge as new, £8. Radio
Engineering, by Terman, 15/-. EF50's brand new, 5/-,
Tx HF chokes for 250 mA 1/- each, 9/- per doz. Ex-

changes considered.-Broughton, 1 Bridgefield Road,
Gatacre, Liverpool.
WILL exchange Walkie-Talkie (18 set) complete
with spares and working for Class "D" wavemeter

621,11, AC6 Pen, 717A, 5T4, 807, 6K7gt, EFS,
EF50 (VR91), 6/6. 6C4, 6AG5, 6J7, 1619, 7/6. 6J5 metal, 6/6.
6J3GT, 4/9. VR78 (4v TV Diode), VR92 (6.3v T.V. diode),
2/6 each ; 5 for 10/-.
ZEPP. spreaders, 6", glazed porcelain, 3/6 doz., poet 11d. ;
40 for 10/, post 1/4. Admiralty Kiies,15 ft. Fine for kite aerials,
etc. 17/6 each, including carriage ; 140 ft. coil, No. 14 s.w.g.
enamelled/copper wire, 10/-.
VALVES.

VIBRATOR units, No. 4, Mk 1., rated 12v D.C. in, 325v, 80mA out;

ideal for car radio supply, etc., 19/6, carriage 3/6.
VIBRATOR UNIT and L.F. AMPLIFIER, 12v D.C. input,
150v, 30 mA output, complete with valve and 2 metal rectifiers.
New, unused, 25/- each, post 1/4.

UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE KENT
55

ARTHUR HOILE

Phone. 3155

or what -have -you 3-Box 772.

amplifiers with valves, 3/6. Jones
Plugs for 1155 and R.F. units, 1/-.
Interference suppressors, 2/6. Amplifiers with VR56
Al1342v

2/-, add postage.-G3FXB, 26 Landseer Road, Hove
4, Sussex.

VALE, Xtals 1.8, 7, 8, 15, 16, 18 mc.G44. AvoS.A.E.-G2HKU

meter.L7 NC81X.
Wanted, 640.
4a Clyde Avenue, Sheerness.

speech amplifier for sale, 6 valve AC,
BC614
£5 ; and junction box JB70, £1. both for
BC610 Tx. Feldfernschriber German Teleprinter with

amplifier, 12v power supply, £5. BC375 Tx with 4
tuning units in cases, valves, plugs, large manual, £6.
Hams only, send QSL returnable.

-Box No. 773.

Carriage as decided.

EDDYSTONE 640 as new, only just out of guarantee,

£22, carriage paid.-A. Roberts, 23 Beta Close,

New Ferry, Wirral, Cheshire.

4[kV smoothing condensers 1.5 mF type 428, all

sound. 3/- each or 4 for 10/-, post free. 25/50 watt
6V6-807 Tritet/PA : both anodes metered, with 80 m

CW Xtal and absorption w'meter, £5. Milnes HT
unit spares, electrodes, tubes, separators, etc. Eddy
stone "All -World -Four", VP210 RF HL2 det. HL2 LF
KT2 output,with complete set coils 9-170 m continuous,

£5. Two Type 211 with ceramic holders, each 30/-.
One 813 with ceramic holder 30/-. 10 watt 6V6 -6L6
Triett/PA, switched anode meter ; with 80 m CW xtal

and absorption w'meter, £3.

10 watt AC/DC Tx,

built-in power pack, built-in aerial coupler, PA anode

meter, aerial meter, with 80 m xtal and absorption
w'meter, £4. Many 6.3v, 2v and 1.4v valves to clear

-name your wants.-GM2HIK, 30 North Street,
Forfar, Angus.

8 in. speaker, £8/10/-.
D.S.T.100
1155 with
(Mk. 3). £14 (both series heaters).-Cordon,

BRAND NEW EX -GOVT. VALVES 1

The following valves are brand new and in their
original cartons :
9006, 3/- ;
6H6GT/G, 2/- ;
2C26, 6C5, 6J5GT/G, 6N7GT/G, 2X2, 4/9 ; 6AC7,
5,- ; 615, 6SK7, 5/3 ; 6K7, 6K7GT, 5/9 ; 6B8, 6/- ;
6F6G, 5Z4, 5U4G, 807, 6/3 ; 6Q7GT, 6/6 ; 616, 12/6 ;
813, 30/,

The following are brand new but in plain cartons or
unboxed :-2X2, 2C26, 2C26A, 4/3 ; 6SK7, 4/9 ;
6B8, 5/- ; 6F6G, 5Z4, 5U4G, 5R4GY, 6SL7GT, VR105,
5/9 ; 617, 6K8, 6V6GT,* 6Q7GT,* 6/; ; 6Y6G, 6/3 ;
6C4, 6SN7GT, 6/6 ; 6L6G, 7/9 ; 6AK5, 9/-.

*Denotes manufacturers' surplus.
Orders over 15/- post free. C.O.D. charges extra.

Indicator unit ID -I I/APS4 and amplifier unit AM5A/APS4 containing 3 616, 2 6V6GT, 6SL7GT and
3FP7 C.R.T. in original sealed cartons and packing
cases. 44/-, plus

Transmitters, 230v 50 cycles.
Rack type,
250 watts, phone or C.W. Covers Hambands.
Less exciter, E25.
American Collins Communications Receivers,
1.5 to 12 Megs, 7 valves.
Black crackle finish.
Calibrated dial. E8 ea., carriage and pkg. 10/-.
Chokes. 20 Hy 80 MA Standard, 6/-. 10 Hy 60 MA
Shrouded, 2/6. 10 Hy 30 MA Midget, 2/-.

Post 6d. ea. extra.

FIELD'S

93 Shirburn Road, Leek, Staffs.

EXCHANGE, Zeiss 8 x 60 binoculars, bloomed
lenses, magnificent optics, brand new condition,

carriage.

51-

J. E. FORD,
278 Portland Street, Southport

435-437 STRATFORD ROAD, SPARK HILL,

BIRMINGHAM, II

to -days value, £55, for modern high-class communica-

tion receiver, and cash, buyer collects.-J. Fawkes,

St. Chloe Green, Amberley, Stroud, Glos.
WANTED : R1155 with or without valves, reasonable condition, must be cheap, also BC453, Q5'er.

-R. Weyers, 84 Palmerston Road, Buckhurst Hill,
Essex.

SALE. AR88D good condition, £35.-C. H. Belli
55 Westfield Road, Anlaby High Road, Hull.

Super Defiant, fine condition 550-43 mc,
SX25 AC
mains, xtal, BFO, S -meter, noise

limiter, tone, phones, speaker, new spare set valves, £20.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
No Waiting-By Return Post
NEW RADIOCRAFT "DX -2" RX
Superb new kit, price only 78/6. A.C. operated 2v,
using EF50's and latest miniature Eddystone Coils.

-G2FRC, 491 Rayners Lane, Pinner, Middlesex.

NEW ``GLOBE -KING" O -V-0 RX

SAT-a-Tyne A Mk. III Tx/Rx. Good condition,
in suitcase, £5-or exchange for VFO/Driver Unit
80/40 metres.-G3CPM, 49 Lime Tree Avenue,

Acclaimed one of the finest single valve receivers
yet! Ideal for beginner or miniature enthusiast.

(Phone : Field End 9348.)

Broadway, Worcestershire.
VALE. T1154M with spare valves, 150/-, or offers.
L./New RF26, 35/-. Both carriage free.-H. Sayers.
36 Selborne Road. Margate.

A precision kit, complete with valve, coils, etc.,

for only

catalogue.

49/6.

20. stamp brings illustrated

JOHNSONS (RADIO) MACCLESFIELD
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SUMMER DX ON TWO
Completely new design of our sensitive convertors
now ready. 6)6 push-pull RF stage, 616 push-pull
mixer and 616 push-pull oscillator. Complete
with stabiliser, £11/5/..

Type 26 RF units rebuilt for Two, complete and
stabilised, £5151-.

Beam aerials to your requirements. Send us your
ideas and we'll quote.

KIRKER KONVERTORS
100 Stonelaw Road, Rutherglen, Glasgow

GERMAN Valves :-STV 280/80's, £1, STV 280/
40's, 12/6. RS291's transmitting tetrodes 1 ,00v

160 mA, 110W, 10/-.

RL 12P35, 10/-, RV 2/800, 5/-.
-W. Robertson, 8 Byron Street, South Shields.
1 Freq. Meter complete with mains power
1 pack and audio modulator mounted on
separate chassis. Guaranteed perfect and unmodified,
£12/10/-.-102 Parrswood Road North, Manchester 20.
FOR sale. Tx PA PP35T's, Variac, relays, modulators TZ40's, rack and panel, 7 ft. high, all bands,
capable of 400 watts. Best offer over £100 secures.
Astatic sound cell mic. £10/101-, cost £20. 200 watt
rotary convertor, DC to AC, £5. 3 kW rotary convertor, with starter, £47. 2 -stage VFO, £5. Modified
AC 111155, 6V6 output, £8/10/-.-G3BZL, 27 Fountain

BC22

Street, Leek, Staffs.

NATIONAL 1-10 metre receiver, frequency chart,

-EASIBINDERS
for

all

THE "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"

Bind your issues in the Easibinder. By a simple
operation the journals are inserted with a steel
wire, and at once become a neatly bound volume
for the Bookshelf.

The Easibinder is bound in green cloth, and
gold -blocked with title and year on the spine.
It will hold 12 issues.

(One volume.)

PRICE 11/3 (Post Free)
A Binder can be sent on approval if requested.

ordering please state the years to be blocked.

When

EASIBI ND LTD
PILOT

HOUSE, MALLOW

STREET,

LONDON,

E.CI

ROCK RADIO (G3LN)

V.H.F. RECEIVERS. Freq. approx. 350 mcs., will
modify co 420, EA50 co -ax mixer, PP RLI8 Lecher line

osc., Pye 45 mcs. strip, output stage. Ail silverplated and brand new in grey cases. Complete with
13 valves : 6 EF50, 2 EA50, 2 RLIK I ftL7, 615, EF36.

Price £4, cart. 3/6 ; Strip only with 7 valves, L2/11/6,
less valves, 26/6, carr. I/- Case, chassis, osc., mixer
;

and output, with 6 valves, 34/6, less valves

carr. 2/-.

12/6,

coils and spare valves.

£10,

delivered.-

Herbert. Little Lodge, Lower Cookham Road,
Maidenhead, Berks.

G3AS K. going
metre

to "I' For
disposal,
twostation
comprising
R1392A
100-156 mc. Xtal RF Osc. with xtal for 144-146 mc.
Newly realigned, RF peaked on 145 mc. Mains power
pack. Matching speaker. 5 -ft. rack mounted Tx on

wheeled base, containing SCR522 Tx, 500v P.P. and
150v bias pack, plus valves and xtal for 14562 mc.
Prop pitch motor 1 r.p.m. converted as per CO
November, 1949, with 4 ft. alloy 21 in. tube to take
mast for rotary beam. Also G.D. Osc. using 955, for
two metres. £25 the lot or separately. Rx and pack,
£15. Rack Tx and PT's, £8. Prop -pitch motor, £2.
G.D.O., 10/-. 24 copies CO and QST for 1948/1949,

£2.-Box No. 774.
Complete switch assembly for ARS8D.
WANTED.
Not LF. Would consider scrap D Model Receiver.
Box 775.
WANTED. Robust ceramic 4 -way 3 or 4 bank HF
bandswitch. Suit 150 watt PA Turret. Details.Woodlands, Cropston, Leicester.

COLLINS Tx. 1.5-12 mc, Input 70 watts CW, 40
watts phone. Complete with 230v Pack and

speech pre -amp. Makers' instruction book. Buyer
collects.-Rudldn, 32 Cable Road, Hoylake, Cheshire.

CLOSING down-RCA Xtal CW ET4336 trans-

mitter, PA 2-813's ; no speech amplifier, complete
working order, £75. BC453, 550-1500 kc, modified for

829, 25/- ; 832, 13/6 ; 2A3, 7/6 ; 807,
6/9 ; EF50, EF54, RLI8, 4/9 ; EL32, 6.15, EF36, 4/- ;
EA50, 3/-. All new and guaranteed.

230v in box with speaker, perfect, £6. BC221 good
order, no batteries, £10. R26/ARCS, 6-9 mc, 2 new,
1 used, all dynamotors, £4.
Transmitter 20w, 6F6

17/6 pair. Feeder 300 ohm H.D., 70 ohm 50 watt,
Sd. yd. ; 70 ohm Co -ax 1" dia., 7d. yd. Carr. extra.

compass

We stock Eddystone, Denco, components.

frequency
changer, provision for Q5'er, Manual. Little used,
excellent condition. Must go portable, £22 or near
offer. Demonstration at G3EGB, 16 Letchworth
Road, Luton.
EDDYSTONE 640. Immaculate mechanical and
electrical condition. Unscratched. Performance as
brand new with Eddystone matching loudspeaker, £21.

VALVES.

3" MA SLIPS. Beam Indicators, 50 or 100v A.C.,

See previous ads. for copper wire, ceramic switches, etc.

1801 Perehore Road, Birmingham, 30. KIN 2797.

ADCOLA

(R

S
SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS

xtal-807 PA, power pack and coils.
receiver,

unmodified.

£6.

£5.

BC433

Speech amp,

Admiralty type with power supply, £2. Reason for

sale-going abroad.-Box No. 777.
EDDYSTONE S640 with stabilised

-Box No. 776.

BC610transmitter with aerial tuner, BC614

Reg. Design No. 860302

Patented in England and abroad

Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v -230/250v.

Meets every requirement for radio assembly, mainten-

ance, telecommunications, etc. High Temperature,

Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight

3/16" Dia. Bit Standard Model
1/4" Dia. Bit Standard Model
3/16" Dia. Detachable Bit Type
Sole Manufacturers : ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
Alliance House, Caxton St., S.W.I. MACaulay 4272

Speech amplifier, coils and drawers,
2 to 18 mc, in working order, £150.-Terry, Heather side, Walton -on -the -Hill, Surrey.

Q Army Manuals. Official copies : BC342-3,
k.3 -15/- ; BC610-2, 20/- ; BC221-1, 10/- ; Several
others. Send stamp for list.-Harris, Strouds,
Pangbourne, Berks.
ADVERTISER wishes to purchase a full size

U.

commercially built oscilloscope in working order
or not, providing in the latter case no extensive repairs
or damage has been done.-Offers to Box No. 778.
-MAX B4/40 transmitter for sale, as new.-Offers
to Box No. 779.

Q
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TRIPLETT MODEL 2432
SIGNAL GENERATOR
THE Triplett model 2432 Signal Generator consists of
an electron -coupled RF oscillator, calibrated in six

fundamental bands, covering a frequency range of
The unit

75 kc to 50 mc with overlap on each band.

is provided with a 400 -cycle sine wave AF oscillator

which provides 30 per cent. modulation of the RF

signal. Both AF and RF voltages are available at the
front panel through a low capacity co -axial cable.

FOR AC OPERATION ONLY 115v 50-60 c/s
In absolutely BRAND NEW condition and complete with instruction book and auto transformer for operation
from 230-240v. AC mains.

OFFERS ARE INVITED FOR THIS UNIT

CHECK IT FIRST! !

!

A portable test instrument with the following ranges :
0-1.5v and 0-3v DC
0-60 mA and 0-5,000 ohms
Complete with shoulder carrying strap ONLY 15/ Post free
A KIT FOR EXTENDING THE VOLTAGE RANGES
A kit of resistors and terminals extending the voltage
ranges to include 0-30v, 0-300v and 0-3,000v. vi
Complete with detailed instructions Post free

METER AND KIT Post free

I

18/6

The ideal oscilloscope tube. Short persistence, green
fluorescence, electrostatic deflection. Six-inch screen.

NEW IN SPRUNG CRATES
OF COST

A FRACTION
ATBRAND

plus 1/6 carr.

550 KC IF TRANSFORMERS
BRAND NEW, permeability tuned in solid brass cans
7 /6 per pair plus 6d. portage

Totally enclosed.

FOR REBUILDING : £2/5/0 (Carr., pkg., 5/-.)
PORTABLE SUPPLY UNITS
Designed for the W/S 52. Made by Canadian Marconi.
Operation from either 12v Battery or 115 or 230v AC
Mains. Employs 12v vibrator and an OZ4 rectifier.
Rating 43 watts.

£2/5/0

(Carr. and pkg., 7/6)
POWER UNITS
Motor generators for operation on 12v, having 275v

7/6

Miniature auto -transformer units for matching low
impedance
phones to high impedance output. Standard
jack socket of plug

EKCO PENCIL IRONS
For those who have to do soldering in confined spaces,

this iron provides the solution to easy scorch -free
soldering. It is light in weight and having very low
consumption, will anneal to those who are tired of

fitted to body of unit.
AS NEW

clumsy, heavy irons and exasperating electricity bills.
For 6 or 12v operation. Please state voltage when
ordering.

each

(Postage 6d.)

BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONSL1 /1 /0

60 WATT AUTOTRANSFORMER
A small autotransformer designed for use with receivers.
Input 200-240v. Output 110v

BRAND NEW (postage1/6)

15 /9

100 WATT AUTOTRANSFORMER
A high quality autotransformer with a higher rating
than the 60 watt
BRAND NEW (portage 21-)

27/6

CRYSTAL DIODES
CV 226 crystal diodes for use in HF gear. A first class
permanent crystal detector.

LEAD CARTONS

BRAND NEW in cartons at the bargain ui
0 each
price of
(plus 6d. postage)
OSCILLATOR TYPE 37
For AC Mains operation, covering 20-70 mc. Less
valves. Complete with circuit diagram and calibration

at 110 ma, and 500v at 50 ma outputs. Outputs and
inputs fully suppressed against radio interference and
fully smoothed.
(Carr. 5/-)

HEADSET
ADAPTORS

BRAND NEW IN

LI

.5 amp RF METERS

charts in heavy steel case

VCR 97 TUBE

2

MAINS TRANSFORMER
A universal mains transformer for 4v or 6.3v valves,
fully interleaved and generously rated. 350-0-350 at
80 mA.
BRAND NEW
(postage 1/6)

3/6 each, plus 3d. postage

(postage 1/6)

Terms: Cash with Order

MOS

MAIL ORDER
SUPPLY CO.
THE RADIO
CENTRE

33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.1

Telephone : Museum 6667-8-9

reLYDESDA LE

Bargains in Ex-Sereices Radio and Electronic Equipment

A.C. MAINS POWER UNIT WITH BUILT-IN MODULATOR
For W/S 36 Transmitter
A complete 110 to 250v cycle A.C. Mains Power Unit, consisting of one L.T. supply transformer -4v 4a (3 windings)
for the rectifier, etc., at 3.25-0-3.25v, 8a winding supplying the 6.3v circuit -of a built-in modulator, suitable for
swinging a transmitter carrier of 100W. input, plus an outlet for the supply of an external transmitter. A 203-0200v 50 m/a. fully smoothed supply for bias needs a second transformer (H.T.), 500-0-500v 200 m/a. (twice), rectified
and smoothed, one supply for the internal modulator, the second supply is carried to an outlet for external use.
Valves include : 3/6C5, 2/807 and 2/AV I FW4/5 /800).
Controls are located on the steel front panel. Unit complete in varnished wooden cabinet with carrying handles.
Clydesdale's
Carriage
Price only
paid

L12 /10 /

ASBB RECEIVER CAY46ACE

Brand New
PIVOTED FLU XMETER

12 -valve double superhet
operating on 516 mcs.
Containing an R.F. stage
446A lighthouse triode in a
precision machined silverplated cavity.
955
1st oscillator 460

by Cambridge Instrument Co.
Ltd. Reading up to 60 divisions

on either side of zero, on 6"

scale, each division equals 10,000

Maxwell turns. Built-in spirit
level. 7+" x 8" x 5", with carry-

mcs.

Mixer.
2/6AC7 1st and

handles. Complete with
instructions and adjustable base.
ing

955

2nd

I.F.

No probe coil.
Clydesdale's £ I 0

55 mcs.
2nd oscillator 39

615

Price only

mu.

6AC8 Mixer.
2/6AC7 I st and 2nd I.F.

READY JULY

15 mcs.

Diede detector.
Video amplifier.
Cathode follower, 230 ohm. output.
By recalibrating, this set can be tuned to the 425 mcs. band.
Details can be supplied for the calibrating and fixing noise limiter, "S"
meter and A.G. power pack.
Unit dimensions : 13;"x 51-" x 7f"
6H6
6AC7
6AC7

Clydesdale's
Price only

of 195 to 9,050 kc s in four switched

METAL (MINE) DETECTOR
Of Canadian design and construction. Designed for under -water use
and completely waterproofed (rubber
sealed).

Comprises :

I.F. stages 900 kc/s and 125 kc/s,
I /12.F.
3/1.F. and output stage
constitutes the general line - up,
the third I.F. provides C.W.

1.5v) T.C. amplifier, in metal box
13" x 9" x 24",
with recess for

HT power froth dynamotor, 28v,
1.5 amps input, 260v at 70 m/a
output,

mounted

sub -chassis,

wired in series/parallel,
giving 24v heater circuit.
valves
In

metal

case

Weight 26.8 lbs.

151" x 8" x 7i".

Clydesdale's t5 /19/6 Carriage
Price only

"'

paid

Please Print name and address.

Brand New
HYBRID UNIT M1-7182 by

paid

bands.

oscillations.
Valves are : 4 /12SF7, 1/ I2SA7,
1/12A6, and 1,191 stabilizer.

6d. to cover distribution cost.

Carriage

L4/ I 0 /- each

Ex-U.S.
RADIO RECEIVER CRV 46151
A 6 -valve superhet suitable for
shipping, with frequency coverage

List No. 7
of Ex -Service Equipment. Send

3 -valve (IT4 pentodes

RCA

This unit is electrically similar to
an AC bridge consisting of four
arms (3/600 ohm and 1 lvariladad.
When the bridge is in balance, no
signals are inter transferred. Frequency range 300-3000 c/s.
10;" x 64".
Finished dove
complete with instruction
and circuit.

battery (Ever -Ready BI25 with suit
Search coil,

sweep pole.

regeneration control. Headphones,
moisture -proof type, rubber enclose. Test Unit for use with

Search Coil when "setting up."
Rucksack, back sling,
webbing

type, to hold complete unit. Instruction

leaflet.
The
supplied in wood case.

Clydesdale's tit / I 19 IL
Price only

""..

Price only

Telescopic

Control box, Eli x
3" x 24", with On/Off switch and

whole

Carr.
" each paid

grey,
book

Clydesdale's 45

with plug changes).
surface area 104" x

II" x

Brand New
BOMB LIFT, hand hoist originally
used for winding bombs into aircraft. Capable of lifting in excess
of 1,300 lb. to a height of 7 ft.
Incorporating a non-stop clutch in
the gear unit. Gear ratio 1875 to I.

Complete with three lengths of
steel hawser.
Clydesdale's
Price only

Order direct from :-

27/6 each

Post

paid

'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9

CLYDESDALE

SUPPLY
2 BRIDGE STREET
CO. LTD
GLASGOW - C.5
VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND, ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
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